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Zrno po zrno – pogača, kamen po kamen – palača. 
Grain by grain – bread, stone by stone – a palace. 

                                                                     
                                          Serbo-Croatian proverb
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Abstract 
 
This thesis makes a contribution to the morphosyntactic and semantic typology of 

distributive markers, as well as to the acquisition of distributive numerals at the syntax-

semantics interface. It aims to provide an analysis of Serbian distributive marker po and 

brings to light novel child and adult data on the understanding of sentences with 

numerals.  

 

Our main claim is that po always involves event quantification and furthermore, that is 

shares some core properties with pluractional markers (Newman 1980, 1990, Cusic 1981, 

Lasersohn 1995, Matthewson 2000, Filip & Carlson 2001). We focus on sentences with 

numerals and adapt Cable’s (2014) analysis of distributivity to account for numerals 

combined with po. This analysis is a contribution to rather scarce theoretical work on 

Slavic numeral distributive markers.  

 

Our experimental data provide child and adult data on the understanding of Serbian 

distributive po appearing in sentences with numerals and with the universal quantifier 

svaki (every). It furthermore explores a developmental perspective on the phenomena, 

since 247 children, with age ranging from 4 to 10 years, were tested in a total of four 

experiments. Two experiments contribute to the cross-linguistic comparison with the 

studies conducted on English (Musolino 2009), Russian (Sekerina & Sauermann 2011) 

and Hungarian (É.Kiss et al. 2012, 2013). The other two experiments are the first to 

address the specific research questions relative to distributivity in Slavic. They give 

support to our theoretical claim that distributive po uniformly involves quantification 

over events. 

 
	  
Key Words:  
 
Numerals; Distributivity; Event Quantification; Serbian; Acquisition; Semantics 
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Résumé	  
	  
Cette thèse apporte une contribution à la fois à la typologie morphosyntaxique et 

sémantique des marqueurs distributifs, et à l'étude de l'acquisition des numéraux. Elle 

offre une analyse du marqueur distributif po en serbe et présente des données empiriques 

sur la compréhension des phrases avec les numéraux distributifs chez l'enfant et l'adulte.  

 

La thèse montre que po implique systématiquement une quantification événementielle et 

partage les principales caractéristiques des marqueurs pluractionnels (Newman 1980, 

1990, Cusic 1981, Lasersohn 1995, Matthewson 2000, Filip & Carlson 2001). Nous nous 

focalisons sur les phrases avec numéraux en adaptant l'analyse de distributivité proposée 

par Cable (2014), pour expliquer le cas des numéraux combinés avec po. Cette analyse 

constitue l'une des rares contributions théoriques sur le marqueur distributif po dans les 

langues slaves.  

 

Les expériences réalisées offrent de nouvelles données empiriques sur la compréhension 

enfantine et adulte des phrases avec les numéraux ou avec le quantificateur universel 

svaki (chaque), dans lesquelles po distributif apparaît. Ces données offrent également une 

perspective développementale du phénomène, puisqu’elles ont été récoltées sur un total 

de 247 enfants, âgés de 4 à 10 ans. Deux expériences permettent une comparaison avec 

les études réalisées sur l'anglais (Musolino 2009), le russe (Sekerina & Sauermann 2011) 

et le hongrois (É. Kiss et al. 2012, 2013). Les deux autres expériences sont les premières 

à étudier l’acquisition de la distributivité avec les numéraux en langues slaves. Leurs 

résultats appuient notre proposition théorique, selon laquelle le po distributif implique 

systématiquement la quantification événementielle.         

 

Mots Clés :  
 
Numéraux; Distributivité; Quantification Evénementielle; Serbe; Acquisition; 

Sémantique  
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1. Introduction 
	  
	  
This thesis investigates the meaning of the distributive marker po in Serbian, as well as 

child comprehension of numerals combining with po.  

  Determiner-like distributive markers, such as each and every, have been the center of 

interest of many theoretical investigations (Jackendoff 1968, Barwise 1979, Carlson 

1980, Barwise & Cooper 1981, Scha 1984, Link 1987, Safir & Stowell 1988, Beghelli & 

Stowell 1997, Szabolcsi 1997, Brisson 1998, among many others), as well as of 

consequent work in acquisition (Inhelder & Piaget 1964, Philip 1994, Brooks & Braine 

1996, Crain et al. 1996, Drozd 2001, Guerts 2003, Gualmini, Meroni & Crain 2003, 

Brooks & Sekerina 2006, Meroni, Gualmini & Crain 2007, Musolino & Lidz 2006, 

Kuznetsova et al. 2007, among many others). Very few studies, if any, however, have 

been dedicated to the interpretations of distributive po in Slavic (Sekerina & Sauermann 

2011, Przepiórkowski 2013, Dotlačil 2015). 

 We contend that distributive po significantly differs from universal quantifiers such as 

each and every. The theoretical claim defended here (Chapters 2 to 4) is that distributive 

po does not involve exhaustive (universal) quantification over individuals but rather 

quantification over events (whether the latter is exhaustive or not is a point to which we 

return below). The experimental studies carried out (Chapter 5), moreover, support the 

claim that po quantifies over events. 	  
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1.1. The topic of this thesis 
 

The focus of this thesis are sentences with numerals, such as (1) and (2). 

 

(1) a. Devojke      kupaju           tri        psa. 

    girl-NOM.PL bathe-3.PL.PS three    dog-PAUC 

b. ‘The girls are bathing three dogs.’ 

(2) a. Devojke       kupaju            po tri       psa. 

    girl-NOM.PL  bathe-3.PL.PS  po three  dog-PAUC 

b. ‘The girls are separately/each bathing three dogs.’ 

c. ‘The girls are bathing three dogs at separate locations/time intervals.’ 

 

The sentence in (1) can in principle yield distributive, collective and cumulative readings. 

Here I explain how I will use these terms throughout this thesis. Imagine that Mary, Jane 

and Rose are bathing three dogs. On the distributive reading of (1), those girls are each 

bathing three dogs. This means that: three girls are individually (divided into atomic 

members) bathing three dogs, and that the number of dogs in a situation is consequently 

higher than three (three per girl). On the collective reading of (1), the girls are together 

bathing three dogs. This implies that the number of dogs in a situation is three in total. On 

the cumulative reading of (1), the girls divided into non-atomic groups (two girls + one 

girl) are bathing three dogs in total. To make some precisions, by atomic partitioning of 

the group of girls, I refer to the situation where each girl (girl atom/singleton in the group 

of girls) bathes three dogs. By non-atomic partitioning of a group, I mean that the group 

of three girls under discussion can be divided into non-atomic/non-singleton groups, each 

of which bathes three dogs. What is important is that on both the collective and 

cumulative readings of (1), we have in mind a situation where the total number of dogs 

being bathed is three. Sentence (1a) in Serbian presumably has the same readings, 

distributive, collective and cumulative, as its mirror English sentence in (1b). 

Sentence (2) is different from the sentence in (1) in that it contains the distributive marker 

po, which here attaches to the object numeral NP (hence, nNP). Let us again take that 

Mary, Jane and Rose are the girls who bathe the dogs. Contrary to (1), (2) does not yield 
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collective and cumulative readings, where three girls (together or divided into non-atomic 

groups) are bathing a total of three dogs. Instead, (2) yields two types of distributive 

readings, as in (2b) and (2c). Note that the reading in (2b), where the girls are separately 

bathing three dogs, can be seen as identical to the reading in (1b). On the second reading, 

in (2c), which we also dub distributive, three dogs are being bathed per location or/and 

per time interval. The number of girls involved in such bathings (involving three dogs) 

can be from one to three (given that the relevant girls again are Mary, Jane and Rose). 

That is, three girls can either separately bathe three dogs (which boils down to the 

distributive reading of (1)); three girls can also bathe three dogs divided into non-atomic 

groups (two girls + one girl); finally, three girls can bathe three dogs together (at different 

locations or/and time intervals). The sentence in (2) thus yields the distributive reading 

illustrated in (2c), unavailable with (1), due to the presence of the distributive marker po. 

We call both readings, in (2b) and (2c) – distributive readings. For convenience, we will 

introduce here the names for these readings, borrowing the terminology from Cable 

(2014). The distributive reading in (2b), where it seems that the distribution of three dogs 

is over individual (atomic) members of the group of girls, which are the agent-

participants of an event of dog-bathing, will be called – participant-distributive reading. 

The reading in (2c), where the distribution of three dogs seems to be over locations or 

time intervals (that is, over a spatiotemporal event argument), will be called henceforth – 

event-distributive reading. Notice here that I will use the term ‘event’ in two senses: 

either to refer to situations/parts of the world (e.g. the situation where Mary, Jane and 

Rose are bathing three dogs) (cf. Zucchi 2015), or as an argument of the verb, in the 

sense of Davidson (1967) and all consequent approaches. I also follow Link (1998) in 

taking that spaces and times are part of semantics of the event argument. Therefore, when 

I talk about the distribution over events, I mean systematically distribution over spaces or 

times.  Note that the notions of ‘distribution over something’ and ‘distributing something’ 

are used in the relational distributivity approach (Choe 1987). Importantly, I will 

occasionally use these terms only to describe the interpretations of sentences with po 

(henceforth, po-sentences), and not to say that I adopt this theoretical approach. That is, 

on the participant-distributive reading discussed above, for (1) and (2), we can say that 

each girl bathes three dogs or that (a group of) three dogs is distributed over (or to) each 
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girl. Similarly, we can say that, on the event-distributive reading of (2) in (2c), the girls 

bathe three dogs per location or/and time interval, or that three dogs are distributed over 

(to) different locations or/and time intervals, in Choe’s (1987) terms. Alternatively, we 

can say that the participant-distributive reading of (1) and (2) implies that there is a 

plurality of events (situations) where three dogs are washed (per girl). On this latter 

approach, we can describe the reading of (2) as a plurality of events where three dogs are 

washed (be it per location, per time interval or/and per girl). Ultimately, we will show 

that the latter description is more adequate for the interpretations of po-sentences. For 

expository purposes, we will use both ways to describe the readings arising with po. 

 

Let us now show in which respects the sentence in (2) with the distributive marker po, 

repeated below, differs from the sentence in (3), with the distributive marker each. That 

is, what is the motivation for considering that po is not each. 

 

     (2) a. Devojke       kupaju            po tri      psa. 

              girl-NOM.PL   bathe-3.PL.PS  po three  dog-PAUC 

          b. ‘The girls are separately/each bathing three dogs.’ 

          c. ‘The girls are bathing three dogs at separate locations/time intervals.’ 

 

(3) The girls are each bathing three dogs. 

 

The first observation is that both (2) and (3) yield a participant-distributive reading, 

where each girl is bathing three dogs. Notice that (2) also yield an event-distributive 

reading, paraphrased as in (2c), where the girls bathe two dogs at separate 

locations/times: for instance, at different days. The sentence in (3) does not yield this 

event-distributive reading. We can, however, ask the question of to what extent po and 

each are different, except that po allows an additional distributive reading, unavailable in 

(3), where the distribution is over events. I contend that the distributive determiner-like 

quantifier each and distributive po differ in significant ways. I now discuss the main 

motivations for such a view. 
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   Let us first consider the participant-distributive reading of (3), available also with (2), 

given in (2a). Distributive quantifiers, such as each, block the collective/cumulative 

readings of its sentence. Each furthermore imposes that the group of girls be divided into 

atomic members (singleton groups of girls). Also, it requires that all members of this 

group of girls be ‘exhaustively’ distributed over by three dogs. That is, the sentence in (3) 

is false under a scenario where, for instance, only two out of three girls are bathing three 

dogs (in a context where the relevant girls are Mary, Jane and Rose). I formulate these 

requirements with each as in (4). 

 

(4) Distributivity with each, but not with po, involves: 

a. Atomic partitioning of a group (provided by the NP that each appears to 

combine with) 

b. Exhaustivity (relative again to the group provided by the NP that each appears 

to combine with) 

 

Let me clarify (4) with the example sentence in (3).  The atomic partitioning of the group 

of the girls ((4a)) is required in (3) by the presence of each (unlike in (1), with no 

distributive marker). That is, the sentence is false under a scenario where girls together 

(collectively) or divided into non-atomic groups (cumulatively) bathe three dogs. By 

exhaustivity in (4b), I refer to the requirement that all relevant girls (without exception) 

bathe three dogs (or are exhaustively distributed over by three dogs, in Choe’s (1987) 

terms). Note that exhaustivity does not imply atomic partitioning, since all girls may 

bathe three dogs, but not individually. The quantifier all, for instance, may be exhaustive, 

but does not require atomic partitioning of a group. What is important is that both 

requirements hold with each. 

 

Let me now turn to the sentence in (2). A possible reading of (2) is indeed the one found 

in (3), where the girls each bathe three dogs. However, the requirements in (4) do not 

apply to (2). Neither the group of three girls needs to be partitioned into atomic  

members, nor the girls need to be ‘exhausted’. That is, (2) is also true under a scenario 

where two girls (Mary and Jane) are bathing three dogs, while one girl (Rose) is bathing 
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another three dogs, at the same time. Notice that, crucially, this distributive reading is 

different from the cumulative reading of (1), which involves a total of three girls and a 

total of three dogs, whatever the pairing between the girls and the dogs is. By contrast, 

under the reading of (2) at stake, we need at least two groups of three dogs – be it per 

group of girls, or per single (atomic) girl. Yet another reading of (2) is the one where the 

relevant girls, here Mary, Jane and Rose, are together bathing three dogs at different time 

intervals, let us say – days. This means that the girls are interpreted collectively (and are 

not partitioned either in atomic or non-atomic groups), in the sense that they together 

bathe three dogs. Crucially however, if this is the case (if there is no partitioning), the 

sentence in (2) is only true if the girls bathe three dogs at different time intervals (at least 

two times), or simultaneously, but at different locations (at least two locations).  

We can descriptively say that, under this reading, the distribution of ‘girls washing three 

dogs’ is over locations, temporal (times) or spatial (places). It seems that these two things 

are correlated – the non-requirement for the atomic partitioning of a group of participants, 

on a one hand, and the distribution over spaces and time, on the other hand. Whatever the 

way of describing, it should be clear that (4a) clearly does not apply to po-sentence in (2).  

  Let us now turn to (4b). Sentence (2) is also true under a scenario where Mary and Jane 

are each bathing three dogs, while, Rose, who was supposed to be involved, is chilling 

out next to them. This is what I call ‘non-exhaustive’ distribution, to make clear the 

contrast in the truth-conditions of (2) and (3). That is, not all relevant girls need to be 

involved (or exhausted) in the event of bathing the dogs, with the po-sentence in (2), 

unlike with the each-sentence in (3). This is why (4b) does not apply to (2). Again, it 

seems that the distribution over spaces and times is available precisely because the 

participants need not be exhausted. One may wonder however whether the locations 

or/and times need to be exhausted. This is a legitimate question, although very difficult to 

answer. It is not clear to me at this point what would the exhaustivity applied to locations 

or times imply and how we could test such a requirement. We could imagine that the 

relevant locations or times are determined by the context and that we can check whether 

this set of relevant locations/times needs to be exhausted. Suppose concretely, for 

instance, that the context explicitly makes it clear that the relevant set of temporal 

locations/times is every day of the ongoing week, but that the bathings take place, in fact, 
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only on odd days. Very roughly, the problem with falsifying the sentence in this context 

is that the spatiotemporal argument, over which the distribution of girls bathing dogs 

events, is an implicit argument. This implicit spatiotemporal argument could in fact be 

restricted to every odd day of the week - we do not see it. In other words, it is hard to 

check or validate, whether the distribution is in fact exhaustive or not. So though it may 

indeed be the case that the distribution over events is exhaustive, we leave this question at 

this stage open. What is important for us is that po-sentences do not require exhaustive 

distribution over individuals.  

Notice that, given the differences discussed here between po and each so far, and in 

particular, that po yields event-distributive readings, we can wonder whether the 

appropriate way to refer to po is an adverbial-like quantifier, as opposed to a determiner-

like quantifier each (in terms of Partee 1991). Notice however that po appears in a 

quantifier position preceding a noun (as will be discussed in Chapter 2), but also in the 

verbal domain, attaching to verbs or adverbs, as well as heading a PP (as exposed in 

Chapter 4). The characterization in terms of opposition between determiner-like and 

adverbial-like quantifiers seems therefore not to be altogether sufficient to account for the 

differences between each and po.  

     The empirical differences sketched so far between the sentences with distributive 

markers such as Serbian po in (2) vs. English each in (3) will be developed in the 

remainder of the thesis. These empirical observations are the main motivations for the 

claim that these two quantifiers are indeed different in some important respects.  

  In particular, as just argued, we contend that po systematically involves quantification 

over events, i.e. over spatiotemporal units, even under the so-called participant-

distributive readings. We furthermore contend that po, unlike each, does not involve 

universal quantification over individuals - that is, that neither the atomic partitioning of 

the relevant group of participants in the event, nor the exhaustive distribution over that 

group is needed.  

  Moreover, we also assume that distributive po, combining with numerals, such as in (2), 

shares some important properties with prepositional po, as well as with po prefixed to 

verbs, adverbs and adjectives. On these uses, po contributes the variety of meanings that 

are considered to be those of pluractional markers across languages (Newman 1980, 
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Cusic 1981, Lasersohn 1995, Matthewson 2000, Filip & Carlson 2001, Součková & Buba 

2008, Pawlak 2009, Hofherr & Laca 2012). Pluractional markers are morphemes 

typically attaching to verbs, indicating the basic meaning of multiplicity of events 

(actions) or repeated actions, involving thus multiple event times, spaces or/and 

participants (Newman 1980, 1990, Lasersohn 1995). One of the most prominent 

characteristics of pluractionals is that of distributivity. This basic meaning invoking a 

plurality of events gives rise furthermore to the effect of the following associated 

meanings, listed in Cusic (1981: 74): repetitiveness, repeated occasions or events, 

habitual agency, distributed quality, inchoativity, distribution, cumulative result, 

intensity, augmentation, diminuation, plurality of sites of action, duration, persistent 

consequences, celerativity, continuity.  

   The goal of this thesis is however much more modest than to develop a unified analysis 

of varieties of po attested in Serbian, as a pluractional. Although we will give some 

evidence that po indeed shares some core properties with pluractional markers, we 

restrict our focus here to two specific issues: (a) the meaning of po combined with 

numerals, which we refer to as distributive po, and (b) the acquisition of sentences with 

numerals and distributive po. To achieve these two goals - accounting for the semantics 

of distributive po, and providing the first systematic investigation into the acquisition of 

po1, we first examine the morphosyntactic and semantic properties of po, by comparing it 

with the quantifier each, but also with the Serbian universal quantifier svaki (every). We 

then provide an analysis of po, under which po quantifies over events. Finally, we will 

show that adult data provide evidence that our analysis is on the right track. The child 

data reveal non-adult patterns, some of which persist even up to the age of 9, but 

importantly, they also show that children allow both participant-distributive and event-

distributive readings with distributive po.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Note that the comprehension of Russian po in sentences with the universal quantifier is 
tested in Russian (Sekerina & Sauermann 2011). 
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1.2. Terminology 
 

I have mentioned in section 1.1. the sense in which I use the terms distributive, as 

opposed to collective and cumulative (readings). The use of these terms - distributive, 

collective and cumulative, can differ across authors in significant respects (see 

Champollion 2014 for an overview). For this reason, I specify below the terminology to 

keep in mind throughout this thesis.  

 

Distributive. As mentioned above in 1.1., I will be concerned only with distributive 

readings arising with sentences with numerals. I will use two alternative ways to refer to 

these readings. For describing the interpretations of sentences such as (2), with numerals 

and the distributive marker po, I will use the relational distributivity terminology (Choe 

1987). On this view, the distributive reading of (2) arises as a consequence of distributive 

relations between two arguments, here subject and object (See Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2). 

In Choe’s terms thus, I will say that, on a distributive reading of (2), a group of three 

dogs ‘is distributed over’ the members of the group of girls. Importantly, on Choe’s 

account, the distribution must be done over atomic members of the group of girls. As we 

have seen, this is not the requirement with po. Also, we have seen that distribution needs 

not to be over some participant, but can also over spaces or times. However, I indeed talk 

about ‘distributing over’ in order to describe distributive readings of (2). The reader 

should keep in mind that, although I borrow Choe’s terminology for ease of exposition in 

describing the distributive interpretations of po-sentences, I do not adopt Choe’s analysis 

of distributivity. The distributive readings of (2) can be described as involving a plurality 

of events, such that single events of this group of events involve nNP (i.e. three dogs). 

Consequently, if these events are simultaneous, the whole plural group of events will 

involve more than nNP (more than three dogs). These two ways of referring to 

understanding the distributive readings of (2) will be complementarily used for 

descriptive purposes. The analysis I develop, however, falls under the second way of 

understanding distributivity. 
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Collective. To illustrate, consider example sentence (1). The term collective applied to 

(1) refers to a situation (described by (1)) involving exactly three dogs. Therefore, there is 

no distribution of three dogs over either atomic or non-atomic groups of girls, or over 

spaces/times. In other words, collective here refers to a reading where (1) describes a 

single event of the girls bathing three dogs in total.  Consequently, by referring to the 

collective reading, we have in mind a single event involving three dogs in total.  

 

Cumulative. The cumulative reading is similar to the collective one in that it also 

involves (in the case of sentence (1)), a total of three dogs. The only difference is that the 

distribution of the dogs is done over non-atomic or atomic participants, and not over the 

group as a whole. That is, we call the reading of (1) cumulative if the pairing between 

girls and dogs is not that of ‘all girls bathe all dogs at the same time’, or ‘the group of 

girls is paired with the group of dogs’, but rather the girls are divided up into groups, 

each of which bathes some dogs (whose total is three). Importantly, we refer to readings 

of sentences with numerals such as (1), as cumulative, only when the total number of 

dogs is three, irrespective of how these three dogs are paired with the girls. That is, 

cumulative reading is used to refer to situations where three dogs in total are distributed 

over atomic or non-atomic members of the group of girls. This will be very important for 

distinguishing the readings of numerals with and without po.  

 

Note that collective and cumulative readings, as described above, do not involve 

distribution over times. If there is a situation where the groups of three girls bathe three 

dogs in total on different occasions (spaces/times), then we will talk about distributive 

readings, the assumption being that the distribution is one of events over 

different/separate locations (times/spaces).   
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1.3. Overview of the thesis 
 

The remainder of the thesis is organized into the following chapters.  

  Chapter 2 discusses distributivity and quantifiers in Serbian. We argue that only po 

involves strong (obligatory) distributivity, while other quantifiers involve weak (pseudo 

or non-obligatory) distributivity. This chapter also explores the morphosyntactic 

distribution of distributive po, and the resulting readings of its sentences. We will show 

that, depending on the construction in which it appears, po forces either spatial or/and 

temporal distribution, or/and participant-based distribution.    

  Chapter 3 presents a succinct overview of the main theories on distributive quantifiers 

that are similar to distributive po. Two main views can be distinguished – the one under 

which these distributive quantifiers across languages involve a covert each (distributive 

operator). Another view takes that these distributive quantifiers, which yield event-

distributive readings, do not have a distributive operator each associated with them. 

   Taking the latter view as more empirically adequate for accounting for po, we adapt 

Cable’s (2014) analysis of distributive numerals in Tlingit to account for distributive po 

in Chapter 4. We furthermore give a succinct survey of other uses of po, namely 

preposition po, as well as po attaching to verbs, adverbs and adjectives, to support the 

claim that po shares some core properties with pluractional markers, taking this term in 

its large meaning (Cusic 1981). These observations suggest that the event-based approach 

is indeed more adequate for accounting for distributive po, as opposed to the approach 

where distributivity involves universal quantification over individuals, since pluractionals 

by definition refer to plurality in the verbal domain, that is, in the domain of the events 

described by verbs.  

     Chapter 5 presents four experiments on the child and adult comprehension of 

sentences with numerals, distributive po and the quantifier svaki (every). We discuss the 

results in the light of our theoretical claims and conclude that our analysis of po is 

supported by adult data. The child data give evidence for a rather long developmental 

path, given that the non-adult like interpretations of po-sentences persist even at the age 

of 9. Importantly however, children early on allow both participant-distributive and 

event-distributive readings of sentences with po.  
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   We close this dissertation by recapitulating our main findings in Chapter 6. First, po 

uniformly quantifies over events. Second, children, like adults, assess both participant-

distributive and event-distributive readings of po, which are both seen as instances of 

event quantification. However, children and adults do not completely pattern alike. 

Children appear to go through a stage where they treat po as a determiner-like quantifier, 

such as svaki (every). The conclusion also addresses issues for further research, namely, 

the hypothesis that po is a pluractional marker, as well as tracks to follow for further 

acquisition investigations, and in particular - the acquisition of temporal distribution with 

the distributive po. 
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2. Distributivity in Serbian 
 
 
This chapter is concerned with Serbian quantifiers or quantificational nominals that have 

a distributive meaning. I use the term quantifier here to refer to lexical items that include 

numerals, e.g. tri (three), non-adjectival, as well as adjectival quantifiers, e.g. non-

adjectival mnogo (many) vs. adjectival mnogi (many). By quantificational nominals 

(QPs), I refer to any expression that contains a quantifier, e.g. tri devojke (three girls), 

mnogo ljudi (many people) and svaki student (every student). 

I start by distinguishing strong and weak distributivity. Strong distributivity is obligatory 

(enforced), while weak distributivity (or pseudo-distributivity) is optional (non-enforced).  

The main goal of this chapter is two fold. First, to establish that Q(P)s are pseudo-

distributive. Second, to show that strong distributivity is obtained only by combining Q 

with the distributive marker po.  

More precisely, Q(P)s without po yield pseudo-distributive readings and, I argue, 

quantify over individuals (Section 2.1). In contrast, Q(P)s combined with po enforce 

strong distributivity and quantify essentially over events, which can include 

quantification over individuals (Section 2.2). That is, we assume that quantification over 

individuals is a subcase of quantification over events. Therefore, if a language has 

quantifiers that force quantification over events, they also allow quantification over 

individuals. By contrast, quantifiers that quantify over individuals do not necessarily 

allow quantification over events.  

We conclude Section 2.2. by describing two special constructions containing po: a 

reduplicated numeral expression (n po n), enforcing  distribution over times; and a lexical 

item ponaosob (po-on/over-person), enforcing the atomic partitioning of the set of 

(human) individuals denoted by the NP2. We conclude that these constructions give 

evidence that po shares some core properties with pluractional markers (Cusic 1981, 

Lasersohn 1995, Matthewson 2000, Součková & Buba 2008). 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  I abstract away from the differences between NPs and DPs throughout this thesis.	  
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Section 2.3. summarizes the properties of distributive constructions in Serbian, as well as 

the main arguments for the proposal that po forces event quantification.  

 

2.1. Pseudo-distributivity 
 
Following Beghelli & Stowell (1997), I will refer to constructions that may but need not 

yield distributive interpretations as pseudo-distributive.3  

I argue that po-less QPs (involving numerals, non-adjectival quantifiers and adjectival 

quantifiers) are pseudo-distributive in Serbian. Moreover, I also argue that they allow a 

restricted range of distributive interpretations (as opposed to po-QPs) where, roughly, the 

distribution is over individuals and not necessarily over events. 

  

2.1.1. Numerals  
 
Like other Slavic languages, Serbian has several classes of numerals, which differ 

morphosyntactically: cardinal numerals4 (e.g. tri (three)), ordinal adjectives (e.g. treći 

(m)/ treća (f)/ treće (n) (third)), collective numerals (troje (mixed gender/human) (three)), 

collective numeral nouns (trojica (m/human) (three)), collective numeral adjectives (troji 

(m)/ troje(f)/troja (n)). 

In this thesis, I will only be concerned with cardinal numerals, which I will simply refer 

to as numerals. The traditional literature classifies numerals jedan (one), dva (two), tri 

(three) and četiri (four) as morphosyntactically adjectival, unlike other numerals higher 

than pet (five), in that they trigger agreement with a noun and have relatively free 

distribution, which is characteristic of adjectives. Note however that there are important 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Beghelli & Stowell (1997) distinguish strong distributive quantifiers, e.g. every/each, 
from weak distributive quantifiers, e.g. all, in that the former involve a distributor, 
(sorting key) and a distributee (distributive share) (in the sense of Choe 1987). I abstract 
away here entirely from their analysis and borrow only the term ‘pseudo-distributive’. 
4 Serbian furthermore has a restricted subset of cardinal numerals with specific 
morphosyntactic properties, known as paucals. This subset includes masculine form 
numerals denoting small sets dva (two), tri (three) and četiri (four). I will gloss them 
‘pauc’ systematically, but the reader should take them to be no different from other 
cardinal numerals for the purposes of this thesis. See Despić (2013) for an analysis of 
paucals and the literature overview. 
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morphosyntactic variations both synchronically and diachronically. In particularly, dva 

(two), tri (three) and četiri (four) are losing their adjectival properties. I set aside here the 

issue whether numerals in Serbian qualify as adjectives or not but I systematically 

distinguish numerals from adjectival quantifiers such as mnogi (many), as well as from 

non-adjectival quantifiers, such as mnogo (many), since there are important semantic 

differences between numerals and other quantifiers.  

 

To illustrate the pseudo-distributivity of sentences with numerals, let us consider the 

latter under different scenarios.  

 

Scenario 1: Mary, Jane and Rose are together bathing three dogs.  

Scenario 2: Mary, Jane and Rose are bathing three dogs. Actually, Mary and Jane are 

bathing two dogs together, while Rose is bathing one dog.  

Scenario 3: Mary, Jane and Rose are each bathing three dogs. 

Scenario 4: On Sundays during the summer, Mary, Jane and Rose bathe the dogs. This 

may happen in different ways: either each of the girls bathes three dogs, or Mary and 

Jane bathe three dogs while Rose bathes another three dogs, or the girls together bathe 

three dogs. 

 

(1) a. Devojke       kupaju5             tri              psa.  

         girl-NOM.PL   bathe-3.PL.PS   three-PAUC  dog-PAUC  

         ‘The girls are bathing three dogs.’ 

          Judgment: true in Scenarios 1, 2 and 36, false in Scenario 4 

 

Sentence (1), containing a numeral-NP (hence nNP) is true in situations which involve 

exactly three dogs, such as in scenarios 1 and 2. The difference between scenario 1 and 2 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 We abstract away from the differences between the verbal forms, i.e. perfective vs. 
imperfective morphology, past vs. present tense, episodic vs. habitual meaning. What is 
important is that, with po, no matter which verb form, the event-distributive reading will 
become available, while the collective reading will become unavailable.  
6 This reading is very marginally accepted by adults in the experiments I and II (see 
Chapter 5). 
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is in how the girls are organized to bathe three dogs. Under scenario 1, the girls are 

together (collectively) bathing three dogs, so I will call this type of interpretation – 

collective. In scenario 2, the girls are organized in groups to bathe three dogs: one group 

containing two girls and another group containing one girl. Altogether, the girls are 

bathing three dogs, just like in scenario 1. I will call this type of interpretation – 

cumulative, since the girls are cumulatively (not collectively, but altogether) bathing 

three dogs.  

Scenario 3 describes a situation where each of three girls is bathing three dogs. Therefore, 

given the cardinality of the group of girls, the cardinality of the group of dogs (i.e. the 

number of dogs) is nine. I call this interpretation distributive, since we can descriptively 

say that groups of three dogs are distributed to each girl. Moreover, since the distribution 

of the dogs is done over an event participant (girls), I will refer to this construal as 

participant-distributive reading. 

Note that, under the cumulative scenario 2, we can say that the dogs are also distributed 

over an event participant, i.e. the girls. There are however important differences between 

the two readings. The first one concerns the number of dogs. While in the cumulative 

scenario (scenario 2), the total number of dogs (given by the NP three dogs) is three, in 

the participant-distributive scenario (scenario 3), the total number of dogs is nine, i.e. 

dependent on the number of girls. That is, under the reading of (1) where the girls are 

bathing three dogs simultaneously, and where the number of dogs is exactly three, the 

resulting reading is either collective or cumulative. Whenever the number denoted by an 

nNP set is greater than n (be it because there are plural participants each involved with 

nNP (scenario 3)), or plural spaces/times involving nNP (scenarios 4)), I will consider 

that the resulting reading is distributive.  

Although felicitous in scenarios 1 and 2, the sentence in (1) is true but infelicitous7 under 

scenario 3. This is confirmed by experimental adult data on the comprehension of 

numerals (see Chapter 5). I assume that this is not due to the truth-conditions of sentences 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 I use the term ‘infelicitous’ when the use of a sentence in a given context is strongly 
disliked, if not almost unavailable, presumably because there is a better way to describe 
the situation, and possibly not due to the semantics of the sentence.  
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with numerals but rather to the preference to use the strong distributive marker to allow 

for these readings. I come back to this issue in Section 2.2. of this chapter. 

Let us turn now to scenario 4, where the situation described by a sentence (here, ‘Three 

girls are bathing three dogs’) repeats in different locations or at different time intervals. 

In other words, there are at least two such events described by the sentence (1). I refer to 

the resulting construal as an event-distributive reading (by distribution over events, I 

therefore systematically mean distribution over locations or/and over time intervals). In 

other words, under scenario 4, there can be as many events of the girls bathing three 

dogs, as there are relevant Sundays. 

What is important is that sentence (1) is false under scenario 4, where there can be as 

many events as there are relevant Sundays, i.e. under an event-distributive reading. Note 

that furthermore, under scenario 4, the girls can be organized in different ways to bathe 

three dogs. Either the girls together bathe three dogs on each Sunday (which is equivalent 

to distributing the situation described under the collective scenario over Sundays) or the 

girls divided into groups bathe three dogs on each Sunday (which is equivalent to 

distributing the situation described under the cumulative interpretation over Sundays) or 

each of the girls bathes three dogs on each Sunday (which is equivalent to distributing the 

situation described under the participant-distributive interpretation over Sundays). The 

reader should keep in mind that sentence (1) cannot describe a situation where there are 

more events of dog bathing than girls. That is, (1) is true if there is one event (of 

collective bathing, i.e. scenario 1, where the girls are together bathing three dogs), two 

events (of cumulative bathing, scenario 2, where two groups of girls are bathing three 

dogs), three events (of distributive bathing, scenario 3, where each of three girl is bathing 

three dogs), but not if there are as many events as there are Sundays (on event-

distributive reading, scenario 4). This reading is available with the distributive marker po, 

as the reader shall see in Section 2.2. 

 

It should be emphasized, as will be discussed in chapter 5 (Section 5.1.) that collective 

and cumulative readings, which refer to a situation where exactly nNP participated, are 

overwhelmingly the preferred readings of numerals. 

Given that numerals freely allow collective and cumulative readings, disallow an event-
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distributive reading and, as we shall see in Chapter 5, do not that freely allow a 

participant-distributive reading, I conclude that numerals are pseudo-distributive 

quantifiers.  

 

2.1.2. Non-adjectival (weak) quantifiers: mnogo (many), nekoliko (a few), nešto (some) 
and malo (few)8 
 

According to traditional grammars, non-adjectival quantifiers differ morphosyntactically 

from adjectives in that they: (i) do not agree with the combining noun in number, gender 

and case, but trigger plural genitive (so-called quantificational genitive) case on the noun 

(Franks 1995, among many others) and (ii) their syntactic position is less free than that of 

adjectives. All Serbian non-adjectival quantifiers (as defined above) are weak9 

quantifiers, just like numerals. 

I discuss the interpretations of sentences with the quantifiers, such as (2), under the 

scenarios below. In this respect, numerals and quantifiers pattern alike, but an analysis of 

quantifiers is beyond the scope of this thesis. Our goal here is to illustrate merely that 

these quantifiers, just like numerals, allow collective reading, i.e. that they may but need 

not allow distributive readings.  

 

Scenarios 5 and 6 below adapt the collective and participant-distributive scenarios, given 

in 1 and 3 for numerals, to quantifiers. For sentences with quantifiers, such as in (2), by 

collective I mean situations where the girls are together bathing the dogs. By distributive, 

I mean situations where each girl is bathing the dogs or where the girls are bathing the 

dogs on different occasions (e.g. days). 

 

Scenario 5: Mary, Jane and Rose are together bathing many/a few/some/few dogs.  

Scenario 6: Mary, Jane and Rose are each bathing many/a few/some/few dogs. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8	  As the reader will see, quantifiers like many and some come in two varieties, non-
adjectival and adjectival.	  
9	  A weak quantifier is understood here in terms of Milsark (1977) and Barwise & Copper 
(1981) i.e. as a quantifier that can appear in so-called existential constructions ‘there 
is/are…’, such as three, many or few. They differ from so-called strong quantifiers such 
as every or most, in that the latter are infelicitous in ‘there is/are…’ existential sentences.	  
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(2) Devojke      kupaju             mnogo/nekoliko/nešto/malo pasa.  

     girl-NOM.PL  bathe-3.PL.PS  many/     a few/  some/few   dog-GEN.PL  

    ‘The girls are bathing many/a few/some/few dogs.’ 

     Judgments: true in Scenarios 5 and 6 

 

As we saw with numerals, the sentence in (2) gives rise to the collective reading in 

scenario 5, where the girls are together bathing a group of dogs, the total quantity of 

which is given by the quantified NP. The sentence also gives rise to the participant-

distributive reading under scenario 6, where each of the girls is bathing a group of dogs.  

 

The acute reader will notice that we are not discussing the cumulative and the event-

distributive readings below, given under scenarios 7 and 8.  

 

Scenario 7: Mary, Jane and Rose are bathing many/a few/some/few dogs. More precisely, 

Mary and Jane are bathing many/a few/some/few dogs together, while Rose is bathing 

another group of many/a few/some/few dogs.  

Scenario 8: On Sundays during the summer, Mary, Jane and Rose bathe the dogs. This 

may happen in different ways: either each of the girls bathes many/a few/some/few dogs, 

or Mary and Jane bathe many/a few/some/few dogs while Rose bathes another group of 

many/a few/some/few dogs, or the girls together bathe many/a few/some/few dogs. 

 

Note that the respective semantics of each quantifier introduces complexities, which will 

not be discussed here. That is, since the quantity denoted by a quantifier is vague, it is 

hard to pinpoint if these readings are available with sentence (2), without, for instance, a 

contextual background for scenario 7 or explicitly adding, ‘on Sundays’ for scenario 8.  

 

What is important to see here is that the sentence in (2) with quantifiers, just like sentence 

(1) with numerals, allows both collective and participant-distributive readings. 

On the basis of the availability of collective and participant-distributive readings, I take 

that these quantifiers are also pseudo-distributive.  
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2.1.3. Adjectival quantifiers 
 
I now turn to the adjectival quantifiers that are morphosyntactically adjectives and 

semantically quantifiers. Contrary to non-adjectival quantifiers, (i) they agree with the 

modified noun in number, gender and case and (ii) their syntactic position is relatively 

free. Their combining with mass nouns is restricted, unlike the combining of non-

adjectival quantifiers and mass nouns10.  

I first discuss the weak adjectival quantifiers and then turn to the strong adjectival 

quantifiers. Recall that what is the focus of our discussion is the distributive force of 

these quantifiers. To this end, we leave aside other properties of these quantifiers.  

 

2.1.3.1. Weak quantifiers: mnogi (many) and neki, (some)11 
 
Sentences with weak adjectival quantifiers such as in (3), allow collective readings and 

are also compatible with distributive readings. This is illustrated with scenarios 5, 6 

below. We set aside again the cumulative and event-distributive readings. 

 

Scenario 5: Mary, Jane and Sue are together bathing many/some dogs.  

Scenario 6: Mary, Jane and Sue are each bathing many/some dogs. 

 
(3) Devojke       kupaju             mnoge            /neke               pse.  

     girl-NOM.PL   bathe-3.PL.PS   many-ACC.PL / some- ACC.PL dog-ACC.PL 

     ‘The girls are bathing many/some dogs.’ 

      Judgments: true in Scenarios 5 and 6 

 

Setting aside again the contribution of the semantics of the quantifiers mnogi/neki, what 

is important is that the sentence in (3) allows the collective reading in scenario 5, as well 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10	  If they agree with a mass noun, the meaning of the noun is modified. Thus, note the 
difference in the meaning of some between non-adjectival nešto snega (some snow) vs. 
adjectival neki snegovi (some kinds of snow).	  
11	  We do not include here the adjectival quantifiers nekoliki (a few) and nijedan (no). The 
former is archaic and it is not clear whether it is still in use, while the latter introduces 
morphosyntactic and semantics complexities beyond our interest here, being formed by 
the negative morpheme ni and a numeral jedan (one). 
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as the participant-distributive reading in scenario 6. Since a distributive reading is also 

available, we take these quantifiers to be pseudo-distributive. 

 

2.1.3.2. Strong quantifiers: svaki (every) and oba (both)          
 
A quantifier that typically enforces atomic participant-distributive readings is the 

universal quantifier every, in its singular form svakiSG (every). Importantly however, 

svakisg does not exclude collective readings, especially when it is in an object position.  

 

Before discussing svaki, let me briefly consider another strong adjectival quantifier, oba 

(both), under the scenarios 9, 10 and 11, in sentence (4).  

For simplicity, I give an example with oba (both) in subject position. 

 

Scenario 9: Mary and Jane are together bathing a dog.  

Scenario 10: Mary and Jane are each bathing a dog. 

Scenario 11: On Sundays during the summer, Mary and Jane bathe a dog. This may 

happen in different ways: either each of the girls bathes a dog, or the girls together bathe 

a dog. 

 

(4) Obe      devojke        kupaju            psa.  

      both-F  girl-NOM.PL   bathe-3.PL.PS  dog-ACC.SG 

     ‘Both girls are bathing a dog.’ 

      Judgments: true in Scenarios 9 and 10, infelicitous in Scenario 11 

 

The quantifier oba (both) allows the collective reading under scenario 9, where the girls 

are together bathing a dog, but also a participant-distributive reading under scenario 10, 

where each girl is bathing a dog. The sentence is infelicitous in scenario 11, where the 

girls either individually or collectively bathe a dog on each occasion (on Sundays, where 

the number of Sundays is pragmatically determined), i.e. in an event-distributive 

scenario. Given the availability of both collective and distributive readings, together with 

the non-availability of the event-distributive reading, I take that oba (both) is a pseudo-

distributive quantifier. 
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I now turn to the universal quantifier svaki under collective, cumulative and distributive 

scenarios. (For other relevant properties of svaki, see Sections 2.2.1.5 and 2.2.1.6. where 

the latter is compared to po and each).  

 

Let us first look at the sentence in (5), where svaki is in subject position. 

 

Scenario 12: Mary, Jane and Rose are together bathing a dog.  

Scenario 13: Mary, Jane and Rose are bathing the dogs. Actually, Mary and Jane are 

bathing one dog together, while Rose is bathing another dog.  

Scenario 14: Mary, Jane and Rose are each bathing a dog. 

Scenario 15: On Sundays during the summer, Mary, Jane and Rose bathe the dogs. This 

may happen in different ways: either each of the girls bathes a dog, or Mary and Jane 

bathe a dog, while Rose bathes another dog, or the girls together bathe a dog. 

 

(5) Svaka                      devojka        kupa                 psa. 

     every-NOM.F.SG       girl-NOM.SG   bathe-3.SG.PS   dog-ACC.SG 

     ‘Every girl is bathing a dog.’ 

     Judgment: true in Scenarios 12, 13 and 14, false in Scenario 15 

 

Sentence (5) is true under collective scenario 12, where the girls are bathing a dog 

together, and under participant-distributive scenario 14, where each of the girls is bathing 

a dog12. The sentence is also true under the cumulative scenario in 13, where the girls 

divided into groups are bathing a dog. Importantly, the sentence is false under the event-

distributive scenario in 15, where the girls (distributively, cumulatively or collectively) 

bathe a dog on each occasion. Note however that with svaki (every), the preferred reading 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12	  Note that I abstract away from whether the bare singular noun in (5) is specific or non-
specific. That is, I do not discuss whether (5) is acceptable under collective or distributive 
readings depending on the interpretation of the bare nominal. What is important for us 
here is that both (5) is acceptable under both collective and distributive scenarios. For the 
details on the semantic incorporation of nonspecific NPs into the meaning of predicate, 
see Arsenijević (2006). 
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is under the participant-distributive scenario 14. This suggests that svaki enforces 

quantification over individuals, but not necessarily distribution (since it is compatible 

with the collective scenario). Quantifying over individuals here is rather understood as 

exhaustive (and not strong distributive) meaning of svaki (see Section 2.2.4). Recall, by 

exhaustive meaning, I mean that svaki in (5) requires that every girl in the denotation of 

NP participates in the event (of dog bathings), which is the property of universal 

quantifiers over individuals (see Matthewson, 2000).  

 

Recall that the universal quantifier, just like the weak quantifier neki (some), has a 

singular morphology13. Its plural form sviPL (all) favours the collective reading, while the 

singular form svakiSG favours the participant-distributive reading. Both are however 

compatible with collective and participant-distributive scenarios that we discuss here. I 

therefore assume that it is the singular morphology of svaki, which forces singular 

agreement with the noun, rather than the lexical (pseudo-distributive) meaning of svaki 

that is responsible for strongly favouring the participant-distributive interpretation.  

  Let us now see under which scenarios a sentence with svaki in object position, such as 

(6), is true. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 There is an archaic singular form of the quantifier mnogi (many), e.g:  
 

(i) Mnogi                   čovek             voli              jedan grad. 
many-NOM.M.SG    man-NOM.SG  love-3.SG.PS  one    town-ACC.SG 
‘Many men love one town.’ 

It is very uncertain to what extent it is still in use. Note that Gil (1995) reports the archaic 
English many as many a, e.g. ‘Many a man loves one town.’ See also Arsenijević (2015) 
on non-adjectival mnogo vs. adjectival mnogi.  
 
As for the singular form of the weak adjectival quantifier neki (some), contrary to svaki 
NP, which is semantically plural, neki NP is semantically singular. That is, (ii) is false if 
there is only one girl in the event, while (iii) is false if there is more than one girl in the 
event:  

(ii) Svaka                  devojka          kupa               psa.  
every-NOM.F.SG   girl-NOM.SG   bathe-3.SG.PS   dog-ACC.SG 
‘Every girl is bathing a dog.’ 

(iii) Neka                   devojka       kupa                psa.  
some-NOM.F.SG   girl-NOM.SG  bathe-3.SG.PS  dog-ACC.SG 
‘Some girl is bathing a dog.’  

Therefore, neki is semantically very close to a numeral jedan (one).  
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Scenario 16: The girls are bathing all the dogs together. 

Scenario 17: Mary and Jane are bathing one dog together, while Rose is bathing another 

dog. 

Scenario 18: The girls are bathing each dog separately.  

Scenario 19: On Sundays during the summer, the girls are bathing the dogs. This may 

happen in different ways: either the girls bathe each dog separately, or Mary and Jane 

bathe a dog, while Rose bathes another dog, or the girls bathe all the dogs together. 

 

(6) Devojke       kupaju             svakog              psa. 

      girl-NOM.PL  bathe-3.PL.PS  every-ACC.SG   dog-ACC.SG  

     ‘The girls are bathing every dog.’ 

      Judgment: true in Scenarios 16, 17 and 18, infelicitous in Scenario 19 

 

The sentence in (6) is again true under the collective scenario 16, where the dogs are 

being bathed together, as well as in the cumulative scenario 17, where the girls bathe the 

three dogs, which are divided into groups. The sentence is also true under the participant-

distributive scenario 18, where each dog is being bathed separately by the girls. The 

event-distributive reading in Scenario 19, where the girls bathe every dog on different 

occasions (e.g. on Sundays) is not felicitous.  

   

Given the availability of the collective reading with svaki (every), I conclude that it is a 

pseudo-distributive quantifier. Moreover, given the unavailability of the event-

distributive reading, I assume that svaki (every) quantifies over individuals. I assume that 

it is precisely because svaki (every) does not quantify over events that it allows collective 

readings, where the quantification over individuals needs not to involve distribution, but 

rather exhaustivity. Notice however that the most prominent, and sometimes the only 

available reading with svaki is the atomic participant-distributive reading. 

Recall that, under our use of the term pseudo-distributive (or weak distributive), this 

simply means that not all collective readings are blocked, even if, with svaki, participant-

distributive readings are in strongly preferred. Notice also that we arrive at the conclusion 
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that svaki is pseudo-distributive under the use of term ‘collective readings’ as described 

in this thesis, and discussing the scenarios at hand. Under the more canonical criteria for 

describing the readings as collective, there are many other factors that would characterize 

svaki as being incompatible with collective scenarios, such as its incompatibility with 

collective predicates, e.g. meet or be numerous. Notice also that I have not discussed 

whether the bare singular noun in (5) has specific or non-specific interpretation, and how 

this affects the resulting reading as collective vs. distributive.14 We therefore do not mean 

to conceal that svaki in general enforces (participant)distributive readings. However, what 

is important for us is precisely that, in the contexts that we have discussed, and 

irrespective of other factors (e.g. the interpretation of bare nouns), svaki is compatible 

with collective scenarios, where, as we will see, distributive po is unavailable, and is 

incompatible with event-distributive scenarios, where po is available.  

 

To summarize, we have given a brief overview of quantifiers in Serbian, relative to their 

ability to yield collective and distributive readings. What is important to keep in mind is 

that all the quantifiers that we have discussed (numerals, non-adjectival (weak) 

quantifiers and adjectival weak and strong quantifiers) allow collective interpretations of 

the sentences in which they appear. They also allow a participant-distributive reading, 

where the quantification is over individuals. Importantly, the event-distributive reading is 

unavailable. Recall that, at the beginning of this chapter, we have formulated the 

assumption that quantification over individuals is a subcase of quantification over events, 

i.e. event-quantification allows quantification over individuals, while the quantifiers that 

enforce quantification over individuals do not necessarily allow event-quantification.  

I conclude that numerals, non-adjectival and adjectival quantifiers are pseudo-distributive 

quantifiers, thus they do not force strong (obligatory) distributivity. Moreover, I conclude 

that they do not allow event-distributive construals, but only participant-distributive 

construals.  

 

In the next section, I focus on the properties of the distributive marker po, in combination 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14	  See Arsenijević (2006, 2007), on the issue of semantic incorporation of nonspecific 
NPs into the meaning of a predicate.	  
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with quantifiers. I will show that po (i) forces strong distributivity, (ii) directly combines 

only with numerals and non-adjectival quantifiers, yielding event-distributive construals, 

as well as participant-distributive construals, which, we argue, can be reduced to 

quantification over events.  

  

2. 2.  Strong distributivity: distributive po 
 
The morpheme po is most often identified as a preposition or a prefix with an aspectual 

(perfective) value. It appears as a free morpheme in adverbial expressions, and as a prefix 

deriving quantity, space or time denoting adverbs and, less frequently, gradable 

adjectives.  

General properties of prepositional, aspectual, adverbial and adjectival po and possible 

arguments for extending the analysis adapted for distributive po are given in section 4.3.  

Traditional grammars admit yet another function of po, as a distributive marker, which is 

the focus of this thesis.  

In this section, I descriptively discuss two patterns of po marking: (i) po attaching to 

numerals (e.g. po tri (po three)) and non-adjectival (weak) quantifiers (e.g. po mnogo (po 

many)), in Section 2.2.1. and (ii) po as part of two constructions: n po n (numeral 

reduplication) and the lexicalized item ponaosob, in Section 2.2.2. 

We identify two core properties of po: namely, po enforces strong (obligatory) 

distributivity, and it quantifies over events. The quantification over individuals is not 

incompatible with sentences containing po, since we assume that event quantification 

allows quantification over individuals, as its subcase. Quantification over individuals can 

be furthermore enforced by other expressions appearing in a sentence with po, namely 

numerals (unmarked by po), quantifiers, lexicalized expression –naosob (which gives 

ponaosob), or any other plural expressions in a sentence (e.g. plural nouns, conjunctions).  

The summary on the Q(P)s combining with po, as well as the arguments for the event-

based analysis that we adopt, are given in Section 2.3.  
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Let us now turn to sentences that are the focus of this thesis, namely sentences with 

numerals. For completeness, I will also give basic description of sentences with non-

adjectival weak quantifiers.    

 

2.2.1. Po, numerals and non-adjectival quantifiers 
 

Morphosyntactically, distributive po appears as a freestanding morpheme combining with 

a numeral (e.g. jedan (one)), a bare singular noun or a non-adjectival weak quantifier 

(e.g. nekoliko (some)), as shown in (7)15. Throughout this thesis, I assume that po actually 

attaches to the silent numeral jedan (one) when combining with a bare singular noun (see 

Section 2.2.5).  

 

(7) a. Studenti          čitaju            po   jednu         /∅  knjigu        / po nekoliko knjiga.  

   student-NOM.PL read-3.PL.PS  po    one-ACC.SG/-    book-ACC.SG /po a few book-GEN.PL  

            b. ‘The students are each reading one/some/a few books.’16 

            c. ‘The students are reading one/some/a few books at each location/time interval.’ 

 

Unlike prepositional po, distributive po does not assign (locative) case and unlike 

aspectual, adverbial and adjectival po, it is not an inflectional or derivational affix. Let 

me refer in the remainder of this thesis to numerals/quantifiers/nouns combining with po 

as distributive numerals/quantifiers/nouns respectively, and to those without po, as bare 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15	   In this respect po differs from Tlingit distributive gaa, which combines only with 
numerals. Seth Cable (p.c.) suggests that this is because numerals are the only 
determiners in Tlingit, while other quantifiers are relative clauses. The source of this 
difference between Serbian and Tlingit distributive markers is thus not semantic in 
nature, but rather comes from the morphosyntactic constraints. In Korean, the distributive 
ssik combines with classifier preceding categories (numerals and weak quantifiers like 
few), but not with bare nouns (Jiyoung Choi, p.c.). The generalization seems to be that 
these distributive markers s-select for cardinality predicates, but they c-select for 
determiners.   
16	  We are translating Serbian sentences with po by English sentences with each, through 
the most of this chapter. This is to show that po-sentences may yield some readings that 
each-sentences yield. The reader should keep in mind that this translation is not the best 
one (since po, unlike each, does not require exhaustive distribution) and will be made 
more precise in Section 2.2.4.  
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numerals/quantifiers/nouns. Note that I assume that bare singular nouns combining with 

po contain a silent numeral jedan (one) and thus do not combine directly with po. 

Referring to distributive nouns in this sense is only descriptive.  

Semantically, roughly, po enforces a distributive reading of the sentence (in which it 

appears) as a whole. I refer henceforth to sentences containing po as po-sentences. 

Po appears in both transitive and intransitive sentences, in subject or object position, or in 

both simultaneously17. For simplicity, I first give examples of sentences with only one 

po: in subject position for intransitive sentences and in object position for transitive 

sentences. 

 

2.2.1.1. Intransitive sentences 

 

I illustrate below the differences between intransitive sentences with and without po. 

Sentences (8a) and (8b) only differ in that the former contains a bare numeral/singular 

noun, while the latter contains a distributive numeral/singular noun (that is a nominal 

combining with po).  

Notice the difference in truth-conditions of the sentences. (8a) can be used to describe 

scenario 20 and is infelicitous as a description of scenarios 21 and 22, while (8b) can only 

be used to describe scenarios 21 and 22, but not scenario 20. 

 

Scenario 20: The classroom is full of students. At 10am, one student left the class. 

Scenario 21: The classroom was full of students. At 10am, one student left the class. At 

11am, another student left.  

Scenario 22: The classrooms were full of students. A student left from several 

classrooms. 

 

 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17	  Po does not combine only with nominals in subject and object positions, but also with 
nominals in adjunct positions. This detail is not relevant for us here, so we leave it aside 
here.   
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 (8) a. Jedan             /      student                    je            izašao               sa     časa. 

          one-NOM.M.SG/ ∅   student-NOM.M.SG  aux-3.SG leave-3.M.SG.PF  from class-GEN.SG 

          'One/a student left the class.' 

          Judgments: true in Scenario 20, infelicitous in Scenarios 21 and 22 

 

      b. Po  jedan              /     student                    je             izašao          sa      časa. 

         po  one-NOM.M.SG/ ∅  student-NOM.M.SG aux-3.SG leave-3.M.SG.PF from  class-GEN.SG 

         'A (different) student left the class at each time interval/from each location.’ 

         Judgments: not true in Scenario 20, true in Scenarios 21 and 22  

 

We see, by comparing (8a) and (8b), that, descriptively, adding po leads to the 

requirement that there are at least two events of one student leaving the class. 

Importantly, the meaning in (8b) is not exhaustive, i.e. it is not the case that all the 

students left the class under scenario 21, and it is not the case that from each classroom, 

one student left (i.e. the classrooms do not have to be exhausted). Note also that the 

number of students who left under scenario 20 is exactly one (denoted by NP jedan 

student), while the total number of students who left under scenarios 21 and 22 is greater 

than one, i.e. two under scenario 21 and a potentially any number under scenario 22, 

determined pragmatically by the number of relevant classrooms. The question arises 

however whether a distributive numeral NP (po nNP) can be used in a situation where the 

same student was leaving the class on every occasion. On my intuitions, using a 

distributive numeral under such scenario is infelicitous. The use is however felicitous if 

there were several students who left (at least two), and some of them came back and left 

again. That is, at least some students have to be different per leaving-event. The question 

of whether this is the matter of semantics or pragmatics will be set aside here for the 

moment.  

 

Let us now see how this applies to numerals other than one, e.g. tri (three). 
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Scenario 20’: The classroom was full of students. At 10am, three students left the class. 

Scenario 21’: The classroom was full of students. At 10am, a group of three students left 

the class. At 11am, another group of three students left.  

Scenario 22’: The classrooms were full of students. A group of three students left from 

several classrooms. 

 

(9) a. Tri      studenta           su             izašla.            

         three  student-PAUC      aux-3.PL.  leave-PAUC.PF     

         ‘Three students left.’ 

          Judgment: true in Scenario 20’, infelicitous in Scenarios 21 and 22 

 

     b. Po tri      studenta         su             izašla.  

         po three  student-PAUC  aux-3.PL.   leave-PAUC.PF 

         ‘Three students left each time/from each location.’ 

         Judgments: false in Scenario 20’, true in Scenarios 21’ and 22’  

 

Similarly to (8a), (9a) is true in a situation involving three students (Scenario 21’), 

provided by nNP tri studenta, who left the class at the same time. By contrast, (8b) 

describes scenarios involving at least two groups of three students, hence at least six 

students. That is, under scenario 21’, two groups of three students left (i.e. the total of six 

students). Under scenario 22’, there is as many groups of three students as there are 

relevant classrooms. Therefore, the number of groups of three students is limited only 

pragmatically. Again, po does not introduce any exhaustive meaning, since not all 

students must leave under scenario 21’ and not each classroom must be left by three 

students under scenario 22’.  

 

For completeness, in sentence (10), I give an example with weak quantifiers nekoliko (a 

few), malo (few), mnogo (many), nešto (some), as well as the numeral pet (five), which is 

morphosyntactically alike these quantifiers. Note that I abstract away from the semantics 

of those quantifiers, which make deciding on the truth judgments of these sentences more 

difficult than on those with numerals. What is important to note is that the sentence with 
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bare quantifiers in (10a), but not the sentence with distributive quantifiers in (10b), is 

compatible with the scenario 23, where the students left the class together. Further, 

sentence (10a) is infelicitous under a scenario involving more than one event where a 

group of students left. 

 

Scenario 23: The classroom was full of students. At 10am, a group of students left the 

class together. 

Scenario 24: The classroom was full of students. At 10am, one groups of students left. At 

11am, another group of students left. 

Scenario 25: My colleagues and I had classes at the same time in different classrooms 

around the university building. At 10am, there was a students’ association gathering in 

the hall. This is why a group of students left from our classes.  

 

 (10) a. Pet/nekoliko/malo/mnogo/nešto   studenata           je             izašlo. 

            five/ a few      /few   /many/  some  student-GEN.PL  aux-3.SG   leave-SG.PF 

            ‘Five/a few/few/many/some students left.' 

            Judgments: true in Scenario 23, infelicitous in Scenarios 24 and 25 

 

        b. Po    pet / nekoliko/malo/mnogo/nešto studenata          je             izašlo. 

            po    five/ a few      /few  / many / some  student-GEN.PL  aux-3.SG  leave-3.SG.PF 

         'Groups of five/a few/few/many/some students went out each time/from each place.' 

         Judgments: false in Scenario 23, true in Scenarios 24 and 25  

 

Let us comment apart the case of numeral pet (five) and other quantifiers in (10). 

As for nNP pet studenata (five students) the difference between (10a) and (10b) is that in 

(10a) the total number of students is exactly five, while the number of students in (10b) is 

five per time or per place. This gives us any quantity from five (students) up, including 

five (if the same five students are leaving each time). Again, to what extent the sentence 

is felicitous under a scenario where the students in events are the same deserves further 

investigations. What is important is that the sentence is true if there are at least two 

events of five students leaving, i.e. five students per event and, preferably, (at least some) 
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different five students per event. Again, po does not introduce exhaustive meaning: (10b) 

is compatible with situations where not all students left and/or not from all classrooms, a 

group of five students left.  

Let us now turn to the quantifiers in (10). The NP in (10a) denotes a group of students, 

whose quantity is provided by the quantifier. Roughly, the difference between (10a) and 

(10b) is that the former involves one event where one group of students of the quantity 

given by the quantifier, left, i.e. there is one group of quantity Q. By contrast,  (10b) 

refers to a situation where there are at least two events where a group of students left, and 

preferably different groups per event, that is, at least two groups of students. In this 

respect, the difference between bare and distributive quantifiers is parallel to that between 

bare and distributive numerals.  

 

  

2.2.1.2. Transitive sentences  

 

Transitive sentences with and without po differ in a similar way as intransitive sentences.  

This is illustrated in (11) under scenarios below.  

 

Scenario 26: Mary, Jane and Rose are together bathing one dog. 

Scenario 27: Mary, Jane and Rose are each bathing one dog. 

Scenario 28: Mary, Jane and Rose are bathing one dog. Actually, Mary and Jane are 

bathing one dog, while Rose is bathing another dog. 

Scenario 29: On Sundays during the summer, Mary, Jane and Rose bathe the dogs. This 

may happen in different ways: either each of the girls bathes one dog, or Mary and Jane 

bathe one dog while Rose bathes another dog, or the girls together bathe one dog. 

 

(11) a. Devojke     kupaju            jednog      / ∅      psa.  

           girl-NOM.PL bathe-3.PL.PS  one-ACC.SG/ ∅      dog-ACC.SG  

          ‘The girls are bathing one/a dog.’ 

            Judgment: true in Scenarios 26 and 27, false in Scenarios 28 and 29  
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       b. Devojke         kupaju           po   jednog       / ∅   psa.  

           girl-NOM.PL    bathe-3.PL.PS  po   one-ACC.SG/  ∅   dog-ACC.SG  

           ‘The girls are each bathing one/a dog.’   

           ‘The girls are bathing one/a dog at each location/time interval.’  

            Judgment: false in Scenario 26, true in Scenarios 27, 28 and 29  

 

Similarly to intransitive sentences, (11a) and (11b) differ in that the former describes a 

situation involving one event of dog-bathing and consequently, one dog total, provided 

by nNP, while the latter involves more than one event of dog-bathing and potentially, any 

number of dogs total. I will use the terms collective and distributive readings at this point, 

which I have introduces in Section 2.1., by introducing some precisions. Given the 

transitive sentences with numerals, such as (11), by collective, I refer to a situation where 

the girls are together bathing one dog, as in scenario 26. Therefore, the number of the 

dogs in the event, provided by the numeral nNP is exactly n. By distributive reading here, 

I mean a reading involving more than n participants in an event. That is, there is a 

plurality of (sub)events each involving n participants. Consequently, the (plural) event 

involves more than n participants total. Let me refer to the reading in scenario 27 and 28 

as participant-distributive reading, since the distribution of dogs seems to be over the 

girls, who are participants in a bathing-event. More precisely, under scenario 27, the 

partitioning of the girls is atomic, i.e. each girl is bathing one dog (so this is so-called 

atomic participant-distributive reading). Under scenario 28, the partitioning of the girls is 

non-atomic, i.e. groups of girls are each bathing one dog (this is so-called non-atomic 

participant-distributive reading). Notice that the scenario under 28 is therefore not a 

cumulative scenario. Under cumulative reading, the number of dogs in the event would 

be the same as with collective scenario, i.e. one, as provided by nNP. Under scenario 28, 

the number of dogs is greater than one, i.e. dogs are distributed over groups of girls, 

hence I take this to be a distributive reading. Let me also refer to the reading in scenario 

29 as event-distributive, taking locations and times to be a covert spatiotemporal (event) 

argument, over which the distribution takes place (cf. Oh 2001, Balusu 2006)18. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18	  Balusu (2006), for instance, following Link (1998) makes use of temporal and spatial 
traces of events: ‘the temporal trace is the time period in which the event happens and the 
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Importantly, po does not require exhaustive interpretation of girls or locations/times. The 

sentence in (11b) is therefore true also under scenarios where only two out of three girls 

are bathing a dog, or where, on some relevant Sundays, the girls do not bathe one dog. 

 

Note first that the most natural reading of (11a) is the collective reading under scenario 

26. That is, a group of girls are bathing a dog together. Sentence (11a) can in principle 

describe scenario 27, where each of the girls is bathing one dog. As the reader shall see in 

chapter 5, the adult speakers in the experiment on comprehension of bare numerals only 

marginally accepted this reading (participant-distributive). Importantly, (11a) cannot 

describe scenarios 28 and 29, where the girls (individually or in groups) bathe one dog on 

every Sunday. Thus, sentence (11a) yields collective reading, has available participant-

distributive reading and does not yield event-distributive readings. Now, let us turn to 

sentence (11b). With a distributive numeral/noun, collective reading disappears, 

participant-distributive reading is enforced and the event-distributive reading becomes 

available.  

 

The same contrast between po-sentences and those without po holds with other weak 

quantifiers, such as in (12), as well as with the numeral pet (five). I repeat the relevant 

scenarios with quantifiers and pet (five) below. Again, I abstract away from the particular 

semantics of the quantifiers in (12). What is important again is that the sentence with a 

bare quantifier in (12a) is true in a collective situation (Scenario 26), and possibly under a 

participant-distributive reading (Scenario 27) but false on event-distributive readings 

(Scenarios 28 and 29). Importantly again, a sentence with a distributive quantifier 

(combining with po), as in (12b), can only describe distributive scenarios and is false in 

the collective scenario.  

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
spatial trace is the spatial region where the event happens’ (Balusu 2006: 2). I follow this 
general idea when I refer to event-distributive readings – since events are located in time 
and space, these two dimensions are relevant for	  distribution as well. That is,	  distribution 
of some entities can be done over spaces or times, which I simplify by saying that 
distribution is over events. 
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Scenario 26: Mary, Jane and Rose are bathing five/ many/a few/some/few dogs. 

Scenario 27: Mary, Jane and Rose are each bathing five/many/a few/some/few dogs. 

Scenario 28: Mary, Jane and Rose are bathing five/many/a few/some/few dogs. Actually, 

Mary and Jane are bathing five/many/a few/some/few dogs, while Rose is bathing 

another group of five/many/a few/some/few dogs. 

Scenario 29: On Sundays during the summer, Mary, Jane and Rose bathe the dogs. This 

may happen in different ways: either each of the girls bathes five/many/a few/some/few 

dogs, or Mary and Jane bathe five/many/a few/some/few dogs while Rose bathes another 

group of five/many/a few/some/few dogs, or the girls together bathe five/many/a 

few/some/few dogs. 

 

(12) a. Devojke      kupaju             pet/mnogo/ nekoliko /nešto/ malo  pasa.  

           girl-NOM.PL  bathe-3.PL.PS   five/many  /a few       /some /  few    dog-GEN.PL 

          ‘The girls are bathing five/many/a few/some/few dogs.’  

           Judgment: true in Scenario 26, infelicitous in Scenarios 27, 28 and 29 

 

     b. Devojke      kupaju             po pet/mnogo/ nekoliko /nešto/ malo  pasa.  

         girl-NOM.PL  bathe-3.PL.PS   po five/many  /a few       /some /  few    dog-GEN.PL 

         ‘The girls are each bathing five/many/a few/some/few dogs.’   

       ‘The girls are bathing five/many/a few/some/few dogs at each location/time interval.’  

           Judgment: false in scenario 26, true in Scenarios 27, 28 and 29     

  

While (12a) refers to a situation involving one group of dogs of the quantity denoted by 

the n/Q, sentence (12b) refers to a situation involving more than one event of bathing a 

group of dogs, i.e. more than one group of dogs. Again, po does not require to exhaust the 

relevant group of girls.  

 

Descriptively, the distributive marker po seems to convey that there is more than one 

event involving n/Q NPs19.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19	   This idea is similar to that of Balusu (2006) on numeral reduplication in Telugu. 
Namely, he takes that numeral reduplication pluralizes the numeral phrase. Notice	   that 
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That is, sentences with distributive numerals/quantifiers are true under scenarios where 

there are at least two events involving n/Q NPs. These events can be simultaneous, but 

only with different participants (e.g. girls)/locations, or non-simultaneous, that is, 

happening at different time intervals.   

 

In this section, we have shown that with distributive quantifiers, just like with distributive 

numerals, collective interpretation is blocked, and the event-distributive readings arise. 

Importantly, exhaustivity is not required in po-sentences, i.e. the groups that are 

distributed and the groups that are distributed over do not have to be exhausted. 

Although descriptively distributive numerals and distributive quantifiers seem to be 

similar, the analysis of distributivity with weak quantifiers, such as nekoliko (a few) or 

mnogo (many), involves complexities that are beyond the scope of this thesis, which 

focuses on the semantics of distributive numerals. Henceforth, I leave aside distributive 

(weak) quantifiers, but assume that po semantically contributes in the same way to 

quantifiers as to numerals and that the asymmetries are due to specific properties of 

quantifiers. 

  

Before turning to sentences with two numerals, let us give one more illustration of how 

po enforces strong distributivity.  

 

2.2.2. Additional evidence that po enforces distributive readings 
 

In what follows, we will give an additional argument that po strongly enforces 

distributive readings and blocks collective readings. 

For this purpose, we examine two syntactic strategies for enforcing collective readings, 

topicalization and verbal (imperfective) aspect (Stanojević & Ašić 2006). Sentence (13) 

illustrates both canonical SVO order and perfective aspect. Recall that sentences with 

bare numerals, such as (13), are true under collective and infelicitous under event-

distributive scenarios.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
distributive interpretations are often described in terms of pluralization of predicates 
(Landman 1989, 2000). 
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(13)  SVO and perfective aspect 

         Devojke        su             okupale           jednog        psa. 

         girl-NOM.PL   aux-3.PL   bathe-3.PL.PF   one-ACC.SG  dog-ACC.SG  

        ‘The girls bathed one dog.’ 

         Judgment: true in Scenarios 26 and 27, infelicitous in Scenarios 28 and 29 

 

Note that (13), with a perfective verb form, yields collective reading (scenario 26). It 

further can be accepted under the participant-distributive reading (scenario 27).  It is 

infelicitous on event-distributive reading (scenario 29) but also on non-atomic 

participant-distributive reading (scenario 28).  

 

2.2.2.1. Enforcing collective reading: Topicalization and imperfective aspect  

 

Notice the difference between canonical order in (13) and the order in (14), derived via 

topicalization. While (13) is true under the atomic participant-distributive scenario, once 

the topicalization takes place, as in (14), only the collective interpretation is acceptable. 

The same holds for imperfective aspect, as shown in (15). 

 

(14)  OVS order without po 

         Jednog         psa                okupale           su            devojke. 

         one-ACC.SG  dog-ACC.SG  bathe-3.PL.PF  aux-3.PL  girl-NOM.PL 

          ‘The girls bathed one dog.’ 

           Judgment: true in Scenario 26, false in Scenarios 27, 28 and 29 

 

 (15) Imperfective aspect 

         Devojke        su             kupale                jednog        psa.  

         girl-NOM.PL   aux-3.PL   bathe-3.PL.IMPF   one-ACC.SG  dog-ACC.SG  

         ‘The girls bathed one dog.’ 

        Judgment: true in Scenario 26, false in Scenarios 27, 28 and 29 
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2.2.2.2. Restoring distributive readings: Topicalization and imperfective aspect with po 

 

Once we add po to the examples above, distributive readings are the only that arise. That 

is, when distributive po is part of the sentence with a topicalized object, such as in (14’) 

or with an imperfective verb, such as in (15’), which both favour collective interpretation, 

distributive force of po prevails and a sentence as a whole again yields only distributive 

readings and is false in the collective scenario. 

 

(14’)   OVS order with po 

            Po jednog         psa             okupale          su           devojke. 

            po one-ACC.SG  dog-ACC.SG  bathe-3.PL.PF  aux-3.PL  girl-NOM.PL 

           ‘The girls each bathed one dog.’ 

           ‘The girls bathed one dog at each location/time interval.’ 

             Judgment: false in Scenario 26, true in Scenarios 27, 28 and 29 

          

(15’) Imperfective aspect with po 

         Devojke       su           kupale                po    jednog        psa.  

         girl-NOM.PL  aux-3.PL   bathe-3.PL.IMPF  po one-ACC.SG  dog-ACC.SG  

          ‘The girls each bathed one dog.’ 

         ‘The girls bathed one dog at each location/time interval.’ 

          Judgment: false in Scenario 26, true in Scenarios 27, 28 and 29 

 

To summarize, the reading, which is not available with po-sentences (be it intransitive or 

transitive) is collective. In other words, in sentences with numerals, po blocks the reading 

where exactly n NP participated.   

All po-sentences yield distributive readings, i.e. where there are at least two events 

involving nNP. The readings that are available with both intransitive and transitive 

sentences are event-distributive, where the distribution seems to be over events, i.e. 

locations or time intervals. Transitive sentences also yield so-called participant-

distributive readings, where the distribution of nNPs seems to be over some plural event 

participant. Moreover, the distribution can be over an atomic event participant or over an 
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non-atomic event participants (i.e. groups of participants). In this respect, distributive 

numerals differ from bare numerals in that the former block collective interpretation of a 

sentence, and yield event-distributive and non-atomic participant-distributive readings, 

while the latter yield collective readings, are marginally accepted under the atomic 

participant-distributive and false under non-atomic participant-distributive and event-

distributive interpretations.  

The paradigms in (14) and (15) were taken to show that po not only enforces distributive 

reading (overriding syntactic procedures for enforcing collective readings such as 

topicalization and aspect), but also enforces event-distributive readings and so-called 

non-atomic participant-distributive readings, which are not available with bare numerals. 

This paradigm shows that the availability of the event-distributive reading correlates with 

the availability of participant-distributive readings. The reverse does not hold, since SVO 

sentences without po allow participant, but not event-distributive interpretation, nor even 

non-atomic participant-distributive reading. As we will argue in chapter 4, this 

asymmetry follows from the proposal that po-sentences uniformly involve distribution 

over events and that participant-distributive readings are derivable from the event-

distributive interpretation.  

 

2.2.3. Probing the readings of sentences with two numerals and the distributive po  
 

By now it should be clear to the reader that po-sentences must be interpreted 

distributively and cannot be used to describe collective situations. In this section, we 

focus on sentences with two numerals. By giving different distributive contexts in which 

po can be used, we seek to explore what is descriptively the range of distributive readings 

arising with po, depending on its position: on the subject, on the object or on both. We 

will start here with the comparison of po with English each, which will be further 

developed in Section 2.2.4. This comparison will not be exhaustive but aims to give the 

unfamiliar reader an idea of what is the empirical difference between this puzzling po and 

distributive quantifiers such as English each and Serbian svaki (every). Following Choe 

(1987) we will see that one of the main empirical differences is that, in sentences with 

numerals, po attaches to the expression denoting the set that is distributed (e.g. po tri psa 
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(po three dogs)), hence is so-called distributive-share marker, while each and svaki 

(every) attach to the expression over which the distribution takes place (e.g. each 

girl/svaka devojka), hence these are so-called distributive-key markers.  

 

To show in which way po differs from each and svaki (every) in the most straightforward 

way, let us consider the sentences with two numerals in (16), (17) and (18), where po 

attaches to the object, to the subject or to both, respectively. These sentences will be 

considered relative to the scenarios A, A’ and B, B’.  

 

Let me start with illustrating scenarios A and A’ in which sentence (16) holds. 

 

Scenario A: Mary, Jane and Rose are bathing the dogs in the garden. Mary bathes three of 

them. Jane bathes another three of them. Rose bathes another three of them. 

Scenario A’: On Sundays during the summer, Mary, Jane and Rose collaborate on 

bathing the dogs. This may happen in different ways: either each girl bathes three dogs, 

or Mary and Jane bathe three dogs while Rose bathes another three dogs, or the girls 

together bathe three dogs. 

 

(16) a. Tri      devojke         kupaju            po  tri      psa.  

            three   girl-NOM.PL   bathe-3.PL.PS  po  three  dog-PAUC  

        b. ‘Three girls are each bathing three dogs.’  

        c. ‘Three girls are bathing three dogs at each location/time interval.’ 

              Judgment: true in Scenarios A and A’ 

 

Sentence (16) is true in scenario A where each of three girls is bathing three dogs, i.e. 

under so-called participant-distributive scenario. In (16), po attaches to the object nNP 

three dogs, which are distributed to the girls. Note that the corresponding English 

sentence for (16), where po attaches to the object, is (16’), where each appears to 

combine with the subject. 
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(16’) Three girls are each bathing three dogs20. 

         Judgment: true in Scenario A, false in Scenario A’ 

 

Sentence (16’) with each, just like sentence (16) with po, is true under Scenario A, where 

each of the three girls is bathing three dogs, that is, where the partitioning of the girls is 

atomic. 

However, (16’), unlike (16), cannot describe scenario A’ where the girls collaborated on 

bathing the dogs on every Sunday, in such a way that they either bathed three dogs 

together (i.e collectively) or that two girls bathed three dogs, while one girl bathed three 

dogs (i.e. cumulatively). In other words, while (16) describes situations involving three 

dogs (either three dogs per girl or three dogs per group of girls, or three dogs per 

situation, i.e. per dog-bathing event), (16’) cannot describe situations where three girls 

collectively or cumulatively bathe three dogs (as in Scenario A’). 

This means that with each, which seems to attach to the NP three girls, the partition of 

the set of three girls must be atomic, i.e. the distribution of the dogs must be over each 

girl. This can, but need not be the case with po, as illustrated in Scenarios A and A’.  

It furthermore seems that in (16’), either the number of dogs or the cardinality of the 

event involving three dogs depends on the number of girls. By contrast, in (16), the 

number of dogs does not depend on the number of girls, neither does the number of the 

situations involving three dogs depends on the number of girls. Since we can imagine an 

unlimited number of such situations, the sentence is true if there are at least two events 

involving three dogs, i.e. the number is potentially unlimited. It is worth reiterating here 

that the speakers’ judgments are sometimes fuzzy about whether po nNP can or cannot 

refer to the same individuals, i.e. whether po tri psa (po three dogs) can refer to the same 

three dogs in all events, or three dogs must be different for different events and finally, 

whether at least some dogs or all dogs have to be different per event. The speakers that 

have been consulted overwhelmingly dislike using po tri psa (po three dogs) when 

referring to the same three dogs for every event. There are some speakers however who 

do allow that the expression refers to the same dogs, under the appropriate context set-up, 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20	   I abstract away from the tense in English in all examples which are compared to 
Serbian.  
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i.e. if the identity of the dogs is made completely irrelevant. There is more work needed 

to resolve this puzzle. The questions of pragmatics, world knowledge and the meaning of 

bare numerals, which are not the topic of this thesis, should be taken into account. As for 

the sentence in (16), I take that the most prominent reading is that involving more than 

three dogs. Moreover, the reading involving three different dogs per (sub)event is 

particularly prominent. This means that any number of dogs larger than three is 

appropriate (four, five etc.). Hypothetically, a greater number than the one provided by 

po nNP is needed because the expression po tri psa (po three dogs) can be neither 

referential nor definite, unlike the bare numeral NP tri psa (three dogs). The appropriate 

way to refer to the same three dogs would be then to use a bare numeral NP, tri psa (three 

dogs) and to obtain the distributive reading (e.g. distribution of three dogs over 

locations/time intervals) by other means than po, e.g. using adjuncts such as, for example, 

svaki dan (every day). 

Given these puzzles, I have been very careful in excluding the readings that are not clear-

cut or not tested with speakers. I leave open the issue whether po tri psa (po three dogs) 

can refer to the same three dogs in all events and assume that the sentences are true if 

there are more than three dogs. Importantly, what is clear is that, as long as there is a 

plurality of events involving three dogs (irrespective of whether the dogs are same or 

different), the sentences with po tri psa (po three dogs) hold. 

Finally, although under scenarios A and A’, all the girls are bathing the dogs and on 

every Sunday of the summer, three girls bathe three dogs, recall that there is no 

exhaustivity requirement on either girls or situations involving three dogs with the po-

sentence in (16). This is different from the sentence in (16’) with each, where there is an 

exhaustivity requirement on girls. That is, the sentence would not hold under a scenario 

where not each girl is bathing three dogs.  

 

Let us summarize here arising differences between so-called distributive-share markers, 

such as po, and distributive-key markers, such as each.  

First, distributive-key markers require atomic partitioning of set denoted by the 

expression that they form a constituent with (i.e. three girls in (16’)) and which is 

distributed over (i.e. distributive key). Distributive-share markers, such as po, do not 
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combine with the expression that seems to be distributed over, i.e. with tri devojke (three 

girls) in (16). By contrast, it combines with the expression which seems to be distributed, 

i.e. tri psa (three dogs). The NP combining with po is not partitioned, but distributed. 

Moreover, the NP, which seems to be distributed over, i.e. three girls (as in Scenario A), 

does not have to be partitioned into atoms (as in Scenario A’). Therefore, it seems that, 

when distributive key is not marked, as in (16), the distribution can be over any 

semantically plural expression (event participants, locations, times) and over any parts of 

that plurality, not only singleton atoms.  

Second, with each, the cardinality of nNP, which does not combine with each (e.g. three 

dogs) but is distributed, that is, serves as a distributive share, is not unlimited. We can say 

that either the number of dogs depends on the cardinality of nNP which combines with 

each, i.e. distributive key three girls, or that the number of events involving nNP (three 

dogs) depends on the number of NP combining with each (three girls). In the first case, 

we are talking about the number of dogs depending on the number of girls. In the second 

case, we are talking about the number of events containing three dogs depending on the 

number of girls. What is important is that the empirical result is the same, thus there is no 

more than nine dogs. This is not the case with po, which only requires that there are at 

least two events involving nNP (three dogs). Therefore, neither the cardinality of NP that 

combines with po (three dogs), nor the number of the events involving three dogs does 

depend on the cardinality of the other plural argument (e.g. bare numeral NP, three girls). 

The number of events involving nNP (provided by po nNP) and hence, the number of 

such groups nNP combining with po, is only pragmatically limited.     
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Let us now turn to sentences where po attaches to the subject, such as in (17). Again, we 

provide scenarios where the sentence holds, in B and B’. 

 

Scenario B:  Mary, Jane and Rose are bathing one dog. Ann, Sally and Kate are bathing 

another dog. Jo, Lisa and Alice are bathing the third dog. 

Scenario B’: On Sundays during the summer, the girls collaborate on bathing the dogs. 

This may happen in different ways: either each of three dogs is being bathed by three 

girls, or three girls bathe two dogs while another three girls bathe one dog, or three dogs 

are being together bathed by three girls. 

 

(17) a. Po  tri      devojke       kupaju             tri      psa. 
           po   three  girl-NOM.PL  bathe-3.PL.PS   three  dog-PAUC  

        b. ‘Three girls are bathing each of three dogs.’ 

        c. ‘Three girls are bathing three dogs at each location/time interval.’ 

             Judgement: true in Scenarios B and B’ 

 

Sentence (17), where po attaches to the subject NP tri devojke (three girls), can be 

translated by (17’), where each attaches to the object NP three dogs. Note that (17’) is not 

the exact mirror sentence of (17), since each cannot directly combine with the object, but 

the partitive form each of must be used. This is different from po, which attaches directly 

to either the object, such as in (16) or the subject, as in (17). 

 

(17’) Three girls are bathing each of three dogs.21 

         Judgment: true in Scenario B, false in Scenario B’ 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 Again, I am ignoring here the tense, i.e. that the present tense in English would not be 
felicitous under Scenario B on the ongoing reading. Note also that the sentence in (17’) is 
compatible with a collective scenario, which we are not discussing here (where three girls 
are bathing together all three dogs). 
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(17’) is true under scenario B, just like (17), where the partitioning of the dogs is atomic, 

i.e. each of three dogs is bathed by three girls.  

However, unlike (17), (17’) is false under scenario B’. That is, the sentence in (17’) with 

each (of) cannot describe such situations, which do not involve atomic members of three 

dogs. By contrast, sentence (17) is true under scenario B’ involving events with three 

girls (combining with po), where, on different Sundays, each of the three dogs 

(distributively) is being bathed by three girls, or where three dogs altogether are being 

bathed divided into groups (cumulatively), or where three dogs are being bathed together 

(collectively). Therefore, we can say that (17) can describe situations where there are 

events involving three girls (provided by po nNP): either three girls per dog (scenario B) 

or three girls per group of dogs or three girls per situation (scenario B’). Sentence (17’), 

on the contrary, can only describe a situation involving atomic members of the three dogs 

(scenario B). We can again notice that in (17’), the number of girls is limited by the 

number of dogs (maximally nine girls, i.e. three girls per dog). In (17), the number of 

girls is not limited – it can be any number higher than three, as long as there are three 

girls per event. Importantly, no exhaustivity requirement is imposed by po, on either the 

girls or the events involving three girls. 

 

Finally, let us consider the sentence in (18), where po attaches to both the subject and the 

object. I repeat below scenarios A’ and B’, in which (18) holds. 

 

Scenario A’: On Sundays during the summer, Mary, Jane and Rose collaborate on 

bathing the dogs. This may happen in different ways: either each girl bathes three dogs, 

or Mary and Jane bathe three dogs while Rose bathes another three dogs, or the girls 

together bathe three dogs. 

Scenario B’: On Sundays during the summer, the girls collaborate on bathing the dogs. 

This may happen in different ways: either each of three dogs is being bathed by three 

girls, or three girls bathe two dogs while another three girls bathe one dog, or three dogs 

are being together bathed by three girls. 
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(18) a. Po  tri      devojke        kupaju            po   tri      psa 

            po  three  girl-NOM.PL   bathe-3.PL.PS   po   three  dog-PAUC  

        b. ‘Three girls are bathing three dogs at each location/time interval.’ 

             Judgment: true in Scenarios A’ and B’ 

  

Note that sentence (18) is true under scenarios A’ and B’, which can also be described by 

sentences (16) and (17) respectively. The group of girls, the group of dogs or the relevant 

locations/time intervals need not be exhausted.  

The sentence in (18) is false in scenarios A and B, that is in scenarios where there is no 

plurality of events of three girls bathing three dogs, be it distributively, collectively or 

cumulatively.  

Note that the English sentence (18’), where each attaches to both subject and object, is 

not at all a mirror sentence for (18). Again, as in (16’) and (17’), the atomic partition of 

the girls and the dogs is required in (18’), in this case both of the subject three girls and 

the object three dogs. This ends up in a ‘one-to-one’ mapping between the girls and the 

dogs.  

 

(18’) Three girls are each bathing each of three dogs. 

         Judgment: false in Scenarios A’ and B’ 

 

Note that with (18), it is required that there is a plurality of events (at least two), 

involving three girls and three dogs, which in principle means that there are more than 

three girls and more than three dogs. Furthermore, a group (and not atomic members) of 

three girls bathe a group (and not atomic members of) three dogs. In (18’), on the 

contrary, the atomic partitioning of the girls and the dogs is obligatory, which implies that 

each atomic member of the group of girls is paired with one atomic member of the group 

of dogs. Furthermore, the most prominent reading seems to involve exactly three girls 

and exactly three dogs.  

 

Let us now recapitulate the readings arising with po-sentences with two numerals 

discussed in this section.  
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All sentences, po-object in (16), po-subject in (17) and double-po in (18), which I repeat 

below, describe scenarios in A’ and B’.  In these scenarios the partition of the girls and 

the dogs (denoted by the bare numeral NP) can, but needs not to be atomic. We can say 

that these readings are event-distributive, since the distribution of three girls or/and three 

dogs is done over locations or/and time intervals.  

 

(16) Tri      devojke         kupaju            po  tri      psa.  

        three   girl-NOM.PL   bathe-3.PL.PS  po  three  dog-PAUC  

        Judgment: true in Scenarios A, A’ and B’ 

(17) Po tri      devojke         kupaju              tri      psa.  

        po three   girl-NOM.PL   bathe-3.PL.PS   three  dog-PAUC 

        Judgment: true in Scenarios B, A’ and B’ 

(18) Po tri        devojke         kupaju             po  tri       psa.  

        po three   girl-NOM.PL     bathe-3.PL.PS  po  three   dog-PAUC 

        Judgment: true in Scenarios A’ and B’ 

 

Importantly, (16) and (17) also yield so-called participant-distributive readings under 

scenarios A and B respectively. It is the position of po that determines the kind of the 

participant-distributive readings available. In (16), po attaches to the object tri psa (three 

dogs), which has to be distributed. This is the case in A but not in B, so the sentence in 

(16) is true under scenario A but not under scenario B. In (17), where po attaches to the 

subject tri devojke (three girls), three girls have to be distributed, which is indeed the 

case in B, but not in A. Finally, if po attaches to both subject and object, three girls and 

three dogs have to be distributed. This is not the case in either A or B. Consequently, 

sentence (18) is false under these two scenarios.   

 

Until this stage, we have noticed the following differences between po and each.  

First, po attaches to the expression that is distributed, while each attaches to the 

expression over which the distribution takes place. Second, po does not require the 

atomic partition of participants in an event, while each does. This leads us to the 
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conclusion that in po-sentences, distribution does not need to be over participants. 

 

Recall that we have followed Cable (2014) in descriptively distinguishing between 

participant-distributive and event-distributive readings. In his terms, Scenarios A and B, 

where distribution is over atomic participants is called participant-distributive. These 

scenarios could just as well be described as event-distributive readings, given that atomic 

participant can be the sole agent of an event. In this case, the number of the events is 

dependent on the number of participants. In contrast, scenarios A’ and B’ cannot be 

descriptively analyzed as participant-distributive, since they do not necessarily involve 

atomic participants in an event. The number of participants does not therefore determine 

the number of events. The range of the number of events is at least two, in which case its 

number is smaller than the number of participants, or infinite number, in which case the 

number of events is greater than the number of participants. On this perspective, we can 

summarize the readings of po-sentences as follows.  

The event-distributive reading is available with all transitive po-sentences, po-subject, 

po-object and double-po, as well as with intransitive sentences (Section 2.2.2.1). 

Transitive po-sentences with two plural arguments (i.e. two numerals) have an additional, 

so-called participant-distributive reading. The position of po determines the kind of 

participant-distributive readings that a sentence has, as shown throughout examples (16) 

and (17). 

 

Having these generalizations in mind, two questions arise: do we indeed need to reduce 

participant-distributive to event-distributive readings and how does the position of po 

determine so-called participant-distributive interpretation of a sentence? And if we do 

reduce participant-distributive to event-distributive readings, could we say that, since po 

quantifies over events, the distributive key is always an event argument?  

We argue that participant-distributive readings should and must be reduced to event-

distributive interpretations and that they do not involve relational distributivity between 

the sorting key and the distributive share (Choe 1987). In other words, one and the same 

interpretation is responsible for the truth of the sentence in both participant-distributive 

and event-distributive scenarios. More precisely, (i) po syntactically and semantically 
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combines with the nNP that is distributed and  (ii) there must be at least two events 

involving nNP, provided by po nNP. Participant-distributive readings are therefore 

derivable for the event-distributive interpretation of po-sentences. 

 

To show that this is the case, let us go first through the further differences between po 

and each, as well as the Serbian svaki (every).  

 

2.2.4. Breaking through22: po, each and svaki (every) 
 

In this section, I will show that, despite some apparent similarities, po is different from 

each and svaki (every) in two important ways: yielding event-distributive and non-atomic 

participant distributive readings and being non-exhaustive. I will then reiterate that po 

and each share the property of enforcing strong distributivity, contrary to svaki, which is 

a pseudo-distributive quantifier.  

For this purpose, let us go through some morphosyntactic differences between those 

quantifiers. 

  

2.2.4.1. Unlike po, each and svaki require a plural argument in their sentence 

 

Each and svaki can only appear in sentences with at least one morphosyntactically plural 

argument, unlike po, as shown in (19), (20) and (21). 

 

(19) Jana              kupa                po     jednog          psa. 

        Jana-NOM     bathe-3.SG.PS   po     one-ACC.SG   dog-ACC.SG 

       ‘Jana bathes one dog at each location/time interval.’ 

 

(20) a. * Jana is bathing one dog each. 

        b. * Jana is each bathing one dog. 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22	  The judgments for Englihs sentences in this section and the remainder of the thesis are 
provided by Hamida Demirdache and Orin Percus, who I thank.  
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(21) a. ?? Jana          kupa               svaka                 jednog         psa.  

                Jana-NOM bathe-3.SG.PS  every-NOM.F.SG  one-ACC.SG  dog-ACC.SG 

          Lit: Every Jana is bathing one dog. 

 

       b. ?? Jana          kupa                svakog                jednog            psa. 

               Jana-NOM  bathe-3.SG.PS   every-ACC.M.SG  one-ACC.M.SG  dog-ACC.M.SG 

         Lit: Jana is bathing every one dog. 

 

 

The sentence in (19) is true, for instance, under the scenario where Jana bathes one dog 

each day of the week or one dog in each garden. For describing these scenarios, each and 

svaki can only be used modifying a temporal/locative NP, like in (22) and (23). 

 

(22) a. Jana bathes one dog each day. 

       b. Jana bathes one dog in each garden. 

 

(23) a. Jana         kupa               jednog        psa               svaki              dan. 

           Jana-NOM bathe-3.SG.PS one-ACC.SG  dog-ACC.SG  every-ACC.SG  day-ACC.SG 

          ‘Jana bathes one dog every day.’ 

 

       b. Jana         kupa               jednog        psa              u   svakom          dvorištu. 

           Jana-NOM bathe-3.SG.PS one-ACC.SG dog-ACC.SG  in  every-LOC.SG  day-LOC.SG 

          ‘Jana bathes one dog in every garden.’ 

 

The examples above underline the empirical difference between the each/svaki and po: 

po appears to quantify over implicit spatiotemporal regions, i.e. events, which can include 

quantification over individuals. Given examples in (20) and (21), we can say that each 

and svaki quantify over individuals. Alternatively, we can say that each and svaki 

quantify over events, where the number of events is determined by the number of 

participants in the set denoted by the NP with which each and svaki combine. In any case, 

each and svaki need an explicit plural argument in their sentences, which suggests that 
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they need a group of individuals to exhaustively distribute over (distributive key, cf. 

Choe 1987).  With po, no such requirements are needed – it is only required that there is a 

plurality of events, ergo that the number of events (denoted by the sentence) is at least 

two. This is why no explicit plural arguments are required with po. 

 

2.2.4.2. Adnominal each and svaki(every) vs. po 

 

Here we show that, unlike each and svaki, which are adnominal quantifiers, po (a) 

combines with Q and not directly with nouns, (b) does not float, i.e. its syntactic position 

is strict and (c) combines also with verbs, adverbs and adjectives. 

 

Po can combine with a bare singular NP23 or a numeral (or other weak quantifier) NP, as 

shown in (24). 

 

(24)  a. Po   devojka        kupa                tri      psa. 

            po  girl-NOM.SG   bathe-3.SG.PS   three  dog-PAUC 

           ‘At each location/time interval, one girl is bathing three dogs.’  

          

        b. Po dve   devojke        kupaju            tri      psa.  

             po  two  girl-NOM.PL  bathe-3.PL.PS  three  dog-PAUC  

            ‘At each location/time interval, two girls are bathing three dogs.’  

 

Morphosyntactically, each combines only with an NP, as in (25a), and cannot combine 

with a numeral, as shown in (25b).  

 

(25) a.  Each girl is bathing three dogs. 

        b. *Each two girls are bathing three dogs. 

 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23	  Recall that we assume that, when appearing with a bare singular noun, po actually 
combines with a silent numeral one. This will be discussed in Section 2.2.5.  
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Svaki typically combines with nouns but can appear with nNPs, like po and unlike each, 

as shown in (26).  

 

(26) a. Svaka                 devojka         kupa                tri      psa. 

           every-NOM.F.SG  girl-NOM.SG   bathe-3.SG.PS   three  dog-PAUC 

           ‘Every girl is bathing three dogs.’ 

 

        b. Svake                 dve   devojke        kupaju            tri       psa. 

            every-NOM.F.PL  two  girl-NOM.PL   bathe-3.PL.PS   three  dog-PAUC 

           ‘Every two girls are bathing three dogs.’ 

 

Unlike each and svaki, po cannot combine with bare plural nouns, as in (27).  

Again, this suggests that each and svaki partition the groups, provided by the NPs they 

combine with. Po, on the contrary, combines with the NP that is distributed (girl) and 

furthermore, does not require atomic partitioning of the other plural NP (three dogs).   

 

 

(27) *Po devojke        kupaju            tri      psa. 

         po  girl-NOM.PL  bathe-3.PL.PS  three  dog-PAUC 

 

(28) The girls are each bathing three dogs. 

 

(29) Sve                     devojke          kupaju            tri     psa.  

        every-NOM.F.PL  girl-NOM.F.PL  bathe-3.PL.PS  three dog-PAUC 

        ‘All girls are bathing three dogs.’ 

 

Each is a so-called ‘floating’ quantifier, also referred to as ‘binominal or shifted each’ 

(Safir and Stowell 1988, Junker 1995). This means that each can appear (‘float’) in 

different syntactic positions, but presumably combines always with an NP over which the 

distribution takes place, and which must be partitioned into atomic parts.  
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(30) a. The girls are each bathing three dogs. 

       b. The girls are bathing three dogs each. 

 

Svaki, as an adjectival quantifier, has a relatively free position in its sentence. On the 

contrary, po has a strict syntactic position - it must attach to a numeral.  

In (31a) and (32a), the canonical positions of svaki and po are illustrated. This is also the 

only grammatical position for po in (32a). 

Although (31b-c) appear rarely in colloquial language, they are grammatical. On the 

contrary, the mirror examples with po in (32b-c) are ungrammatical. 

 

 

(31) a. Svaka                devojka         kupa                 tri       psa. 

            every-NOM.F.SG girl-NOM.SG   bathe-3.SG.PS   three  dog-PAUC 

        b. Devojka       svaka                 kupa                 tri      psa. 

            girl-NOM.SG  every-NOM.F.SG  bathe-3.SG.PS   three  dog-PAUC 

        c. Devojka      kupa                 tri      psa,          svaka. 

            girl-NOM.SG bathe-3.SG.PS   three  dog-PAUC every-NOM.F.SG 

 

(32) a. Po  devojka        kupa                tri       psa. 

           po  girl-NOM.SG   bathe-3.SG.PS   three  dog-PAUC 

        b. *Devojka       po   kupa                 tri      psa. 

              girl-NOM.SG  po   bathe-3.SG.PS   three  dog-PAUC 

        c. *Devojka       kupa                 tri      psa           po. 

              girl-NOM.SG  bathe-3.SG.PS   three  dog-PAUC  po 

 

Finally, unlike each and svaki, po also combines with verbs, adverbs and adjectives, as 

illustrated in (33), (34) and (35).  

 

(33) Vera            je              pootvarala                prozore. 

        Vera-NOM   aux-3.SG   po-open-3.SG.IMPF    window-ACC.PL 

        ‘Vera opened the windows one by one.’ 
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(34) Jana          pomalo   uči                 litvanski. 

        Jana-NOM po-little   learn-3.SG.PS Lithuanian-ACC  

        ‘Jana is learning Lithuanian little by little.’ 

 

(35) Mila          je             povisoka            devojka. 

        Mila-NOM aux-3.SG  po-tall-NOM.SG   girl-NOM.SG 

       ‘Mila is a tallish girl.’ 

 

Although verbal, adverbial and adjectival po are not the focus of this thesis, note that we 

can say that at least the examples in (33) and (34) yield distributive readings, where there 

is a plurality of events distributed over time intervals (see Arsenijević 2007). We will 

come back to this issue in chapter 4 (section 4.3). What is important to notice for now is 

that the examples in (33), (34) and (35), where po combines with a verb, an adverb and 

an adjective, give further evidence that po is not like quantifiers each and svaki, which 

combine exclusively with nouns and therefore, we argue, quantify over individuals.  

 

2.2.4.3. Unlike each24 and svaki, po is not exhaustive and unlike svaki, po and each 

enforce strong distributivity 

 

Scenario 30: Mary, Jane and Sue are each bathing three dogs. 

Scenario 31: The girls are bathing the dogs. Actually, Mary and Jane are each bathing 

three dogs, but Sue is too lazy and is shirking. 

Scenario 32: Mary, Jane and Sue are bathing three dogs together. 

. 

(36) Each girl is bathing three dogs. 

       Judgment: true in Scenario 30, false in Scenarios 31 and 32 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24	  Gil (1995) suggests that the difference between each and every in English is that the 
former is exhaustive, while the latter is not. 
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(37) Svaka                  devojka         kupa                tri      psa. 

        every-NOM.F.SG   girl-NOM.SG   bathe-3.SG.PS   three  dog-PAUC 

       ‘Every girl is bathing three dogs.’ 

        Judgment: true in Scenarios 30 and 32, false in Scenario 31  

 

(38) Po devojka         kupa                tri        psa. 

        po girl-NOM.SG   bathe-3.SG.PS   three   dog-PAUC 

       ‘The girls are separately bathing three dogs.’25 

       ‘A girl is bathing three dogs at separate locations/time intervals.’  

        Judgment: true in Scenarios 30 and 31, false in Scenario 32  

 

The sentences above under scenarios 30 and 31 show that, while (36) and (37) are only 

true under the distributive and exhaustive scenario 30 and false under the distributive but 

non-exhaustive scenario 31, (38) is true in both scenarios. The fact that po does not 

require exhaustive distributing over girls is not surprising on the assumption that it does 

not quantify over individuals, unlike the universal quantifiers each and svaki. It is 

possible to imagine that, when it comes to the distribution over events, exhaustivity 

would mean distributing over all relevant locations or time intervals. Their relevance 

should then be determined by the context. However, it is hard to say at this point how we 

could test the exhaustivity over locations/time intervals (that is, over events). In any case, 

what we can conclude is that po clearly does not require exhaustive distribution over 

individuals.  

This means that po does not have a universal quantifier each associated with it (see 

Matthewson 2000, Zimmermann 2002). In other words, this is evidence that po does not 

universally quantify over individuals, unlike each.  

 

Scenario 32 is a collective scenario, under which sentences (36) and (38), with each and 

po, are false, while sentence (37) with svaki is true. Enforcing strong distributivity is the 

property that opposes po and each to svaki.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25	  Given the non-exhaustivity of po, from now on, we will not translate po-sentences to 
English sentences with each, whenever possible.	  
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2.2.4.3. Unlike each and svaki, po is compatible with collective predicates 

  

Finally, po, but not each and svaki (every) appears in sentences with collective predicates, 

e.g. gather, such as illustrated in (39), (40) and (41). 

(39) Po tri studenta              se     okuplja           u  holu. 

        po three student-PAUC REFL  gather-3.SG.PS in hall-LOC.SG 

        ‘The groups of three students gather in the hall (at different locations/time intervals).’ 

 

(40) * Svaki                  student                    se    okuplja           u   holu. 

           every-NOM.SG.M student- NOM.SG.M  REFL gather-3.SG.PS in hall-LOC.SG 

 

(41) * Each student gathers in the hall. 

 

As we can see, the reading of (39) is event-distributive – there is a plurality of events, 

each of which involves three students (or a group of three students). It is precisely 

because po quantifies over events that (39) is possible, contrary to (40) and (41). Notice 

also that, given our discussion on pseudo-distributivity of svaki, it is clear that the 

collective readings allowed with svaki are different with those allowed with po. While the 

sentence with svaki in (37) above is not ruled out in a scenario 32, where the girls bathe 

the dogs together, the sentence with svaki and the collective verb okupljati se (gather) in 

(40), whose lexical meaning imposes that there are plural participants in the gathering 

event, is ungrammatical. On the contrary, the fact that po-sentence in (38) is ruled out in 

a scenario 32, where there is one event where the girls bathe the dogs together, and that 

(39), with po and the collective predicate gather is grammatical, shows that po quantifies 

over events, and not over individuals.  

 

We can therefore say that svaki and po involve two different types of quantification: 

optional distribution (and forced exhaustivity) over individuals (svaki) and mandatory 

distribution over events (po). Svaki and each both involve quantification over individuals, 

but svaki is pseudo-distributive while each is strongly distributive. 
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In this section, we have shown that po differs from the adnominal quantifiers each and 

svaki (every), both morphosyntactically and semantically. First, po yields event-

distributive interpretations (including participant-distributive), while each and svaki only 

yield participant-distributive readings. This is illustrated further with the differences in 

morphosyntactic distribution, namely that po, unlike each and svaki, appears in sentences 

with no plural arguments, with collective preicates, combines with Q, but also with verbs, 

adverbs and adjectives, and its syntactic position is strict. Second, each and svaki require 

that the set (the denotation of the NP they combine with), which serves as the key, is 

exhaustively distributed over (Choe 1987, Oh 2001, Zimmermann 2002). This is not the 

case with po. 

 

2.2.5. More on distributive-shares 
 

I have followed the terminology form Choe (1987) to refer to the expressions over which 

the distribution takes places as to distributive keys. In parallel, I have adopted the term – 

distributive share, to refer to the expressions whose denotations are distributed. Typically, 

adnominal English quantifiers, such as every and each, are taken to mark a distributive 

key. By contrast, distributive markers such as ssik in Korean (Choe 1987, Oh 2001) mark 

a distributive share. Distributive-key quantifiers may imply either strong (i.e. obligatory) 

distributivity (e.g. each) or weak (optional or pseudo) distributivity (e.g. svaki(every)). 

Distributive-share quantifiers require strong distributivity, i.e. they are false under 

collective readings and give rise to event-distributive readings. 

In this section, I show that the expression selected by po, namely a numeral-NP, has all 

the properties of a distributive share. That is, distributive shares must be dependent 

indefinites of an explicit quantity (Choe 1987).  
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2.2.5.1. Distributive shares are indefinite expressions (more precisely: non-specific)  

 

Po cannot combine with definite expressions, such as a demonstrative, a strong quantifier 

or a proper noun. This is illustrated with an intransitive sentence in (42) and a transitive 

sentence in (43). 

 

(42)  a. Demonstrative 

        *Po     ta                    žena                      maše                sa       balkona. 

          po     that-NOM.F.SG  woman-NOM.F.SG  wave-3.SG.PS   from    balcony-GEN.PL 

 

          b. Strong quantifier 

 

         *Po  svaka                  žena                          maše               sa        balkona. 

           po  every-NOM.F.SG   woman-NOM.F.SG      wave-3.SG.PS   from    balcony-GEN.PL  

 

       c. Proper noun 

         *Po  Mila         maše               sa         balkona  

           po  Mila-nom wave-3.SG.PS  from     balcony-GEN.PL  

 

(43)* Profesor      proziva     po   tog/ svakog                        studenta           /po Ivana.     

         professor     call           po   that-ACC.SG/ every-ACC.SG  student-ACC.SG/po Ivan-ACC 

 

The inability of po to combine with a definite expression, as in (42) and (43), supports the 

claim that it syntactically combines with the distributive share, which must be an 

indefinite expression. This is probably why po does not directly combine with strong 

adjectival quantifiers svaki (every) and oba (both). 

 

Note that po-phrase appears to be dependent on some other expression in a sentence. 

Descriptively, on the participant-distributive reading of (44a) in (44b), it may seem that 

the number of groups of three dogs depends on the number of the girls - that there are 

three dogs per girl. In parallel, on the event-distributive reading in (44c), one can say that 
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the number of groups of three dogs depends on the number of the relevant locations/time 

intervals, provided by an implicit event argument. 

 

(44) a. Tri     devojke      kupaju            po  tri     psa. 

            three girl-NOM.PL bathe-3.PL.PS  po  three dog-PAUC  

        b ‘Three girls are separately bathing three dogs.’ 

        c. ‘Three girls are bathing three dogs at separate locations/time intervals.’  

 

Importantly, under our analysis, this apparent dependency is not accounted for in terms of 

scope relations between tri devojke (three girls) and tri psa (three dogs), or between an 

event argument and tri psa (three dogs). However, strictly empirically, one may describe 

the interpretations of po-sentences by taking that po-phrase requires narrow scope. That 

is, we could possibly describe the interpretations of po-sentences by saying that po-

phrases are narrow scope existential quantifiers. 

 

The ‘dependency’ of distributive-share expressions is captured in the following definition 

of distributive numerals, i.e. numerals combining with a distributive marker: 

 

‘Distributive numeral is a morphosyntactic construction containing a numeral, whereby 

(i) the sentence as a whole receives a distributive reading, and (ii) under the allowable 

readings, the numeral contained within the construction must be interpreted as if it is 

within the scope of a distributive operator.’ (Cable 2014) 

 

We acknowledge that the above generalization applies to poNP, i.e. that po-phrase only 

appears to have narrow scope relative to a distributive operator. However, the analysis 

that we adopt does not assume a distributive operator, or the scope dependencies between 

distributive and bare numerals. Therefore, this generalization is only to be kept in mind as 

a descriptive fact and not like a theoretical assumption.  
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2.2.5.2. Distributive shares are of explicit quantity 

 

Another property of distributive shares is that they need to denote an explicit quantity.  

Po typically combines with numerals, the most representative expressions of explicit 

quantity, which denote cardinalities of sets. Po also combines with other weak 

quantifiers, e.g. mnogo (many) or malo (few), which are more vague. However, they still 

have a denotation of the explicit quantity, unlike bare plural nouns and mass nouns. We 

can say that po combines with items that can be answers to the question ‘how many?’. 

These are all numerals and non-adjectival (weak) quantifiers. The exception is the weak 

adjectival quantifier neki (some), with which po directly combines, although, just like 

adjectival mnogi (many), it does not fulfil the requirement mentioned above. I assume 

that this is because mnogi is used in its plural form (combining with plural nouns), while 

its phonologically identical singular form is archaic (see footnote 12). By contrast, given 

its singular form and indefiniteness, neki (some) is very similar to numeral jedan (one). 

 

We reiterate here that po exclusively combines with weakly quantified NPs, and not with 

bare plural nouns, nor with mass nouns, whose quantity is unspecified. This is illustrated 

by the ungrammatical sentences with po combining with a bare plural noun and a mass 

noun in (45). 

   

(45) a. * Profesori                prozivaju        po  studente. 

              professor-NOM.PL   call-3.PL.PS     po  student-ACC.PL 

 

        b. * Pada             po  sneg.  

               fall-3.SG.PS   po  snow-NOM.SG  

 

Finally, we glimpse at the issue of po combining with a singular bare noun. Recall that 

we assume that in this case po combines with the silent numeral one, or alternatively, 

with the weak adjectival quantifier neki(some). There are several reasons for this 

assumption. First, the only meaning, which the bare NP combining with po can get, is the 

quantificational meaning. Look at the contrast between the meaning of the sentences with 
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bare singular nouns in (46) and singular nouns with po in (47).  

 

(46) a.  Čovek           je             smrtan. 

            man-NOM.SG  aux-3.SG  mortal-NOM.M.SG   

           ‘Men are mortal.’ 

 

        b. Pas               laje. 

            dog-NOM.SG bark-3.SG.PS 

            ‘Dogs bark.’ 

            ‘The/a dog is barking.’ 

 

        c. Košarkaš                               je            umoran. 

            basketball player-NOM.M.SG aux-3.SG  tired-NOM.M.SG 

           ‘The/a basketball player is tired.’ 

  

(47) a. ?? Po čovek              je            smrtan. 

                po man-NOM.SG   aux-3.SG  mortal-NOM.M.SG   

Intendeed: A man-kind is mortal at each time. 

 

        b. Po pas               laje. 

            po dog-NOM.SG bark-3.SG.PS 

           #‘Dogs bark.’ 

           #‘The/a dog is barking.’ 

            ‘A/one dog is barking at each location/time interval.’ 

 

        c. Po košarkaš                                 je             umoran. 

            po basketball player-NOM.M.SG  aux-3.SG   tired-NOM.M.SG 

            ‘A/one basketball player is tired.’ 

Context: At each team/match, there is one basketball player who is tired. 

 

The sentence in (46a) has a generic meaning, where the NP čovek (man) is kind-referring 
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(see Krifka 1995, 2003). The mirror sentence with po in (47a) is infelicitous.  

Further, the NP pas (dog) in sentence (46b) has either generic or referential meaning. The 

mirror sentence with po in (47b) can get only quantificational meaning. 

Finally, in sentence (46c), the NP košarkaš (basketball player) has either referential or 

quantificational meaning, while in (47c), it only gets quantificational meaning.  

These contrasts show that po does not combine with a noun lacking a numerical or 

quantificational meaning. Therefore, we conclude that, when combining with a singular 

bare noun, po combines with jedan (one) or neki (some). This makes the generalization 

that po combines with Q complete, since it furthermore does not combine with bare 

plural nouns and mass nouns. 

In this section, we have shown that po combines with expressions that have properties of 

distributive shares, i.e. with dependent indefinites of explicit quantity.  

 

Let me repeat here that, following Choe (1987), we have used the expressions a 

distributive-share marker, to refer to quantifiers such as each, and a distributive-key 

marker, to refer to quantifiers such as po. In Choe’s terms, the distributive key is the 

expression over which the distribution takes place and which must be exhausted. The 

distributive share is the expression that is distributed. We have seen that po nNPs have 

properties of distributive shares. However, we have seen that with po-sentences, the 

members of the sorting key need not be exhaustively used up for being distributed over. 

The non-exhaustivity is taken to be a diagnostic for event quantification, as opposed to 

universal quantification over individuals (Matthewson 2000). Therefore, at this point we 

have enough evidence to say that po always involves event quantification. 
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2.2.6. Po, numeral reduplication (n po n) and ponaosob (po-PREP-person) 
 

In this section, we examine po in two constructions: an expression with a numeral 

reduplication (n po n)26 and a lexicalized expression ponaosob. The latter, but not the 

former, combines only with human-denoting nouns. n po n expression forces temporal 

distribution (distribution over time intervals), while ponaosob forces participant 

distribution (distribution over atomic human-denoting individuals). We take that these 

expressions suggest that po shares some core properties with pluractional markers (Cusic 

1981, Lasersohn 1995, Matthewson 2000). This is an additional argument for saying that 

po cannot be accounted for in terms of distributivity as a relation between the share and 

the key, licensed by a distributive operator, which is a (covert or overt) universal 

quantifier each (Choe 1987, Oh 2001, Zimmermann 2002). 

 

2.2.6.1. Numeral reduplication (n po n) 

 

A reduplicated numeral separated by po, such as n po n, enforces a temporal-distributive 

reading. Let us first compare po nNP and n po n NP in (48) and (49) under the 

participant-distributive Scenario A and the event-distributive Scenarios A’ and A’’. 

 

Scenario A: Mary, Jane and Rose are bathing the dogs in the garden. Mary bathes three of 

them. Jane bathes another three of them. Rose bathes another three of them. 

Scenario A’: Mary, Jane and Rose are bathing the dogs. More precisely, Mary and Jane 

are bathing three dogs, while Rose is at the same time bathing another three dogs.  

Scenario A’’: On Sundays during the summer, Mary, Jane and Rose collaborate on 

bathing three dogs. 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26	  Notice that po appears with reduplicated bare singular nouns as well, such as zrno po 
zrno (grain by grain), kap po kap (drop by drop), korak po korak (step by step). We again 
assume that there is a silent numeral one with which po combines in these expressions, 
before combining with the noun.	  Po also appears with reduplicated adverbs (see section 
4.3.3). 
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(48) a. Tri      devojke         kupaju            po  tri      psa.  

            three   girl-NOM.PL    bathe-3.PL.PS  po  three  dog-PAUC  

        b. ‘Three girls are separately bathing three dogs.’  

        c. ‘Three girls are bathing three dogs at separate locations/time intervals.’ 

             Judgment: true in Scenarios A, A’ and A’’ 

 

(49) a. Tri     devojke       kupaju             tri     po  tri    psa. 

            three girls-NOM.PL bathe-3.PL.PS  three po three dog-PAUC 

        b. #‘Three girls are separately bathing three dogs.’ 

        c. #‘Three girls are bathing three dogs at separate locations.’ 

        d. ‘Three girls are bathing three dogs at separate time intervals/at a time.’ 

             Judgment: false in Scenarios A and A’, true in Scenario A’’ 

 

The sentence in (48a) with po nNP yields the participant-distributive reading in (48b), 

under Scenario A, and the event-distributive readings, (48c) under Scenario A’ and 

Scenario A’’. By contrast, the sentence in (49a) with n po n NP is infelicitous under the 

participant-distributive reading in (49b), in Scenario A, as well as under the event-

distributive reading in (49c), in Scenario A’, where the girls are simultaneously bathing 

three dogs at different locations. The reading of (49a) is restricted to (49d), where the 

girls are bathing three dogs at a time (or at each time interval).  

Let us justify here the hypothesis that po in n po n NP has properties of temporal 

pluractional markers, as discussed by Lasersohn (1995) and Matthewson (2000).  

In a nutshell, pluractional markers often involve reduplication and are affixes on the 

verbs. They refer to a plurality of events and are associated with a wide range of 

distributive interpretations, i.e. ‘action by more than one individual, temporally iterated 

action, and spatially scattered action’ (Lasersohn 1995:238). These distributive 

interpretations are indeed those of po-sentences (po nNP), which yield participant-

distributive and event-distributive readings. The reduplicated numeral constructions 

restrict this range of interpretations to temporally separated events. In this respect, n po n 

is very close to pelpala7 in St'at'imcets (Lillooet Salish), which is moreover a 

reduplicated numeral one. I follow Matthewson (2000) and adapt her examples below to 
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further show that n po n obeys the temporal non-overlap requirement, common to 

pluractional markers. 

 

Scenario 33: In every basket there is one potato of a different sort. Vera wants to test the 

softness of the sorts of potatoes. Some potatoes are taken from the baskets and lined up 

on the counter, with space in between them, and a board is pressed on top of them, 

mashing them all at the same time.   (adapted from Matthewson 2000) 

 

(50) a. #Vera           je          zgnječila          jedan           po  jedan          krompir. 

             Vera-NOM aux-3.SG smash-3.SG.PF  one-ACC.SG  po  one-ACC.SG potato-ACC.SG  

            ‘Vera smashed the potatoes one at a time.’ 

 

       b. Vera           je          zgnječila           po  jedan         krompir. 

           Vera-NOM aux-3.SG smash-3.SG.PF  po  one-ACC.SG potato-ACC.SG  

           ‘Vera smashed one potato (from different baskets and at different locations).’ 

 

Under scenario 33, there are potatoes that are spatially separated, and their separation is 

moreover made relevant, because they are first put individually in different baskets, 

classified by different sorts. At the end, they are smashed at the same time. The sentence 

in (50a) with jedan po jedan (one po one) is infelicitous, while the sentence in (50b), with 

po jedan (po one), is felicitous under scenario 33. 

 

Scenario 34: Mary arrives through your front door at the same time as Rose, 

coming from a completely different place, for a different reason, separately, 

comes in your back door. (from Matthewson 2000: 108) 
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(51) a. # Jedna              po  jedna              devojka        je             stigla. 

              one-NOM.F.SG  po  one-NOM.F.SG  girl-NOM.SG  aux-3.SG  arrive-3.SG.PF 

              ‘The girls arrived one at a time.’ 

 

        b. Po  jedna              devojka          je             stigla.   

            po  one-NOM.F.SG  girl-NOM.SG   aux-3.SG  arrive-3.SG.PF 

           ‘One girl arrived from different locations.’ 

 

In scenario 34, the spatial individuation is made relevant, and moreover, there is 

participant individuation, but the sentence in (51a) in this context is infelicitous, while 

sentence in (51b) is appropriate.  

 

The examples above show that n po n is strongly temporal. Turning back to other 

properties of pluractional markers, we have seen that they often involve reduplication, 

which is the case with the expression with reduplicated numerals and po. They are also 

often affixes on verbs, which is the case with po, as illustrated in (52) and (53) (see also 

Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2). 

 

Scenario 35: Vera opened a window of her room, a window of her kitchen and a window 

of her living room.  

 

(52) Vera           je            pootvarala              prozore. 

        Vera-NOM  aux-3.SG po-open-3.SG.IMPF  windows-ACC.PL 

       ‘Vera opened the windows one by one.’ 

 

Scenario 36: The girls opened some windows. The windows are old and the girls had to 

open them by pulling the handles together.  

 

(53) a. Vera i     Mila   su            pootvarale             prozore. 

            Vera and Mila  aux-3.PL po-open-3.PL.IMPF window-ACC.PL 

           ‘Vera and Mila opened the windows one by one. ’ 
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Po attaching to verbs in (52) and (53) again refers to ‘action by more than one individual, 

temporally iterated action, and spatially scattered action’ (Lasersohn 1995:238). 

 

Note that po, just like pelpala7, is particular in that it can take both a nominal (appearing 

in the positions occupied by quantifiers) and a VP argument (Matthewson 2000). 

 

2.2.6.2. Ponaosob 

 

Ponaosob is a lexicalized complex expression, derived by adding po and a preposition 

na27 (on/over) to a nominal base osob28 (person). The meaning is similar to ‘separately’ 

or ‘individually’29. Unlike n po n, which can take any n, ponaosob requires atomic 

partitioning of the set provided by the plural NP it combines with and it can only combine 

with human-denoting sets. Ponaosob therefore enforces individuation of human 

participants, that is - referring to the action by more than one individual, spatially 

separated. Some of the consulted speakers report that, with ponaosob, temporal 

distribution is either unnecessary or even degraded. This issue should be investigated in 

more details. In any case, the difference between n po n and ponaosob is that n po n 

requires temporal separation of events, while ponaosob requires spatial (participant) 

separation. Note also that there are significant differences in speakers’ preferences on the 

distribution of ponaosob. For some speakers, ponaosob cannot appear in sentences with 

bare (plural) nouns, but appears most frequently or exclusively in sentences with a noun 

modified by quantifiers or demonstratives (svaki(every), svi (all), nijedan (no), mnogi 

(many), ti (those), ovi (these)), or with conjunctions (Mary and Jane). Yet some speakers 

find that svaki (every) and ponaosob are redundant in the same sentence. These 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27	  Both po- and na- are analyzed as pluractional morphemes (attaching to verbs) in Filip 
(2001) & Carlson for Czech, Pawlak (2009) for Polish and Begović (2014) for Serbo-
Croatian.	  
28	  Osob comes from the noun osoba (person). It does not appear as a free morpheme.	  	  
29	  The expression pojedinačno (po-one-ADV, individually) possible contributes the same 
meaning. I leave this expression aside here.	  
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disparities need to be investigated in more detail. For convenience, I give first the 

example with the quantifier svakaF (every).  

 

 

Consider sentence (54) under Scenarios A, A’ and A’’, given above for n po n and 

repeated below.  

 

Scenario A: Mary, Jane and Rose are bathing the dogs in the garden. Mary bathes three of 

them. Jane bathes another three of them. Rose bathes another three of them. 

Scenario A’: Mary, Jane and Rose are bathing the dogs. More precisely, Mary and Jane 

are bathing three dogs, while Rose is at the same time bathing another three dogs.  

Scenario A’’: On Sundays during the summer, Mary, Jane and Rose collaborate on 

bathing three dogs. 

 

(54) a. Devojke       svaka                     ponaosob         kupaju            tri      psa. 

           girls-NOM.PL every-NOM.SG.F     po-on-person    bathe-3.PL.PS   three dog-PAUC 

        b. ‘The girls are separately/each bathing three dogs.’ 

       Judgment: true in Scenario A, false in Scenarios A’ and A’’ 

 

Sentence (54) is true under scenario A, where the girls participate separately in three dogs 

bathing event. Under scenarios A’ and A’’, where the girls are not divided into atoms 

(atomic members), the sentence in (54) is false. 

 

The sentence in (55) further shows that ponaosob is not felicitous in sentences with non 

human-denoting arguments. 

 

(55) a.  ??Konji             ponaosob             preskaču               ogradu. 

               horse-NOM.PL  po- PREP-person     overjump-3.PL.PS  fence-ACC.SG 

 

       b. ??Brodovi              ponaosob             napuštaju        luku. 
               ship-NOM.PL  po-PREP-person       leave-3.PL.PS   harbour-ACC.SG 
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I assume that this particular characteristic, atomic partitioning of human-denoting groups, 

as in (54), comes from the lexical meaning of –naosob, or more precisely, from the 

meaning of the nominal osob (person), as illustrated in (56). 

 

(56) poDIST-naPREP-osobNOUN  
      a. po [+DISTRIBUTIVE] 
      b. na [PREP] 
      c. osob [+HUMAN] 
    
The preposition na, used in a quantificational expression, requires a plural argument, 

since the partitioning of plural sets into atoms is a part of the lexical meaning of these 

expressions. For concreteness, na is part of the following expressions: rastaviti na 

delove/*na deo (separate into pieces/*a piece), iseći na kocke/*kocku (cut into cubes/*a 

cube), (po)deliti na ravne časti/*ravnu čast (split into equal parts/*part) etc. The lexical 

meaning of osob (person) requires that the group is a group of human individuals. 

 

Notice that in the case of ponaosob (sentence (54)), it becomes more difficult to say 

whether this expression necessary involves exhaustive quantification over individuals, in 

the same way as each. Note however that in sentence (54) ponaosob appears with the 

universal quantifier svaki (every). I assume therefore that, while the obligatory atomic 

partitioning comes from the meaning of –naosob, the exhaustive requirement may come 

from the expressions with which ponaosob appears, here - svakaF (every). For illustration, 

if we replace the quantifier svakaF in (54) with the quantifier mnogeF.PL (many) in (55), 

this effect (of obligatory exhaustivity relative to girls) disappears.  

 

(55) a. Mnoge  (ali ne sve)           devojke          ponaosob       kupaju           tri    psa. 

        many-NOM.PL.F  but not all       girls-NOM.PL  po-on-person    bathe-3.PL.PS   three dog-PAUC 
        b. ‘Many  (but not all) girls are separately bathing three dogs.’ 

        c. Context: There are 30 girls in the summer camp. Today they are learning to take 

care of animals. Some girls are bathing the dogs together. Some girls are feeding the 

cows. At least 20 girls are individually bathing three dogs. 
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The example in (55) shows that ponaosob does not require to use up (exhaust) the group 

of relevant girls (whose relevance is determined by the context) for a group of events 

denoted by the predicate. Rather, it forces that the girls separately participate in the event, 

here, bathing three dogs event. 

 

Compare further sentence (55) with the English each-sentence in (56). 

  

(56)  a. *Many, but not all girls are each bathing three dogs 

         b. *Many girls are each bathing three dogs. 

 

The asymmetry between (55) and (56) is that ponaosob does not behave like each, 

except, most likely, when it appears in a sentence with svaki (every), as in (54). While in 

(56), many and each are in complementary distribution, and therefore cannot modify the 

same noun, in (55), mnoge (many) and ponaosob contribute to the meaning of a sentence 

in different ways – mnoge with its quantificational meaning and ponaosob by forcing 

obligatory separation of events in terms of participants. In these lines, in (54), svaki 

(every) contributes to the meaning of exhaustivity (relative to the group of girls), while 

ponaosob again forces participant-based separation. The fact that to some speakers the 

use of svaki and poanosob in the same sentence seems redundant may be due to the 

preferred and the most prominent interpretation of svaki (every), which involves 

distribution over individuals (along with exhaustivity) (see Section 2.1.3.2). 

  

Note finally that some speakers report that the most natural use of ponaosob is in 

contrastive combination with zajedno (together), as illustrated below in a sentence 

without an overt NP, in (56). 

 

(56) a. Plaćate         li    zajedno ili   ponaosob? 

            pay-3.PL.PS  CL  together or  po-PREP-person 

       b.  ‘Are you paying together or separately/*each?’ 

 

Comparing (56a) and (56b), ponaosob can be used adverbially, while each cannot. 
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Ponaosob in (56a) forces separation of events in terms of participants, here paying 

events. Each, on the contrary, quantifies over individuals and is infelicitous in the 

sentence without and overt noun, such as (56b).  

 

The deeper investigation of ponaosob is however necessary to answer all the relevant 

questions, especially that concerning exhaustive distribution over individuals. What is 

important to retain is that ponaosob forces participant-based separation of events. 

  

Recall that pluractional markers (Lasersohn, 1995), are classified according to three main 

criteria: (sub)events must have separate running times, running spaces or thematic roles. 

Which is chosen depends on the lexical meaning of a particular pluractional morpheme. 

We can adjust this generalization for po, by saying that, which is chosen, depends on 

lexical (and maybe morphosyntactical) characteristics of the constructions in which po 

appears. That is: in po nNPs, po induces that (sub)events have separate running times 

or/and running spaces or/and thematic roles; in n po n, po forces the separation of events 

in terms of their running times; and in ponaosob, po forces the separation of events in 

terms of their thematic roles (event participants).  

 

In this section, we have shown that po shares core properties with pluractional markers, 

which involve actions separated spatially and temporally, or/and per participant. 

Moreover, we have seen that, as pluractional markers in general, po is part of 

reduplicated expressions and affixes on verbs, but can also appear inside a DP, like 

pluractional pelpala7 in Salish.  

   The expressions n po n NP and ponaosob NP, alongside with po nNPs, are therefore 

additional evidence that po quantifies over events, where special lexical means 

(reduplication and lexicalization), precise whether the subevents must be separated in a 

specific way (e.g. relative to separate times with n po n or to separate participants with 

ponaosob), or they can be separated in any of the three ways (e.g. time, space or 

participants with po nNPs). We will come back to this issue in Chapter 4. 
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2.3. Summary 
 

In this chapter, we have discussed distributive force of quantifiers in Serbian.  

We have shown that po-less quantifiers are pseudo-distributive (optionally distributive) 

and yield only participant-distributive interpretations, where the quantification over 

individuals and events cannot be differentiated. The marker po combines with quantifiers 

to enforce strong (obligatory) distributivity, quantifies essentially over events (which may 

include quantification over individuals) and does not obey exhaustivity requirement, 

unlike the universal quantifier each. Po furthermore requires separating events in terms 

of their running times, running spaces or participants, as pluractional markers. The event-

distributive interpretation of po-sentences is the argument that po quantifies over events. 

The absence of exhaustivity requirement is the argument that po-sentences do not involve 

universal quantification over individuals. An even stronger argument is that the 

participants in the event need not be atomically partitioned (unlike with universal 

quantifiers), but can also be partitioned into groups (of equal or non-equal quantity) or 

not partitioned at all (if there is temporal distribution). 

The question is whether to take po as a quantifier over events, as we have argued in the 

sections on po nNPs, and extend the analysis to the pluractional po in n po n/ponaosob 

NPs, or to take po as a pluractional marker and extend this analysis to the distributive 

quantifier po. Given that po is not the only issue of this thesis, which also aims to bring to 

light adult and child data on the comprehension of distributivity and numerals, I choose 

the first solution. Extending the analysis to the pluractional po will be left for further 

research. Whatever the direction, my belief is that distributivity and pluractionality are 

the two faces of the same coin and should be accounted for by the unified semantics of 

po.  

 

Table 1. recapitulates the pattern of distributive quantifiers in Serbian. Pseudo-

distributive quantifiers (po-less quantifiers) only allow quantification over individuals, 

where subevents have separate participants. Strong distributivity only arises in 

constructions with po. Depending on the construction, subevents can be divided either by 
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separate places, times and/or participants (po nNPs), or must be divided by separate times 

(n po n NPs) or separate participants (ponaosob NPs). 

 

 

Table 1 Distributive quantifiers in Serbian 
Strong distributivity Weak (pseudo-) distributivity 

Separate 

places, times, 

participants 

Separate 

times 

Separate 

participants 

Separate participants 

po n/ QNONADJ n po n ponaosob n/QADJ/QNON-ADJ 

 

 

 

I now turn to the overview of the theoretical accounts proposed for distributive markers 

across languages, which share the similar properties with po. We will see how some of 

these proposals apply to po-sentences with numerals. 
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3. Theoretical proposals: from universal to event quantification 
 

 

In this chapter, we give a succinct overview of the theoretical proposals dealing with the 

broad phenomenon referred to in the literature as distance distributivity (Zimmermann 

2002). This term encompasses many somewhat different but closely related phenomena, 

namely - ‘anti-quantifiers’ (Choe 1987), distributive numerals (Gil 1982, Cable 2014), 

distributive-share markers (Gil 1995) and pluractional markers (Matthewson 2000). The 

term distance distributivity will be used here (unless otherwise specified) not to refer to 

any particular theory of the phenomena at hand, but merely as a descriptive term to refer 

to the issues raised by the discussion on the Serbian distributive marker po (Chapter 2).  

Theoretical accounts of the phenomena of distance distributivity can be understood as 

divided up into two theoretical camps. The first is based on the theories of universal 

quantification over individuals and takes as an underlying assumption that distance-

distributive quantifiers involve a covert distributive operator each. The second is based 

on the theories of event quantification. 

We will focus on the most relevant proposals to achieve our goal, which is accounting for 

the distributive marker po. We start with the view that distance distributivity is a case of 

universal quantification (Section 3.1). We will argue that the universal quantification 

approach has to many shortcomings for accounting for the distributive po. We will end 

up endorsing event-based theoretical approaches, which, as we will show, have important 

advantages (Section 3.2). In the final Section (3.3) we will summarize the core 

differences between the two approaches and the arguments in favor of the event-based 

approaches.  
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3.1. Operator-based analyses 
 

The first extensive work on distributive numerals, contributing significant cross-linguistic 

generalizations and data, is due to David Gil’s dissertation (1982). His later work (1988, 

1990, 1995) is based on the theoretical tradition developed in Choe (1987), which would 

give raise to all subsequent operator-based theories (Oh 2001, Zimmermann 2002, 

Champollion 2012). These theories have in common the following assumption: 

(distance)-distributivity involves a universal quantification involving a covert distributive 

operator each. This operator can range over individuals or over events. Therefore, the 

sentences with distributive markers are ambiguous between participant-distributive and 

event-distributive readings.  

 

 3.1.1. Gil 1982: ‘Distributive numerals’  
 

Gil’s dissertation and numerous papers give an extensive discussion of distributive 

numerals across many unrelated languages, thus providing precious data and the first 

attempt, to my knowledge, to formulate cross-linguistically valid generalizations and an 

account of the phenomenon.  

He first gives the generalizations governing the morphological, syntactic and semantic 

properties of distributive numerals and then develops an analysis for both adnominal and 

adverbial distributive numerals. We list below the broad morphological, syntactic and 

semantic properties of distributive numerals that he identifies.  

First, all languages have adverbial distributive numerals, e.g. English three by three or in 

threes. Not all languages have adnominal distributive numerals, as it is case in English.   

Morphologically, distributive numerals are almost always derived from corresponding 

‘ordinary numerals’, i.e. the simplest number words used basically in a counting string. 

The strategies for deriving distributive numerals involve reduplication (Georgian sam-

sami (three-three)), affixation (Latin terni, ter-ni (three-in)), marking by a preceding or 

by a following word (Russian po tri (po three)) or a combination of different strategies. 

Syntactically, adnominal distributive numerals occur generally in the same environments 

as their ordinary numeral counterparts. However, just like ordinary numerals, they do not 
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constitute a uniform syntactic category across languages. Interestingly, Gil points out that 

adnominal distributive numerals seem never to belong to the category of determiners, 

since languages with adnominal distributive numeral systematically lack overt 

determiners (at least on the surface). Adverbial distributive numerals do not constitute a 

coherent syntactic category but are subsumed within the adverb category, which itself is 

cross-linguistically non-uniform. Adverbial distributive numerals, moreover, are not 

generally morphologically derived from ordinary (non-distributive) numerals, since in 

most languages, ordinary numerals do not occur as adverbs.  

Morphosyntactically, they are composite objects consisting of a numeral and a 

morphological marker denoting a relation of distributivity.  

On Gil’s view, distributive numerals are semantically ambiguous across languages, 

depending on whether the numerals distribute over an NP or a VP. Consider the sentence 

in (1), which, on Gil’s account, gives rise to numerous readings depending on several 

criteria, listed in (2).  

 

(1) Dva čeloveka nosili    po      tri      čemodana. 

      two man         carried DIST   three  suitcases                               (Russian) 

 

(2) Interpretations of (1) depend on: 

(i) number of men involved; 

(ii) whether the men acted individually or collectively; 

(iii) number of events involved; 

(iv) number of suitcases involved and 

(v) whether the suitcases were acted upon individually or collectively. 

 

Gil argues that the variety of interpretations attested cross-linguistically with distributive 

numerals, illustrated with the Russian sentence in (1), can be reduced to three classes of 

interpretations, as illustrated below. This classification is based on the parameters for the 

criteria identified in (2) above.   

 

(3) Three classes of interpretations of distributive numerals: 
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Class A: Two men carried three suitcases each. 

(i) two men, (ii) men acted individually, (iii) one or many events, (iv) two sets of three 

suitcases, one for each man; sets either disjoint or not necessarily so and (v) suitcases 

acted upon individually or collectively.  

 

Class B: Two men carried the suitcases three at a time. 

 

(i) two men, (ii) men acted individually or collectively, (iii) many events, (iv) at least two 

sets of three suitcases, one for each event; sets either disjoint or not necessarily so and (v) 

suitcases acted upon preferably collectively. 

   

Class C: Two men carried sets of three suitcases. 

(i) two men, (ii) men acted individually or collectively, (iii) one or many events, (iv) at 

least two sets of three suitcases; sets preferably disjoint and (v) suitcases acted upon 

preferably collectively. 

     

Gil emphasizes that these interpretations in (3) are not logically independent one from the 

other. For example, an interpretation involving two men acting individually, many events 

and two disjoint sets of three suitcases acted upon collectively, may belong to all three 

classes. Also, each class of interpretations contains an infinite number of narrower 

interpretations, some of which are preferred over others. What appears to vary is the 

construal of the distributive numeral NP (po three suitcases), or the number of suitcases: 

three to six suitcases in class A, at least three suitcases in class B and at least two sets of 

three suitcases in class C. The question then arises why the parameters in (2) above 

cluster in precisely three ways and not in variety of other logically possible ways. 

 

The main assumptions underlying his analysis of distributive numerals is that the three 

broad classes of interpretations, given in (3), are the result of a relation of distributivity 

obtaining over a variety of domains, ranging between phrasal and clausal constituents. 

Gil also takes that there is an implicit classifier UNITS associated with each constituent. 
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He distinguishes three specific cases of distributivity relations, represented graphically in 

(4): (a) an expression containing a distributive numeral distributing clausally over an NP, 

(b) an expression containing a distributive numeral distributing clausally over a VP and 

(c) a distributive numeral distributing phrasally over the constituent with which the 

distributive numeral combines.  

 

 (4) Graphic representation of three types of distributive relations: 

 

a. Clausal distributivity over an NP: the object NP distributes over the subject NP 

 

Class A interpretations: Two men carried three suitcases each. 

 

 

[[2 UNITS] man][ [S UNITS] carried][[3-DIST UNITS suitcase] 

 

 

b. Clausal distributivity over the VP: the object NP distributes over the VP 

 

Class B interpretations: Two men carried suitcases three at a time. 

 

   

[[2 UNITS] man][ [S UNITS] carried][[3-DIST UNITS suitcase] 

 

c. Phrasal distributivity over the Head of the NP associated with a distributive 

numeral: Numeral distributes NP-internally over head noun 

 

Class C interpretations: Two men carried sets of three suitcases. 

  
[[2 UNITS] man][ [S UNITS] carried][[3-DIST          ----------           UNITS] suitcase] 
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It is the distributive numeral (po three), which induces all interpretations in (4). The 

differences are due merely to the different domains over which the distributivity obtains. 

Roughly, the idea in (4) is that there is a distributive relation between the NP containing a 

distributive numeral (po three suitcases) and some other constituent, NP or VP. That 

relation can be resumed as distributing UNITS of suitcases (to which distributive numeral 

attaches) to the UNITS of an NP or a VP.  

In (4a), the NP ‘three-UNITS-suitcase’ (hence a group of three suitcases) distributes over 

two UNITS of the NP ‘men’ (hence over man-units), which results in interpretations 

‘three suitcases per man’. In (4b), ‘three-UNITS-suitcase’ (a group of three suitcases) 

distributes over the UNITS of the VP ‘carried’ (carry-units), which results in 

interpretation ‘three suitcases per carrying.’ In (4c), ‘three’ distributes over UNITS and 

then combines with ‘suitcase’, which results in ‘three-UNITS-suitcase per group of 

suitcases’ or ‘three suitcases per group of suitcases’.    

 

There are many critics that can be addressed to this proposal, primarily because the 

analysis is not sufficiently explicit to be evaluated and leaves open many important 

questions, e.g. how the relevant domains are selected, what is the moprhosyntax-semantic 

mapping, to what extent the interpretation classes B and C are different. Nevertheless, it 

should be emphasized that this is the very first attempt to uncover the typology of 

distributive numerals across a very wide empirical base of languages. The main 

contribution of this work is therefore that it reduces the varieties of morphosyntactic 

means to derive distributive numerals, as well as the varieties of readings arising with 

distributive numerals, to a small set of cross-linguistically valid generalizations. 

Gil’s subsequent work on Georgian (1988), as well as on Korean and Japanese (1990), 

based on pioneering work of Choe (1987), will flash out more the details. 
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3.1.2. Choe (1987): ‘Anti-quantifiers and a theory of distributivity’ 
 

One of the most influential works on (distance) distributivity originates in Choe’s (1987) 

dissertation. The aim of the dissertation is to give a general account of certain distributive 

markers (such as the English ‘shifted’ each, Korean ssik, Russian and Polish po and 

German je), which Choe refers to as anti-quantifiers, in opposition to determiner-like 

quantifiers, such as every or most. The main claim is that distributivity is a relation 

between two arguments, one of which is the restriction of the universal quantifier while 

the other is bound by an existential quantifier. The distributivity is thus a scopal relation 

between two arguments. The distributive element itself (e.g. ssik or ‘shifted’ each) does 

not contribute by its meaning to the distributive interpretation. Rather, it signals which of 

the two arguments is to be bound by the existential quantifier. 

In (5a), the example of a quantifier is given with the English determiner-like each, while 

the example of anti-quantifier, in Choe’s terms, is illustrated by the English ‘shifted’ 

each.  

 

(5) a. Each child bought a book.                (determiner-like) ‘quantifier each’ 

      b. The children bought a book each.    (shifted) ‘anti-quantifier each’ 

 

The difference then between each in (5a) and in (5b) is that in (5a), each forms a 

constituent with the NP child, which can be mapped to the restrictive clause, while in 

(5b) each forms a constituent with a book, which can be mapped to the nuclear scope, 

assuming a tripartite structure in (6) (Kamp 1981, Heim 1982). As such, ‘shifted’ each 

qualifies in Choe’s terms as an anti-quantifier, just like Korean ssik and Russian and 

Polish po.  

 

(6) Tripartite structure 

  
∀x               [x is a child]            [(∃y) y is a ‘book’ ∧ x bought y]  
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Choe argues that the distributive interpretation of (5) is a result of a dependency relation 

between two arguments ‘accessible to each other’, consisting of a ‘sorting key’ (SrtKey), 

which corresponds to a restriction of a universal quantifier (e.g. the children in (5b)) and 

a ‘distributed share’ (DistShr), which corresponds to NP which is part of the scope of a 

universal quantifier (e.g. a book in (5b)). 

Two expressions are ‘accessible to each other’ if they fulfill the following conditions: 

 

(7) a. SrtKey is semantically plural (e.g. everybody, the children, they)  

     b. DistShr is indefinite (e.g. somebody, a book, three books).  

 

In (5b), the NP children can be taken as the SrtKey since it is plural, while a book can be 

taken as the DistShr since it is indefinite. Under the distributive interpretation, we 

attribute a different book to every (individual) child in the group of children. This 

distributive relation induces a scope relation between the SrtKey and DistShr, where the 

SrtKey expression children take scope over the DistShr expression a book. 

Choe moreover takes distributivity to be optional when the conditions in (7) are met, such 

as in (8a), but obligatory if it is morphologically marked, by, for instance, a quantifier in 

(8b) or an anti-quantifier, as is the case in (8c). 

 

(8) a. [The children] bought [a book]. 

          SrtKey                       DistShr 

 

     b. [Each child] bought [a book].  

          SrtKey                       DistShr 

 

     c. [The children] bought [a book each]. 

          SrtKey                         DistShr 

 

The difference between (8b) and (8c) on Choe’s account should now be clear: in (8b) 

each is a part of the expression that serves as SrtKey (‘semantically’ plural expression 

each child). Crucially, in (8c), so-called anti-quantifier each attaches to the DistShr 
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(indefinite expression a book) and not to the SrtKey (the children). An anti-quantifier is 

thus a term that covers the morphological marker that moprhosyntactically associates 

with a DistShr, as opposed to quantifiers, which morphosyntactically associate with the 

SrtKey. Crucially on this proposal, quantifiers take wide scope while anti-quantifiers take 

narrow scope. Distributivity is consequently seen as a number dependency relation where 

in (8) the number of books depends on the number of children. 

Importantly, a DistShr is always an indefinite NP, which is associated with an explicit 

quantity. The plural NPs, but also events, can serve as SrtKey, where an event is taken to 

be a ‘complex of time and space’ (Choe 1987:106). 

 

Choe’s definition of distributive relation is given below. 

 

(9) a.  Dist (A, B) 

           ∀a ( ( i-part (a,A)  ∃B ( R (a,B) ) ) ) 

           (the i(ndividual)-parts of the denotation of A distribute over the denotation of B)  

                                            

      b. if a distributive dependency from A to B is projected (Dist (A, B) ), (i) introduce a 

universal quantifier for a where a is an i-part of A and replace the argument A with a 

given representation and (ii) introduce an existential quantifier for B to the right-hand 

side of the universal quantifier. 

                                                                                                                 (Choe 1987:115) 

 

In other words, a distributive dependency must be projected if: there is a distributive 

marker (e.g. anti-quantifier each), there is a plural NP (e.g. children) and there is an 

indefinite expression (a book). The plural expression will serve as a SrtKey, that is – the 

restriction of the universal quantifier. The indefinite expression will serve as a DistShr. 

The anti-quantifier distributes the denotation of the DistShr over the denotation of a 

SrtKey.   
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Let us see how this applies with Serbian po. As discussed in chapter 2, po, just like 

‘shifted’ each or Korean ssik, forms a constituent with a DistShr.  We take first an 

example where po attaches to the object NP in (10a). 

 

(10) a. Tri    devojčice       drže               po  dva balona. 

           three girls-NOM.PL   hold-3.PL.PS  po   two balloon-PAUC  

 

Under Choe’s proposal, the first interpretative step is the preliminary propositional (non-

distributive meaning of (10)): 

            

(11) H (G3, B2) & Dist (G3, B2) 

 

In (11), H denotes an action of ‘holding’, G3
 is a variable for the plural individual ‘three 

girls’ and B2 is a variable for the plural individual ‘two balloons’. 

Since distributive relation must be established, due to the presence of an anti-quantifier, 

here po (in (10)), the step in (12) follows. 

 

(12) a. ∀g [i-part (g, G3):  ∃B2 (H(g, B2)] 

        b. ∃G3 [∀g [i-part (g, G3): ∃B2 (H(g, B2)] ] 

 

The first step, in (12a), is the introduction of the universal quantifier. Existential 

quantifier is always introduced to the right of the universal quantifier. Finally, the 

unbound variable is bound by an existential closure in (12b). 

 

We can now summarize Choe’s proposal: distributivity is a relation between two 

arguments licensed by the presence of a distributive element (anti-quantifier). This 

relation relates each member of the expression denoted by a SrtKey (restriction of a 

universal quantifier) to a set denoted by a DistShr (which forms the constituent with the 

anti-quantifier). 
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Applying those steps to (10) gives us the so-called participant distributive reading of the 

sentence, where three girls separately hold two balloons. This is indeed a possible 

interpretation of (10). 

 

Let us turn to (13) where po attaches to the subject NP.  

 

(13) a. Po tri     devojčice        drže              dva balona. 

           po  three girls-NOM.PL   hold-3.PL.PS  two balloon-PAUC 

         b. H (G3, B2) & Dist (B2, G3) 

             ∀b [i-part (b, B2):  ∃G3 (H(G3, b)] 

              ∃B2 [∀b [i-part (b, B2): ∃G3 (H(G3, b)] ] 

 

Here, since po attaches to the NP three girls, three girls must be taken as a DistShr and is 

bound by an existential quantifier, while two balloon’ are a SrtKey - a restriction of a 

universal quantifier. In other words, each member of two balloons is in a relation with a 

group of three girls. 

This gives us the so-called participant-distributive reading, where each of the two 

balloons is held by three girls. This is indeed the interpretation of (13).  

 

There are however at least three problems that we encounter with Choe’s proposal.  

 

3.2.1.1. Problem 1. Sentences with two po 

 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the distributive marker po can attach to both subject and 

object NPs simultaneously, such as in (14). 

 

(14) Po  tri     devojčice       drže              po   dva balona. 

       po  three girls-NOM.PL   hold-3.PL.PS  po   two balloon-PAUC 

 

Under Choe’s proposal, the distributiity is the relation between two NPs. Although Choe 

invokes the possibility that an implicit event argument (which he takes to be a ‘complex 
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of space and time’) can serve as a SrtKey, he does not illustrate how this would work. He 

does not say whether there can be more than one NP serving as a DistShr. 

Presumably, under his system, the implicit event argument would have to be taken as a 

SrtKey in (14), since both the subject and the object NPs are marked as DistShr. More 

precisely, the whole sentence would have to be mapped to the nuclear scope in the 

tripartite structure in (6), while the implicit event argument would map to the restriction 

of a universal quantifier, as could be illustrated in (15). 

 

(15) ∃E [∀e[i-part (e, E): ∃G3 , ∃B2 (H (G3 , B2) ] ] 

  

As stated in (15), the sentence in (14) would have roughly the following truth conditions: 

there is an event E, and for each atomic part e of E, there is a plural individual three girls 

and there is a plural individual two balloons and the relation hold holds between three 

girls and two balloons. This is indeed one of the readings of (14) (see Chapter 2, Section 

2.2.3). 

It is however not worked out and it is not clear how Choe would fit the sentence in (14) 

in the schema given in (9), where distributivity is a relation between two arguments. (15) 

thus remains speculative.   

 

3.2.1.2. Problem 2. Event-distributive readings of sentences with one po 

 

The second problem is that (10) and (11), besides the participant-distributive readings 

captured by Choe’s proposal, and the event-distributive reading which they share with 

(12), and for which we are not sure how the analysis would work, also involve particular 

event-distributive readings due to the position of po (see Section 2.2.3). The common 

event-distributive reading for (10), (11) and (12) is the following: at different 

locations/time intervals, three girls hold three balloons (collectively or cumulatively), that 

is, there are three girls and three balloons per location/time interval. Recall that (10) is 

also true under a situation where three girls individually (separately) or in groups 

(cumulatively) hold two balloons per location/time interval. This means that the number 

of balloons can vary between two per location/time interval (if the girls are together 
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holding them), four (if the girls hold them divided into groups, for example, of one and of 

two girls) or six (if the girls are each holding two balloons). This is not captured by 

Choe’s analysis, which crucially predicts that the number of the balloons (DistShr) will 

depend on the number of girls (SrtKey). Even if we take that an event argument is 

SrtKey, then the number of girls and the number of balloons is predicted to be three and 

two per location/time interval, respectively (since in this case, both NPs must be taken as 

DistShr and as such, dependent on the event argument).  The same reasoning would apply 

to balloons if, for instance, there were three instead of two balloons, so that there 

partitioning could be non-atomic.  

Importantly, since under Choe’s proposal, the atomic partitioning of SrtKey is necessary, 

be it the plural NP or an implicit event argument, the cardinality of the set denoted by the 

NP serving as DistShr depends on the cardinality of SrtKey-argument. As we have shown 

in chapter 2 (Section 2.2.3) and repeated above, Serbian po-sentences yield readings 

where this is not the case. Therefore, Choe’s analysis does not capture all the readings of 

these sentences.  

 

3.2.1.3. Problem 3. Non-atomic and non-exhaustive participant-based readings  

 

The third problem is related to the problem 2. That is, the sentences in (10) and (11) are 

also true under a scenario where the distribution of either balloons in (10) or girls in (11) 

need not be over an implicit spatiotemporal argument, nor over the atomic parts of the 

NP, three girls in (10) and three balloons in (11). That is, (10) is also true under a 

scenario where, at the same time, two girls hold two balloons, while one girl holds 

another group of two balloons, so that there is a total of three girls and four balloons. 

Similarly, (11) is also true under a scenario where two balloons are held by three girls, 

while at the same time one balloon is held by another group of three girls. Therefore, the 

number of balloons does not depend on the number of girls in (10), while the number of 

girls does not depend on the number of balloons in (11). Moreover, if the spatiotemporal 

implicit event argument serves as SrtKey, it is difficult to establish what are all relevant 

‘spatiotemporal’ units on which a DistShr would depend. Again, this is not predicted 

under Choe’s analysis, where the scopal relations between the two arguments, and the 
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atomic partitioning of the expression that serves as SrtKey, predict only the atomic 

participant-distributive readings and possibly (although not worked out), event-

distributive readings where the number of girls and balloons would somehow have to 

depend on the number of occasions (spatiotemporally determined).  

Furthermore, recall that exhaustive distribution over girls is not necessary with po-

sentences. This poses an additional problem for the proposal at hand, since the meaning 

of po-sentences cannot be formulated as: ‘for each atomic x, there is y…’. 

 

Furthermore, it is not possible to derive the meaning of po-sentence in a compositional 

way on Choe’s proposal. Since an ‘anti-quantifier’ under this view is semantically empty, 

the distributive readings arise because of the presence of the universal quantifier and the 

scopal relations between the arguments. We have seen that this is insufficient to account 

for our data. 

 

To summarize, the main ingredients of Choe’s analysis are: the DistShr, an indefinite 

expression; the SrtKey, a plural expression; the relationship between SrtKey and DistShr 

is licensed by a distributive operator (universal quantifier), overt or covert; the anti-

quantifier distributes the denotation of DistShr over the denotation of SrtKey.  

The main problems for accounting for distributive po rely on the distributivity seen as a 

relation between the atomic parts of an NP (e.g. girls in (10)) and a group NP (e.g. 

balloons in (10)). As we have recalled here, po-sentences also give rise to the readings 

where the distribution does not involve atomic partitioning of an NP, or partitioning at 

all, when the distribution is temporal (Chapter 2).  

Choe’s relational distributivity theory gave rise to further modified proposals. We 

continue with Oh’s (2001) alternative improved analysis of Korean ssik, which, as we 

will se, is empirically more adequate.    
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3.1.3. Oh (2001): ‘Distributivity in an event semantics’ 
 

Oh (2001) starts by pointing out that Choe’s proposal does not predict all the readings of 

ssik-sentences, namely, event-distributive interpretations, and does not show explicitly 

how the event could be a SrtKey. Furthermore, Oh also provides double ssik-sentences, 

as well as ssik in subject and object positions, which parallel po-sentences. 

 

For comparison, I give Serbian mirror sentences with distributive po along with Oh’s 

Korean sentences in (16), (17) and (18). Crucially, the Korean and mirror Serbian 

sentences yield the same range of distributive readings. Moreover, the examples in the 

two languages seem to be similar also in terms of the syntactic attachment of the 

distributive marker. 

 

(16) a.   saram twu-myeng-i kabang  sey-kay-ssik-ul     wunpanha-ess-ta 

             man two-CL-NOM    suitcase three-CL-DIST-ACC  carry-PAST-DEC 

      Lit. ‘Two men carried three suitcases-DIST.’ 

 

       b. Dva čoveka       su           nosila                   po      tri     kofera 

           two  man-PAUC aux-3.PL  carry-PAUC.IMPF  DIST    three suitcase-PAUC 

     Lit. ‘Two man carried DIST-three suitcases. ’ 

 

Participant-distributive reading: Two men each carried three suitcases. 

Event-distributive reading:  Two men together carried three suitcases (more than once, 

happening either simultaneously or one after the other). 

 

(17) a. saram twu-myeng-ssik-i  kabang    sey-kay-lul      wunpanha-ess-ta 

           man     two-CL-DIST-NOM  suitcase   three-CL-ACC   carry-PAST-DEC 

    Lit. ‘Two men-DIST carried three suitcases.’ 

        b. Po    dva čoveka       su           nosila                   tri      kofera. 

            DIST  two man-PAUC aux-3.PL  carry-PAUC.IMPF   three  suitcase-PAUC 

    Lit. ‘DIST-two man carried three suitcases.’ 
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Participant-distributive reading:  Men in pairs carried each of a set of three suitcases. 

Event-distributive reading: Two men together carried three suitcases (more than once, 

happening either simultaneously or one after the other). 

 

 (18) a. saram twu-myeng-ssik-i  kabang  sey-kay-ssik-ul     wunpanha-ess-ta 

             man   two-CL-DIST-NOM   suitcase three-CL-DIST-ACC carry-PAST-DEC 

      Lit. ‘Two men-DIST carried three suitcases-DIST.’ 

  

        b. Po   dva čoveka       su          nosila                    po     tri     kofera 

            DIST two man-PAUC aux-3.PL carry-PAUC.IMPF   DIST   three suitcase-PAUC 

      Lit. ‘DIST-two man carried DIST-three suitcases.’ 

 

Event-distributive reading: Two men together carried three suitcases (more than once, 

happening either simultaneously or one after the other). 

 

Summarizing, po and ssik share the following properties: 

 

- ssik, just like po, attaches to noun phrases containing numerals (and quantifiers, 

such as a few or several);  

- ssik, just like po, can attach to the subject, to the object, or to both subject and 

object simultaneously; 

-  ssik, just like po, marks a DistShr and thus the interpretation of the sentence 

strictly depends on its syntactic position; 

- ssik, just like po, yields both participant-distributive and event-distributive 

interpretations;  

- in ssik-sentences, just like in po-sentences, a SrtKey can be either a plural 

individual or a plural event. 

 

To account for these properties and to derive the interpretations of ssik-construction in a 

compositional way, Oh proposes an operator-based analysis, where the SrtKey can be 

either a plural NP or an event.  
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Here are the ingredients of the analysis: 

 

(i) ssik is a distributive polarity item (DPI) and as such must be within the scope 

of the D(istributivity) operator at LF 

(ii) at LF, an argument undergoes QR for the D-operator and this argument is the 

key (over which the distribution is done); a ssik-containing argument cannot 

undergo QR since it is a DPI and as such has to stay within the scope of the D-

operator 

(iii) an event argument is present in the LF of ssik-constructions 

  

Under Oh’s proposal, ssik does not itself contribute compositionally a distributive 

meaning of the sentence, rather - it contributes by licensing a D-operator.  

 

I illustrate with the Serbian examples in (16), (17) and (18), repeated below, how the 

analysis works. 

 

(16) Dva čoveka       su           nosila                   po      tri      kofera. 

        two  man-PAUC aux-3.PL  carry-PAUC.IMPF  DIST    three  suitcase-PAUC 

  Lit. ‘Two man carried DIST-three suitcases. ’ 

 

Participant-distributive: Two men each carried three suitcases. 

a. LF: [two men [D [1 [IP t1 [1 [ po-three suitcases [2 [VP carried t2 in e] ] ] ] ] ] ] 

b. ∃M [|M|=2 & men(M) & [∀y∈M: ∃Z[ |Z|=3 & suitcases(Z) & ∃e.carry(Z)(y)(e)] ] 

 

Event-distributive: Two men together carried three suitcases (more than once, happening 

either simultaneously or one after the other). 

 

a. LF: [e [D [3 [IP two men [1 [VP po-three suitcases [2 [VP t1 carried t2 in t3] ] ] ] ] ] ] 

b. ∃e [∀x∈e: ∃M [|M|=2 & men(M) & ∃Z [|Z|=3 & suitcases(Z) & carry(Z)(M)(x)]]] 
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(17) Po   dva čoveka      su          nosila                    tri      kofera. 

         DIST two man-PAUC aux-3.PL carry-PAUC.IMPF    three suitcase-PAUC 

      Lit. ‘DIST-two man carried DIST-three suitcases’ 

 

Participant-distributive: Men in pairs carried each of a set of three suitcases. 

   a. LF: [tree suitcases [D [2 [IP  po-two man [1 [VP t1 carried t2 in e] ] ] ] ] ] 

   b. ∃Z [|Z|=3 & suitcases (Z) & [∀y ∈ Z: ∃M[|M|=2 & men(M) & ∃e.carry(y)(M)(e)] ] 

 

Event-distributive: Two men together carried three suitcases (more than once, happening 

either simultaneously or one after the other). 

a. LF: [e [D [3[IP  po two men [1 [VP three suitcases [2 [VP t1 carried t2 in t3] ] ] ] ] ] ] 

b. ∃e [∀x∈e: ∃M [|M|=2 & men(M) & ∃Z [|Z|=3 & suitcases(Z) & carry(Z)(M)(x)]]] 

 

(18) Po    dva  čoveka      su          nosila                    po      tri      kofera. 

       DIST   two man-PAUC aux-3.PL carry-PAUC.IMPF   DIST     three suitcase-PAUC 

      Lit. ‘DIST-two man carried DIST-three suitcases’ 

 

Event-distributive: Two men together carried three suitcases (more than once, happening 

either simultaneously or one after the other). 

 

a. LF: [e [D [3 [IP po-two men [1 [VP po-three suitcases [2 [VP t1 carried t2 in t3]]]]]]] 

b. ∃e [∀x∈e: ∃M [|M|=2 & men(M) & ∃Z [|Z|=3 & suitcases(Z) & carry(Z)(M)(x)]]] 

 

Oh’s analysis appears to elegantly account for both participant-distributive and event-

distributive readings of po-sentences. Namely, it accounts for the event-distributive 

interpretation common to sentences (16), (17) and (18). It also accounts for atomic 

participant-distributive readings of (16) and (17). However, some problems that we 

encountered with Choe’s analysis remain.  
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3.1.3.1. Problem 1. Non-exhaustive readings 

 

Recall that exhaustive distribution is not mandatory with po-sentences (Section 2.2.4). 

The sentence in (16) would also be true under a following scenario: this week and last 

week, I asked John and Tom to bring my two suitcases up the stairs. And they did. 

Actually, John did the entire job, while Tom was encouraging him by his presence. As we 

have argued in chapter 2, po does not require exhaustive distributing of a group of 

participants, and this is not captured by the current proposal, since atomic partitioning of 

a set denoted by the NP serving as a restriction of the distributive operator is required. 

Recall that this problem also holds for Choe’s (1987) proposal (Section 3.2.1.3). 

 

3.1.3.2. Problem 2. Non-atomic participant distributive readings 

 

The analysis cannot account for the participant-distributive readings where no atomic 

partitioning of participants is required (see Section 2.2.3). For illustration, recall that (17) 

is true under a scenario where three suitcases are divided into non-atomic groups: two 

men carried two suitcases, while another two men carried one suitcase (simultaneously).  

This reading is not captured if the NP three suitcases is taken as the SrtKey, that is, as a 

restriction of a distributive operator: for each atomic part of (three) suitcases, there are 

two men who carried it. Therefore, just like Choe’s proposal, Oh’s analysis under-

generates and thus does not capture all readings of po-sentences. 

 

3.1.3.3. Problem 3. Non-collective event-distributive readings 

 

Note that Oh takes that the common event-distributive reading of (16), (17) and (18) is 

roughly: at different locations/time intervals, a total of two men carried a total of three 

suitcases. Recall again that this is not the only event-distributive reading of po-sentences, 

albeit by taking locations and times here to serve as the SrtKey (Section 2.2.3). The 

sentence in (16) is also true under a scenario where, for instance, at different time 

intervals (let us say – different days) two men separately (each man) carried three 

suitcases; hence, there were two men and six suitcases per time interval (day). The truth-
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conditions in (16) do not predict this, because, on the event-distributive reading, there are 

two men and three suitcases per location/time interval. Similarly, (17) is also true under a 

scenario where, at different time intervals (different days), three suitcases were separately 

(each) carried by two men, hence there were four men and three suitcases per time 

interval (day). Again, this reading, where the partitioning of three suitcases is non-atomic, 

is not captured under the event-distributive reading in (17). The truth-conditions predict 

that the sentence is only true under the reading where at different locations/time intervals, 

two men together carried three suitcases, which results in a total of two men and a total of 

three suitcases per location/time interval.  

 

Problems 1, 2 and 3 above, as we have shown, come from the fact that there is a 

distributive operator (universal quantifier each), which takes as a restriction an NP or an 

event argument, whose atomic parts must be exhaustively distributed over by the 

denotation of the poNP. In other words - all members of a set serving as a SrtKey must be 

distributed over individually and exhaustively – e.g. each man carried three suitcases in 

(16).  

Therefore, the main difficulties with applying this analysis to Serbian po-sentences are in 

accounting for the so-called non-atomic participant-distributive readings, non-exhaustive 

readings and so-called non-collective event-distributive readings. 

   

3.1.4. Zimmermann (2002): ‘On the syntax and semantics of distance distributivity’ 
 

Zimmermann’s 2002 dissertation has two important advantages to the previous analyses: 

it provides a surface compositional analysis of sentence with distributive markers and it 

aims to account for cross-linguistic variation. Zimmermann however focuses on German 

jeweils. The example is given in (19). 

 

(19) a. Die Jungen kauften jeweils drei Wurstchen. 

            the  boys     bought   each    three sausages 

c. The boys bought three sausages each. 
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Following Choe (1987), Zimmermann uses the following terminology: the term DistShr 

(three sausages in (19)) to refer to an indefinite expression, which forms a constituent 

with a distributive element jeweils. He uses the term DistKey (SrtKey in Choe), to refer 

to a plural expression (e.g. the boys). Similarly to Choe, he states that the distributive 

element (jeweils) distributes the denotation of the NP servings as a DistShr over the 

atomic members of the argument serving as a DistKey, that is, that distance-distributive 

element has a distributive operator (each) associated with it.  

Zimmermann starts by identifying two tricky issues that the phenomenon of distance 

distributivity, illustrated in (19), raises. The first is the ‘compositionality problem’: the 

overt position of the distributive marker (e.g. jeweils) is problematic for surface 

compositionality, since jeweils does not form a constituent with its restriction. 

The second issue is a cross-linguistic problem: the nature of the DistKey is not uniform 

across languages; languages like German, Korean or Bulgarian allow an event to be a 

SrtKey, while languages like English, French or Dutch do not.  

 

The main assumption of the analysis at hand is that the DistShr expression has the 

complex syntax illustrated below: 

 

(19) [D [ [three sausages] [Predi [each proj]…] 

 

According to (19), the distributive element each takes an NP-proform as complement, 

which is itself co-indexed with the DistKey. Each contributes distributivity, pro provides 

a restrictor for each, Pred combines with three sausages (DistShr) to yield the property 

which is distributed over pro.   

  Zimmermann’s analysis permits him to derive compositionally the meaning of (19), as 

shown in (20). 

 

(20) a. The boysi bought [DP three sausages eachi]. 

        b. ∀z. z ∈ y & atom (z)  ∃x. 3sausages(x) & f (x)(z) 
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(20b) can be read as follows: for each boy z of Z, there are three sausages x and the 

relation f holds of  x and z.  

  Zimmermann proposes that the variable y is left free if the implicit event argument is 

taken as DistKey and is bound by the plural NP, if an NP is taken as DistKey. He also 

introduces many technicalities in order to derive the meaning of (20a) from the semantics 

in (20b).  

 

The analysis does not predict the entire range of distributive readings available with po-

sentences, namely non-exhaustive (over individuals) readings, non-atomic participant-

based readings, as well non-collective event-base readings. As the previous accounts, 

Zimmermann takes the distributivity to be a case of the universal quantification, 

associated with the distributor each. This is why it does not account for the fact that the 

atomic partitioning of a set denoted by an NP is not mandatory, and there is no 

exhaustivity requirement, that is – that all members of this set need not be exhaustively 

distributed over (see Section 2.2.4). Zimmermann does not attribute distributive meaning 

to the distributive element itself and it is difficult to see how the analysis would apply to 

all instances of po. 

   Accounting for cross-linguistic variation, Zimmermann puts forth the following 

generalization: if a distributive quantifier (e.g. each) has the distribution of a determiner, 

it lacks the event-distributive reading. In other words, the assumption is that the cross-

linguistic variation is syntactic and does not rely on the different semantics of distributive 

markers such as English each and Slavic po. Since English each appears as determiner, it 

contains D-features (person, gender, number) and can distribute only over DPs. Slavic po 

does not have D-features and therefore can distribute over events. This generalization 

may be valid. The question however arises why, under this analysis, po does distribute 

over DPs as well (on the participant-distributive readings), if it lacks D-features.  

  The proposal developed by Zimmermann, which takes that quantifiers and ‘anti-

quantifiers’ are semantically identical, has many shortcomings when it comes to the 

‘intermediate’ readings – namely the readings where the distribution is neither over times 

nor over atomic participants but over non-atomic participants. Like previous proposals, it 

also lacks to capture the non-exhaustivity requirement (relative to individuals). To my 
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knowledge, however, this is the only attempt to give a cross-linguistic valid account for 

‘distance distributivity’ since Gil (1982).  

 

3.2. Event-based analyses 
  

I discuss here two relatively different event-based analyses: Balusu (2006) who takes that 

(distance) distributivity is the case of universal quantification, but the SrtKey (in terms of 

Choe) is always an event argument; and Cable (2014), who takes that distributive 

numerals do not involve universal quantification and are due to the semantics of a 

distributive morpheme. Although these two approaches significantly differ, I consider 

both analyses as event-based, since, crucially, in opposition to previous accounts, they 

assume that sentences with distributive markers are not ambiguous, but always involve 

quantification over events. 

 

3.2.1. Balusu (2006): ‘Distributive reduplication in Telugu’ 
 

Balusu gives an account of numeral reduplication in Telugu, which yields distributive 

interpretations. To my knowledge, this is the first proposal that denies the ambiguity of 

sentences with distributive numerals between participant-distributive and event-

distributive readings. More precisely, Balusu takes the participant-distributive 

interpretation to be a special case of event-distributive readings (which can involve 

spatial or temporal distribution).  

 

(21) ii         pilla-lu  renDU renDu kootu-lu-ni          cuus-ee-ru 

       these    kid-PL    two      two     monkey-PL-ACC  see-PAST-3.PL 

      Lit. ‘These kids saw two two monkeys.’ 

 

Sentence (21) has the readings in (22). 

 

(22) a. ‘The kids each saw two monkeys.’ (participant-distributive) 

        b. ‘The kids saw two monkeys in each time interval’ (temporal-distributive) 
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        c. ‘The kids saw two monkeys in each location. (spatial-distributive) 

 

The main claim is that a reduplicated numeral has a distributive operator associated with 

it, which takes as its restriction (SrtKey) an event (spatiotemporal) argument. Balusu 

further introduces a partition function (noted as ‘π’), which can be trivial or non-trivial 

and which partitions the event argument into the parts (sub-events), which do not overlap. 

The division is based on the ‘contextually salient parameter’ (Balusu 2006: 8) and 

involves spatiotemporal partitioning. Finally, Balusu assumes that there is a plurality 

requirement associated with the reduplicated numeral – there needs to be more that one 

set denoted by the NP containing a reduplicated numeral. This is taken to be either a 

presupposition or an implicature.  

 

Under the analysis, the truth conditions of (21), repeated in (23a) are given in (23b-c).  

 

(23) a. ‘ii pilla-lu  renDU renDu kootu-lu-ni  cuus-ee-ru 

            ‘The kids saw two two monkeys.’ 

        b. ∃e ∃π(e) [∀e’ ∈ π(e) ∃X [two_monkeys (X) ∧  saw (the kids, X, e’) ]] 

        c. |{X: two_mokeys (X) ∧ saw (the kids, X, e)}| >1 

 

According to (23b-c), the reading of (23a) in prose is: there is an event e and for each 

sub-event e’ of e, the kids saw two monkeys in e’, and the number of e’ is greater than 

one.  

This gives us the event-distributive reading where the kids saw two monkeys together or 

cumulatively at different locations or time intervals. 

The question is how does the participant-distributive reading - where children separately 

saw two monkeys, arise? 

 

Balusu provides the formula in (24). 

 

(24) a. ∃E [∀y∈the kids [∃e∈ E [∀e’ ∈ π(e) [∃X[two_monkeys (X) ∧  saw (y, X, e’)]]]]] 

        b. |{X: two_monkeys (X) ∧ ∃y[y ∈the kids ∧  saw (y, X, E)}| > 1 
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(24) can be read as follows: there is an event E such that for each kid y there is an event e 

which is part of E, and e is partitioned into sub-events e’ such that each child saw two 

monkeys in e’. This predicts that the sentence will be true if children separately saw two 

monkeys at a time.  

 

Balusu’s analysis, unlike Choe (1987), Oh (2001) and Zimmermann (2002), should allow 

us accounting for all readings of po-sentnces. 

  

Several issues however remain.  

 

3.2.1.1. Problem 1. Non-atomic participant-based distribution 

 

 Under this proposal, when there is no temporal distribution, participant-distributive 

reading is reduced to spatial-distribution. The events are spatially partitioned in such a 

way that each sub-event involves one (atomic) participant. This excludes the situations 

where the kids (simultaneously) in groups (and not individually) saw two monkeys (two 

monkeys per group of children).  

 

3.2.1.2. Problem 2. Exhaustivity 

 

As we have shown in chapter 2, participants do not have to be all exhausted when the 

distribution takes place. On Balusu’s proposal, under the participant-distributive reading 

in (24), the kids need all to have separately seen two monkeys. Furthermore, it is taken 

that the sub-events of an event need to be exhaustively distributed over. The question is 

how to test such prediction. Finally, it is not clear whether the non-overlapping 

requirement is under-generating, since the complete temporal non-overlapping may not 

be mandatory. Also, it is not clear why spatial non-overlapping requirement would 

restrict spatial separation only to atomic participants and would not allow spatial 

separation of groups of participants (see Section 4.2.3.1). 
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The advantage of this proposal is that it does not postulate an ambiguity for the sentences 

with distributive numerals, and takes the participant-distributive interpretation to be a 

case of the event-distributive interpretation.  

 

3.2.2. Cable (2014): ‘Distributive numerals and distance distributivity in Tlingit (and  
beyond)’ 
 

Cable’s (2014) analysis of distributive numerals in Tlingit is based on the assumption that 

distributive numerals, which yield participant-distributive and event-distributive readings, 

systematically invoke quantification over events. The novelty of the proposal is that the 

distributive effect comes from the semantics of the distributive morpheme, which 

combines with the numeral, and then with the NP. This permits the compositional 

derivation of the meaning of sentences with distributive numerals and correctly predicts 

the range of readings. The sentence like (25a) would, under this proposal have the truth 

conditions in (25b). 

 

 (25) a. Tri     devojčice drže  po  dva balona. 
             three girls          hold  po  two balloons. 
   
         b. ∃e. ∃x. *balloon (x) & *hold(e) & *Agent(e) = σy.three.girls(y) & *Theme(e) = x 
& <e,x> = σ<e’, z>. z < x & |z|=2 & e’ < e & Participant (e’, z) 

 
        c. there is a plural event of holding e, whose themes are balloons x and whose agents 

y are three girls and the pair consisting of e and x is a sum of pairs e’ and z, such that e’ is 

a proper part of e, and z is a proper part of x, and the cardinality of z is two, and z 

participates in e’. 

 
The truth conditions in (25b) therefore predict that the sentence will be true under a 

scenario where there is an event consisting of sub-events where two balloons were held, 

and the three girls participated in the event. This will hold if three girls participated in 

sub-events e’, separately, in non-atomic groups or collectively.  

 

Let us see how this would be apply to the sentence where po attaches to the subject. 
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(26) a. Po tri     devojčice drže  dva balona. 
           po three girls          hold  two balloons. 
   
         b. ∃e. ∃x. *girl (x) & *hold(e) & *Agent(e) = x & *Theme(e) = σy.two.balloons (y) 
& <e,x> = σ<e’, z>. z < x & |z|=3 & e’ < e & Participant (e’, z) 

 
        c. there is a plural event of holding e, whose agents are girls x and whose themes are 

two balloons y and the pair consisting of e and x is a sum of pairs e’ and z, such that e’ is 

a proper part of e, and z is a proper part of x, and the cardinality of z is three, and z 

participates in e’. 

 

The sentence is predicted to be true under a scenario where in different events there are 

three girls who hold balloons and the number of balloons, the total event is two and the 

balloons can be held separately or together. 

 

Finally, let us look at the sentence where po attaches to both subject and object. 

 

(27) a. Po tri     devojčice drže   po   dva balona. 
            po three girls         hold  po    two balloons. 
 
   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  b.  ∃e. ∃x. *girl (x) & ∃y. *balloon(y) &  *hold(e) & *Agent(e) = x & *Theme(e) = y   
& <e,x> = σ<e’, z>. z < x & |z|=3 & e’ < e & Participant (e’, z) 

        <e, y> =  σ<e’, k>. k < y & |k|=2 & e’< e & Participant (e’, k)    
 

        c. there is a plural event of holding e, whose agents are girls x and whose themes are 

balloons y and the pair consisting of e and x is a sum of pairs e’ and z, such that e’ is a 

proper part of e, and z is a proper part of x, and the cardinality of z is three, and z 

participates in e’; and the pair consisting of e and y is a sum of pairs e’ and k’, such that 

e’ is a proper part of e, k is a proper part of y, and the cardinality of k is two, and k 

participates in e’. 

  

As predicted, the sentence in (27a) will be true under a scenario where there is a plural 

event, constructed out of events where three girls held two balloons. This holds under a 

scenario where girls separately, in groups or together hold two balloons, per event.   
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The main originality of Cable’s proposal, as opposed to previous analyses, is that it 

accounts for distributive readings in terms of sums of events which all involve an explicit 

number of participants (provided by a numeral). This avoids the problems encountered 

earlier, namely, the non-exhaustive distribution (over individuals), as well as the non-

atomic participant-based distribution. That is – neither the number of participants in the 

event, nor their grouping into non-atomic or atomic groups, has an impact on the 

interpretation of a sentence. The semantics given to distributive numerals is large enough 

to cover all cases of event-distributive readings, including the participant-distributive 

reading. Additionally, Cable points out that the analysis can be extended to pluractionals 

in Kaqchikel, which is promising for the hypothesis that distributive po is a pluractional 

marker (see Section 4.3).   

  

  Let us summarize two main approaches to the phenomenon of distance distributivity 

across languages. The universal quantification approach accounts for distance 

distributivity by making use of the distributive operator, which is the universal quantifier 

each (Choe 1987, Oh 2001, Zimmermann 2002). The event-based approaches take that 

distance distributivity is a case of event quantification. They split into two directions: 

one, which still makes use of the universal quantifier whose restriction is always an event 

argument (Balusu 2006); and the other, which takes that the semantics of the distributive 

element yields quantification over events (Cable 2014).  

  The main shortcoming of the operator-based proposals is that they do not predict 

‘intermediate’ distributive readings – those where the atomic partition of a set is not 

required, and where the participants need not be exhaustively distributed over.  

Cable’s (2014) event-based analysis seems to avoid these problems. By taking the 

position that the quantification is uniformly over events, we obtain participant-

distributive readings for free, as a special case of event-distributive readings. The details 

of Cable’s analysis show that it does not exclude non-atomic distributive readings and 

does not require exhaustive distribution. Finally, note that taking this path offers a 

possibility to extend the analysis of distributive po to other instances of po, since we 

hypothesize that (among other properties) they all involve event quantification. 
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Given the empirical evidence from Serbian discussed in detail in Chapter 2 – the non-

exhaustive distribution over individuals and the non-atomic participant-based 

distribution, we develop our analysis based on Cable’s proposal in the next chapter. 
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4. Distributive po – quantification over events 
 
 
This chapter provides an analysis of distributive numerals (e.g. po tri (po three)), and 

accounts for the meaning of sentences with po nNPs. Our main claim is that po in these 

constructions conveys the existence of multiple events involving nNP, that is, that po-

sentences involve quantification over events. 

I first summarize the main arguments for the claim that po nNPs involve event 

quantification and not universal quantification over individuals (Section 4.1). I then 

defend an analysis according to which (i) po semantically combines first with a numeral 

and then with an NP and (ii) po implies that there is a plurality of events and that these 

events involve nNP (Section 4.2). This is to say that the resulting po-sentence will 

describe a group of (at least two) events involving nNP temporally separated, spatially 

separated or separated by their participants. In Section 4.3, we discuss other instances of 

po (prepositional, verbal, adverbial and adjectival po) and how they possibly relate to the 

proposal put forth, leaving however this very broad question open for further 

investigations. 
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4.1. Sentences with distributive numerals: arguments for event quantification  
 
Here I recapitulate the main facts about sentences containing po nNPs and n po 

n/ponaosob NPs. Our focus will be on sentences with two numerals. In the final 

subsection, we will summarize the main arguments for an event-based analysis that will 

be developed in Section 4.2. 

 

4.1.1. Sentences with one numeral 
 

Let me first repeat the readings of sentences with distributive numerals, discussed in 

Chapter 2. A sentence with no plural arguments is given in (1), with one plural argument 

in (2) and with two plural arguments in (3)30.  

 

(1) Sentence with no plural argument 

      Devojka       kupa                 po jednog       psa. 

      girl-NOM.SG. bathe-3.SG.PS   po one-ACC.SG dog-ACC.SG 

       ‘The/a girl is bathing a dog at separate locations/time intervals.’ 

         #’Each girl is bathing a dog.’ 

 

po nNP, po jednog psa (po one dog), appears in sentence (1) with no plural arguments.  

Such sentences yield only an event-distributive interpretation, under which there are at 

least two events where a/the girl is bathing a dog. These events (involving a girl bathing a 

dog) count as ‘separate’ events in that they have either different running spaces or/and 

running times or/and participants.  That is, (1) is true if there are at least two events 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
30	  Recall that intransitive sentences with po can also involve either a singular or a plural 
argument, as below: 

(i) Po student              odlazi. 
po student-NOM.SG leaves-3.SG.PS 
‘A student is leaving from separate locations/at a time.’ 

(ii) Po dva studenta       odlaze. 
po two student-PAUC leave-3.PL.PS 

                 ‘Two students are leaving from separate locations/at a time.’ 
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involving a dog-bathing, taking place at different locations/times. Here, the distribution 

cannot be over participants, since the participant is a girl (singular NP). 

 

(2) Sentence with one plural argument 

      Devojke      kupaju            po jednog        psa. 

      girl-NOM.PL bathe-3.PL.PS  po one-ACC.SG  dog-ACC.SG 

     ‘The girls, together, in groups or individually, 

      are bathing a dog at separate locations/time intervals.’ 

         ⇒ ‘The girls are separately bathing a dog.’ 

 

po nNPs appear also in sentences with one plural argument (e.g. devojke (girls)), such as 

in (2),  yielding an event-distributive reading, under which there are at least two events, 

separated spatially and/or temporally and/or in terms of their participants (girls), where 

the girls are bathing a potentially different dog. Since it is not specified how the girls are 

organized, the sentence is compatible with situations where the girls either together 

participate in such events, or divided into groups or individually, as long as there is a 

plurality of such events. This implies that the sentence will be true under a so-called 

participant-distributive scenario, where the girls are separately (individually) bathing a 

dog. Importantly, no exhaustivity is required – the relevant girls need not be exhaustively 

distributed over by a dog (Chapter 2).    

 

(3) Sentence with two plural arguments 

      Devojke      kupaju            po tri     psa. 

      girl-NOM.PL bathe-3.PL.PS  po three dog-PAUC 

     ‘The girls, together, in groups or individually, 

      are bathing three dogs at separate locations/time intervals.’ 

         ⇒ ‘The girls are separately bathing a dog.’ 

 

Finally, po nNPs appear in sentences with two plural arguments, (devojke (girls) and tri 

psa (three dogs)), such as (3), which, again, yields an event-distributive reading. That is, 

the sentence in (3) is true if there are at least two events where three dogs are being 
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bathed by the girls. If those events take place at the different locations and/or times, the 

sentence will be true irrespective of whether the girls are bathing three dogs individually 

(distributively), in groups (cumulatively) or together (collectively). All that matters is that 

the dog-bathings take place at separate locations and/or times. Now suppose, that these 

events take place at exactly the same location (e.g. Mary’s garden) and at exactly the 

same time (e.g. Sunday, 17h00), then they must involve different girls or groups of girls 

and different dogs. This is the only way to obtain a distributive reading, since – if there is 

only one group of three dogs bathed by the girls together at the very same location and at 

the very same time, that would correspond to a collective reading. Therefore, if there are 

no different locations or times to separate events involving three dogs, the events 

involving three dogs must be separated by different participants (girls). This is what 

yields the so-called participant-distributive reading.  

Importantly, the girls need not be exhaustively distributed over, nor do the relevant 

locations/times.  

 

In sum, po nNP sentences yield event-distributive interpretations, where there are at least 

two events (separated spatially or/and temporally or/and by participants) involving nNP. 

When there is a plural argument in a sentence, unmarked by po (e.g. devojke (girls)), then 

the event-distributive reading can yield what surfaces as a participant-distributive 

reading, due to event distribution over (atomic) participants. Importantly, the atomic 

partitioning of the set of girls (here under a participant-distributive reading) therefore 

does not come from the meaning of po, but is available independently. That is, it is part 

of the meaning of (some) plural expressions in a sentence (assuming that plurals can be 

partitioned atomically, into groups or not partitioned at all) (cf. Link 1983, Chierchia 

1998).    

 

In po-sentences, such as (3) above, the number of dogs, given by nNP - tri psa (three 

dogs) (here in object position) does not depend on the number of another plural 

participant - devojke (girls) (here in subject position), as would be the case with sentences 

with English distributive each (e.g. The girls are each bathing three dogs) or with 

Serbian pseudo-distributive svaki (every) (e.g. Svaka devojka kupa tri psa). Moreover, 
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recall that the relevant girls need not be ‘exhausted’, be it on the atomic participant-

distributive reading (where the girls individually bathe three dogs) or on the non-atomic 

participant-distributive reading (where the groups of girls bathe three dogs). That is, it is 

not the case that each girl or each group of girls needs to bathe three dogs, under the 

truth-conditions of (3). This suggests that the distribution in this case (sentence (3)), as 

well as in sentences with no plural arguments, is done over events and not over 

individuals.  

 

4.1.2. Sentences with two numerals 
 

I shall now turn to sentences with two numerals. In (4) and (5), there is one bare numeral 

NP (unmarked by po) and one distributive numeral NP (marked by po), in subject and in 

object position alternately. Sentence (6) contains two distributive numeral NPs, one in 

subject and one in object position. The observations exposed for sentence (3) above hold 

for sentences (4), (5) and (6), except that these sentences make clear what is the number 

of both girls and dogs. 

 

(4) Bare numeral subject and distributive numeral object 

      Tri    devojke       kupaju           po tri      psa. 

      three girl-NOM.PL bathe-3.PL.SG po three dog-PAUC 

     ‘Three girls, together, in groups or individually, 

       are bathing three dogs at separate locations/time intervals.’ 

           ⇒ ‘Three girls are separately bathing three dogs.’ 

 

In sentence (4), po marks the object NP tri psa (three dogs). Therefore, there must be at 

least two events, each of which involves three dogs. The subject NP tri devojke (three 

girls) may participate in these events of bathing three dogs, together (collectively), in 

groups (cumulatively) or individually (distributively). This makes the sentence true under 

the so-called participant-distributive scenario and/or spatial-distributive and temporal-

distributive scenarios. Again, no exhaustivity is required on either the girls or 

locations/times.  
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(5) Distributive numeral subject and bare numeral object 

        Po tri     devojke      kupaju            tri     psa. 

        po three girl-NOM.PL bathe-3.PL.SG three dog-PAUC 

        ‘Three girls at separate locations/time intervals,  

         are bathing three dogs, together, in groups or individually.’ 

           ⇒ ‘Three girls are bathing each of three dogs.’31 

 

In (5), po marks the subject NP tri devojke (three girls). Therefore, there must be at least 

two events, each of which involve three girls. The object NP tri psa (three dogs) may 

participate in those events (involving three girls) together (collectively), in groups 

(cumulatively) or individually (distributively). This is why the sentence is true under the 

so-called participant distributive scenario, where three dogs are being separately bathed 

by three girls. Moreover, the dogs need not be exhaustively distributed over, e.g. there 

may be a dog that the girls are not bathing.  

 

(6) Distributive numeral subject and distributive numeral object 

        Po tri     devojke      kupaju           po tri     psa. 

        po three girl-NOM.PL bathe-3.PL.SG po three dog-PAUC 

        ‘Three girls (together, in groups or individually) at separate locations/time intervals, 

         are bathing three dogs (together, in groups or individually) at separate 

locations/time  

         intervals.’  

        ⇒ ‘There are at least two events of three girls bathing three dogs.’  

 

In (6), po marks both the subject NP tri devojke (three girls) and the object NP tri psa 

(three dogs). Therefore, three girls and three dogs must be distributed over events: there 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31	  We have translated the Serbian sentence with po into the English sentence with each, 
but this is not the best translation. Although po may yield a reading corresponding to that 
of each, where there is an atomic partitioning of a set denoted by an NP, po is not 
exhaustive. The reader should keep this difference in mind.	  
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are at least two events where three girls and three dogs are participating. Note that both 

girls and dogs may participate in these bathing-events together, in groups or individually, 

as long as there are at least two such events. Note also that the most prominent 

interpretation is that the groups of girls and the groups of dogs are different per 

location/time interval. 

 

Summarizing, there are two core arguments in favour of the claim that po-sentences 

involve event quantification as opposed to universal quantification over individuals. One 

is that there is no exhaustivity requirement - the relevant participants need not be 

exhausted. The second is that there is no atomic partitioning requirement (of a group of 

participants) as long as there is a spatial or/and temporal distribution. Both requirements 

are characteristics of the universal quantifiers over individuals. We take that the absence 

of these requirements with po is evidence that po does not universally quantify over 

individuals. 

4.1.3. Sentences with a reduplicated numeral (n po n) and ponaosob  
 

Further evidence that po enforces event quantification comes from the complex 

expressions n po n NP/ponaosob NP. n po n forces temporal separation of events, while 

ponaosob forces separation of events in terms of the atomic (human) participants. 

 

(7) Tri     devojke      kupaju           tri     po tri       psa. 

      three  girl-NOM.PL bathe-3.PL.PS three po three   dog-pauc 

     ‘Three girls, together, in groups of individually, are bathing three dogs at a time.’ 

     # ‘Three girls, together, in groups of individually, are bathing three dogs 

simultaniously.’   

 

The sentence in (7) is true only under a scenario where the events of bathing three dogs 

are separated temporally. Unlike the sentences with po nNP, in (1) through (6) above, (7) 

is not true under a scenario where the girls (collectively or cumulatively) are bathing 

three dogs at the same temporal location. n po n, thus, forces distribution over time 

intervals. 
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(8) Tri    devojke        (svaka)                  ponaosob         kupaju           tri     psa. 

      three girl-NOM.PL.  every-NOM.SG.F   po-on-person    bathe-3.PL.PS  three dog-PAUC 

     ‘Three girls are separately/each bathing three dogs.’ 

     #‘Three girls, together or in groups, are bathing three dogs at separate locations/time 

intervals.’    

 

Sentence (8) yields a participant-distributive interpretation, where the group of human 

participants in the described group of events must be partitioned atomically and not in 

groups. That is, ponaosob forces atomic partitioning of [+human] NPs, in its sentence. 

Recall that ponaosob often appears in a sentence with the universal quantifier svaki 

(every) (as well with some other quantifiers, or conjunctions). In these constructions, the 

exhaustive distribution over individuals may be imposed by the given expression, e.g. 

universal quantifier or the conjunction, but not by ponaosob (Section 2.2.6). 

 

4.1.4. Main generalizations 
 
 
I shall now summarize the empirical evidence that supports our main claim that po forces 

distribution over events, and that it does not universally quantify over individuals. The 

events must be separated in terms of their running times, running spaces or/and 

participants. The main generalizations are given below. 

 

G1: Event-distributive interpretations 

All po-sentences yield event distributive-readings, where the distribution is over times 

(reduplicated numeral n po n), over participants/spaces (ponaosob), or over both times 

and participants/spaces (po n). 

 

G2: No atomic partitioning requirement 

Participants in the described events do not have to be atomically partitioned (they can 

also be partitioned into groups or not partitioned at all). This holds of all poNPs expect 

for the complex expression ponaosob (po-over-person) NPs, where the nominal form -
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naosob (over/on person) specifies that the human participants must be atomically 

partitioned.  

 

G3: No exhaustivity requirement 

The set of entities (be it participants, locations or times) over which the quantity denoted 

by nNP (to which po attaches) is distributed, need not be exhausted. This holds even in 

the case where the distribution is over atomic participants.   

 

The generalizations G1-G3 provide evidence that the distribution is always done over 

events, involving separate locations, times or/and participants. In particular, non-

exhaustivity (of a group of individuals over which distribution takes place) is a diagnostic 

for event quantification, as opposed to universal quantification over individuals 

(Matthewson 2000, Zimmermann 2002). This suggests that po cannot be seen as 

involving a distributive operator, which is a covert universal quantifier each. Indeed, po 

(as already discussed in Chapter 2) shares some core properties with pluractional 

markers, in that it has an effect of pluralization of the event described by the sentence 

with the po nNP with the resulting set of events separated temporally, spatially and/or by 

participants (Cusic 1981, Landman 1989, 2000, Lasersohn 1995). Although pluractionals 

typically attach to the verb, some of them can appear in both a DP and a VP, such as 

temporal pelpala7 in Salish (Matthewson 2000). This is also the case of po, which 

attaches to numerals, quantifiers and some gradable adjectives, but also to verbs and 

adverbs, and as heading a PP (see Section 4.3).  

  From the generalizations above it also follows that, in po-sentences, the number of the 

members of a group, given by nNP (to which po attaches), in the group of events, will not 

depend on the number of the members of some other plural group (NP), as is the case 

with sentences with distributive and exhaustive each in English (e.g. ‘Three girls are each 

bathing three dogs’) and sentences with pseudo-distributive and exhaustive svaki (every) 

in Serbian (‘Tri devojke peru svaka tri psa’), where there must be at least nine dogs (three 

per girl).  
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To summarize, all po nNP sentences give rise to event-distributive interpretations (where 

the distribution is over locations and/or time). 

We have argued that participant-distributive interpretations arise as an instance of event-

distributive interpretations. Po enforces rather weak requirements - that the situation 

described by the sentence involving nNP, involves at least two events, spatially or 

temporally separated. The resulting sentences will be true under various scenarios, as 

long as the described events have different running rimes and/or running spaces and/or 

participants.  

In the next section, we sketch an explicit proposal as to how the meaning of po 

contributes to the meaning of sentences with two numerals. It is well beyond this work 

however to show how the semantics of po should be adapted to account for the broad 

range of configurations it appears in, for instance, po combining with quantifiers. I leave 

this broad issue for further research. 
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4.2. Analysis of distributive numerals 
 

In this section we show how an analysis of po adapted from Cable (2014) accounts for 

the readings of sentences with distributive numerals (e.g. po tri)32. Cable also starts from 

the premise that – what we have characterized for descriptive purposes as the so-called 

participant-distributive readings and event-distributive readings, should be seen as a 

unitary phenomenon involving quantification over events. We claim that (i) po 

semantically combines first with a numeral (n) and then with an NP and (ii) there must be 

at least two events that involve an NP of the quantity n.  

 

4.2.1. Basic assumptions 
 

The analysis is built on several basic assumptions: 

 

 (i) All natural language predicates come out of the lexicon with cumulative denotations 

(Krifka 1992, Kratzer 2008) 

      Let us exemplify this with the NP in (9).  

 

(9) if [[balloon]](x) = 1 and [[balloon]](y) = 1, then [[balloon]](x+y) = 1 

 

According to (9), if a predicate holds of an individual x and of an individual y, then it 

also holds of the mereological sum of those individuals (the sum operation is noted here 

by ‘+’, Link 1983). Therefore, the denotation of ‘balloon’ can be seen as constructed out 

of atoms – those individuals that satisfy [[balloon]] without being sums of distinct 

individuals that satisfy [[balloon]]. I will assume that these atoms are single balloons.  

Taking balloon to be a predicate that holds of single balloons, we can say that [[balloon]] 

is *balloon, a predicate that holds of any single balloon or sum of balloons (Link 1983).  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32	   The reader will notice that we have not chosen to illustrate our analysis with the 
examples of po-sentences used previously. This is because, for convenience, we have 
chosen to use the po-sentences corresponding to examples from the experiments (Chapter 
5) to illustrate the analysis.  
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(ii) Verbs yield predicates of events (Davidson 1967) 

 

In line with (i), a verb like ‘hold’ behaves as in (10).  ‘Hold’ thus describes what we 

could call ‘cumulative events of holding.’ In parallel to what is said above about 

‘balloon’, I will write hold to talk about a predicate that holds of minimal events of 

holding -- the ‘atoms’ out of which [[hold]] is constructed are triples <x,y,e> such that e 

satisfies hold, y is the agent of e and x is the patient of e. Accordingly, we can say that 

[[hold]] is λx. λy. λe. *hold(e) & Theme-sum(e)(x) & Agent-sum(e)(y), where ‘Agent-

sum(e)(y)’ means that y is the individual that we obtain by summing together the agents 

of all of the parts of e and ‘Theme-sum(e)(x)’ means that x is an individual that we obtain 

by summing together the themes of all of the parts of e. 

  

(10)  if [[hold]] (x1)(y1)(e1) = 1 and  [[hold]] (x2)(y2)(e2) = 1, then [[hold]] (x1+x2) 

(y1+y2) (e1+e2) = 1  

 

(iii) Sentences denote predicates of events 

 

A sentence is used to say that there is an event that satisfies the predicate. This is 

illustrated below. 

 

(11) a. Mary held Spot33. 

        b. LF: [IP  [IP  [DP Mary] [VP held [DP Spot] ] ] ]  

        c. [[hold]] ( [[Spot]] )( [[Mary]] ) 

        d. λe. *hold(e) & Theme-sum(e)(Spot) & Agent-sum(e)(Mary)  

 

As shown in (11), the sentence ‘Mary held Spot’ is a predicate of events. Its denotation is 

calculated as in (11c), and, given what is said in (ii), it comes out as in (11d). This 

predicate holds of an event when it is an event of Mary ‘cumulatively holding’ Spot. This 

means that we will use the sentence (11a) to say that there is an event of Mary holding 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 I abstract away from the role of tense here. 
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Spot. Note however that the sentence holds not only of simple events of Mary holding 

Spot but also of sum-events constructed out of these simple events. For example, if the 

sentence holds of e1, e2 and e3, which are simple events of Mary holding Spot, then it also 

holds of the sum of holding-events e1+e2+e3.  This follows from what is said in (10), and 

illustrated in (12a): given the idempotence of ‘+’, (12b) follows from (12a).  

 

(12) a. if [[hold]](Spot)(Mary)(e1) = 1 and [[hold]](Spot)(Mary)(e2) = 1 and [[hold]] 

(Spot)(Mary)(e3) = 1,  then [[hold]] (Spot+Spot+Spot)(Mary+Mary+Mary)(e1+e2+e3) = 1     

         b. [[hold]] (Spot)(Mary)(e1+e2+e3) = 1   

 

One should bear in mind the formulation in (11d) while considering the table in (13), 

which makes clear which events are in hold and in *hold.  Again, in the table in (13), 

‘Agent-sum’ is the individual that we obtain by taking the agents of all of the parts of a 

given event (that is, all the distinct events that this event is the sum of). I use ‘Theme-

sum’ in the parallel way. 

 

(13) hold-event          Agent                        Theme 

            e1             Mary                  Spot 

            e2                         Mary         Spot  

            e3                Mary      Spot       

            …  

     *hold-event            Agent-sum                 Theme-sum 

            e1 + e2       Mary                    Spot 

            e1 + e3         Mary                     Spot  

            e2 + e3         Mary                 Spot     

          e1 + e2 + e3      Mary    Spot 

           … 

 

Let us consider now the sentence ‘Mary and Jane hold Spot and Tim’. I assume in (14) 

that a constituent like ‘Mary and Jane’ denotes the sum of Mary and Jane.  
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(14) a. Mary and Jane hold Spot and Tim. 

        b.  LF: [IP  [IP  [DP Mary and Jane] [VP hold [DP Spot and Tim] ] ] ]  

        c. [[hold]] ( [[Spot and Tim]] )( [[ Mary and Jane ]] ) 

        d. λe. *hold(e) & Theme-sum(e)(Spot+Tim) & Agent-sum(e)(Mary+Jane)   

 

On the analysis we are adopting here, the sentence is a predicate of events. We use the 

sentence to say that there is an event of Mary and Jane ‘cumulatively holding’ Spot and 

Tim. Given the cumulative property of predicates, one such event could be made up of an 

event of Mary holding Spot and an event of Jane holding Tim, as (15a) indicates. More 

specifically, as (14d) spells out, we use the sentence to say that there is an event – 

possibly a sum-event – constructed out of events of holding whose themes are limited to 

Spot and Tim and whose agents are limited to Mary and Jane. (15b) shows how we could 

arrive at such an event.  (As the table in (15b) shows, I assume that a sum-individual can 

be the agent  - or for that matter the theme - of a simple event of holding).   

 

With these assumptions in the background, here is the basic idea concerning the 

contribution of po.  When a sentence contains a phrase of the form ‘po two balloons,’ it 

characterizes events that can be constructed by putting together multiple events each 

involving exactly two balloons.  For example, in the case of a sentence like ‘Mary holds 

po two balloons,’ it characterizes events of Mary ‘cumulatively holding’ balloons that 

can be constructed in this way; in the case of a sentence like ‘Mary, Jane and Rose hold 

po two balloons,’ it characterizes events of Mary+Jane+Rose ‘cumulatively holding’ 

balloons that can be constructed in this way; a sentence like ‘Three girls hold po two 

balloons’ characterizes events of the same kind but that potentially involve a triplet of 

girls different from Mary, Jane and Rose. In what follows we will put forth the details of 

this idea.  
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(15) a.  if [[hold]] (Spot)(Mary)(e1) = 1 and [[hold]] (Tim)(Jane)(e2) = 1  

  then [[hold]] (Spot+Tim)(Mary+Jane)(e1+e2) = 1 

 

         b.  hold-event      Agent   Theme 

              e1         Mary        Spot 

              e2        Mary       Tim  

              e3                   Jane        Spot     

              e4               Jane              Tim 

              e5                Mary+Jane   Spot 

              e6                   Mary+Jane   Tim 

              e7                     Mary+Jane   Spot+Tim 

              e8               Mary             Spot+Tim 

              e9             Jane          Spot+Tim 

              … 

             *hold-event          Agent-sum         Theme-sum 

             [as above] 

             … 

             e1 + e4   Mary+Jane        Spot+Tim 

             … 

            e1 + e2 + e3… +e9 Mary+Jane        Spot+Tim 

            … 

 

4.2.2. Semantics of po nNP  
 

It is worth noting that, on the analysis presented in this subsection, po does not combine 

semantically with the whole numeral-NP that it appears to combine with and to which it 

attaches. Rather, it combines first with the numeral, and then with the NP that the 

numeral seems to modify. Given my assumptions about the semantics of numeral-NPs, 

this way of proceeding makes it more straightforward to generate compositionally the 

desired meanings for sentences with po. Below I will first explain what the semantics of a 

whole numeral-NP is like, and then I will explain how po works. 
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The essential claim about a numeral-NP like ‘two balloons’ is that it behaves as follows. 

Suppose that an individual-denoting expression in the same surface position would result 

in a sentence that characterizes events that bear relation R to that individual.  Then the 

use of ‘two balloons’ results in a sentence that characterizes events that bear R to some 

individual made up of exactly two balloons. ‘Mary holds two balloons’ thus characterizes 

events of Mary ‘cumulatively holding’ a pair of balloons. In order to arrive at this effect 

compositionally, I will for concreteness take numeral-NPs as existential quantifiers, with 

a semantic value as in (16) – I use ‘At(x)’ to refer to the set of x’s atoms, i.e. to those 

parts of x that are not themselves constructed out of distinct individuals by means of +.  

In a sentence like ‘Mary holds two balloons,’ this quantifier QRs as in (17a) and 

accordingly the sentence comes to have the meaning in (17b). (I take in (17a) that the 

sentence’s LF contains a silent variable over events – here, e1 - that functions as the event 

argument of ‘hold’, and that ‘two balloons’ QRs to a position higher than this variable. I 

also take that a silent binder – here, 1 -- can be inserted to abstract over the event 

variable.) 

 

(16) [[n NP]] = λQ<e,t>.	  ∃x | At(x) | = n & [[NP]](x) = 1 & Q(x) = 1 

 

(17) a. 1 [ two balloons [ 2 [ e1 Mary holds t2 ] ] ] 

       b. [[Mary holds two balloons]]  

= λe. ∃x | At(x) | = 2 & [[balloon]](x) = 1 & [[hold]](x)(m)(e) = 1  

= λe. ∃x | At(x) | = 2 & *balloon(x) & *hold(e) & Theme-sum(e)(x) & Agent-

sum(e)(m)  

  

Explaining how po nNP works requires referring to events in which exactly n NPs 

participate.  I will use the abbreviation εnNP, as illustrated in (18), to refer to the class of 

events of this kind.  For example, ε2balloons stands for the class of events in which exactly 

two balloons participate. 

 

(18) εnNP  =  λe. |{x: [[NP]](x) = 1 and x is an atom and x participates in e}| = n    
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The essential claim about a po-phrase like ‘po two balloons’ is now that it behaves as 

follows. Suppose that an individual-denoting expression in the same surface position 

would result in a sentence that characterizes events that bear relation R to that individual.  

Then the use of ‘po two balloons’ results in a sentence that characterizes events that, on 

the one hand, bear R to some individual made up of balloons, and that, on the other hand, 

are constructed out of events in ε2balloons - without at the same time being such events 

themselves. Consider for example ‘Mary held po two balloons.’ The claim is that this 

sentence characterizes events of Mary ‘cumulatively holding’ balloons, which respect the 

following conditions: these events do not themselves involve a single pair of balloons but 

they are constructed out of events that do. According to this description, then, the events 

described by ‘Mary held po two balloons’ – or by any sentence with ‘po two balloons’ – 

necessarily involve more than two balloons in total. For concreteness, we can imagine the 

semantics of po-phrases as in (19). In a sentence like ‘Mary held po two balloons,’ ‘po 

two balloons’ will QR as in (20a) and accordingly the sentence will come to have the 

semantics in (20b)34. Note in particular that the events described by (20b) are in *ε2balloons  

-- they are sums of events in ε2balloons -- but they are not in ε2balloons  themselves. They are 

thus constructed out of events in which exactly two balloons participate, but are not 

themselves like that.  In other words, they must involve more than two balloons.   

 

(19) [[po n NP]] = λP<e, εt>. λe. e ∈ *εnNP & e ∉ εnNP & ∃x [[NP]](x) = 1 & P(x)(e) = 1  

 

(20) a. po two balloons [ 1 [ Mary held t1 ] ]  

       b. [[ Mary held po two balloons ]] 

 = λe. e ∈ *ε2balloons  & e ∉ ε2balloons & ∃x [[balloon]](x) = 1 & [[hold]](x)(m)(e)= 1  

 = λe. e ∈ *ε2 balloons  & e ∉ ε2balloons   

& ∃x *balloon(x) & *hold(e) & Theme-sum(e)(x) & Agent-sum(e)(m)  

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34 For simplicity, in (20a) I omit the event variable and its binder. 
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In general, the claim is that sentences with po nNP describe events where the number of 

participating individuals described by NP is not exactly n, but greater. The events 

described by the sentence must be constructed out of events involving exactly n such 

individuals, but they must not be events of that kind themselves. This is why these 

sentences do not hold in collective scenarios where the number of participants provided 

by n NP is exactly n. We can obtain the semantics above for po nNP if we see po as 

having a denotation informally35 as in (21) and as combining successively with the 

numeral and the NP. 

 

(21) [[po]] = λn. λQ<e,t>. λP<e, εt>. λe. e ∈ *εnQ & e ∉ εnQ & ∃x Q(x) = 1 & P(x)(e) = 1  

 

Let us now turn to our target sentences with two numerals. In (22) and (23), we give the 

examples with po in object position and subject position respectively, i.e. these are the 

sentences with one bare and one distributive numeral. In (24), we give an example of 

sentences with two distributive numerals, i.e. with po in both subject and object positions. 

 

Let us start with (22), with po in the object position. We now see this sentence in the 

following way.  A sentence like ‘Three girls hold Balloon A’ would characterize events 

of a group of three girls ‘cumulatively holding’ Balloon A.  Therefore, this sentence, with 

‘po two balloons’, characterizes events of a group of three girls ‘cumulatively holding’ 

balloons, and which respect the following conditions: these events do not themselves 

involve a single pair of balloons but they are constructed out of events that do.  

Specifically, we associate (22) with the LF structure in (23b) – the steps are shown in 

(23ab) -- and accordingly derive its meaning as in (24).  (The pieces of the calculation are 

completely analogous to the examples we have seen so far.) 

 

(22) Tri      devojčice       drže              po    dva    balona. 

        three   girl-NOM.PL   hold-3.PL.PS   po    two   balloon-PAUC 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
35	  Informally, because when I introduced the notation in (18) I talked about NPs rather 
than predicates, but the sense of (21) should be clear. 
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(23) a. First instance of QR (and insertion of an event variable binder), cf. (17): 

  [ 2  tri  devojčice  [ 3  e2   t3  drže  po dva balona ]  ] 

         b. Second instance of QR, cf. (20): 

      [α  po dva  balona [β 1  [γ 2  tri  devojčice [ 3  e2   t3  drže  t1 ]  ]  ]  ] 

 

 

(24) a.  [[ γ ]]g = λe. ∃y | At(y) | = 3 & [[girl]]g(y) = 1 & [[hold]]g(g(1))(y)(e) = 1 

        b.  [[ β ]]g = λx. λe. ∃y | At(y) | = 3 & [[girl]]g(y) = 1 & [[hold]]g(x)(y)(e) = 1 

        c. [[ α ]]g = λe. e ∈ *ε2balloons & e ∉ ε2balloons  

             & ∃x [[balloon]]g(x) = 1 & [[ β ]]g(x)(e)=1  

 

             = λe. e ∈ *ε2balloons  & e ∉ ε2balloons  

            & ∃x [[balloon]]g(x) = 1 & ∃y | At(y) | = 3 & [[girl]](y) = 1 &  

          [[hold]](x)(y)(e) = 1    

  = λe. e ∈ *ε2balloons  & e ∉ ε2balloons  

& ∃x *balloon(x) & ∃y | At(y) | = 3 & *girl(y) & *hold(e) &  

         Theme-sum(e)(x) & Agent-sum(e)(y)  

  = (more readably)  

     λe. e ∈ *ε2balloons  & e ∉ ε2balloons & *hold(e)  

& ∃x *balloon(x) & Theme-sum(e)(x)  

            & ∃y  *girl(y) & | At(y) | = 3  & Agent-sum(e)(y)  

 

This analysis accounts for the truth conditions of the sentence in a “participant-

distributive scenario”36 where each of three girls is holding two balloons. This kind of 

scenario contains events as diagrammed in (25). As shown, event e1+e2+e3 is constructed 

out of events involving exactly two balloons, while itself it involves a sum of pairs of 

balloons (six balloons). Moreover, it is an event of three girls ‘cumulatively holding’ 

balloons. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
36	   Recall that participant-distributive scenarios are assumed throughout the thesis as 
describing events (i.e. holding two balloons) as simultaneous.  
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(25) Participant-distributive 

 

     hold-event             Agent              Theme 

e1               Mary                  b1+b2  

e2                        Jane                   b3+b4 

e3                         Rose                   b5+b6 

      *hold-event          Agent-sum              Theme-sum 

       e1+e2                            Mary + Jane                b1+b2+b3+b4 

        e1+e3                                    Mary + Rose         b1+b2+b5+b6 

        e2+e3                                Jane + Rose              b3+b4+b5+b6 

      e1+e2+e3                Mary+Jane+Rose   b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6 

 

This analysis also predicts that the sentence is true in a scenario where three girls hold 

two balloons at different locations or/and at different time intervals, as, for instance, 

diagrammed in (26).  

 

(26) Event-distributive 

 

hold-event          Agent                         Theme  

e4                           Mary+Jane+Rose          b7+b8  

e5                          Mary+Jane+Rose          b9+b10 

 

*hold-event         Agent-sum                  Theme-sum  

e4+e5                    Mary+Jane+Rose          b7+b8+b9+b10 

 

We can now see how this analysis applies to a sentence where po attaches to the subject 

NP and not to the object NP ((27a)).  The idea is analogous.  A sentence like ‘Mary holds 

two balloons’ would characterize events of Mary ‘cumulatively holding’ a pair of 

balloons.  Therefore, this sentence, with ‘po three girls’, characterizes events of girls 

‘cumulatively holding’ a pair of balloons, and which respect the following conditions: 
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these events do not themselves involve a single triplet of girls but they are constructed 

out of events that do.  This analysis implies that the events described by the sentence will 

involve more than three girls. We derive this interpretation in a way analogous to the way 

we derive the interpretation for the sentence we just looked at: its LF in (27b) is 

analogous to the LF for (22), and analogous steps lead to the interpretation in (27c).   

 

 

(27) a. Po tri      devojčice       drže               dva    balona. 

           po three  girls-nom.pl   hold-3.pl.ps   two   balloon-pauc 

      b. [α  po tri  devojčice [β 1  [γ 2  dva balona [ 3  e2   t1  drže  t3 ]  ]  ]  ] 

      c. [[ α ]]g = λe. e ∈ *ε3girls  & e ∉ ε3girls  & *hold(e)  

          & ∃x  *girl(x) & Agent-sum(e)(x)  

       & ∃y  *balloon(y) & | At(y) | = 2  & Theme-sum(e)(y)  

 

We therefore correctly predict the sentence to be true both in the scenario (28) and in the 

scenario (29).  Scenario (28) makes the sentence true because it contains the event e1+e2, 
which is constructed out of events involving three girls.  Here the distribution seems to be 

over a participant – ‘two balloons’. Scenario (29) makes the sentence true because it 

contains the event e3+e4, which is also constructed out of events involving three girls, but 

where the distribution (of girls) is to be imagined over locations or times. 

 

(28) Participant-distributive 

 

hold-event               Agent                              Theme 

e1                       Mary+Jane+Rose                b1  

e2                      Jo+Lisa+Rose                 b2 

 

*hold-event          Agent-sum                           Theme-sum  

e1+e2     Mary+Jane+Rose+Jo+Lisa+Alice     b1+b2     

(29) Event-distributive 
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hold-event               Agent                              Theme 

e3                      Mary+Jane+Rose                        b3+b4  

e4                     Jo+Lisa+Alice                               b3+b4 

*hold-event          Agent-sum                           Theme-sum  

e3+e4           Mary+Jane+Rose+Jo+Lisa+Alice    b3+b4 

 

Finally, let us see how this semantics for po accounts for the reading of sentences with po 

attaching to both subject and object, as in (30).  The idea about po applies here in the 

same way. Again, a sentence like ‘Mary holds Balloon A’ would characterize events of 

Mary ‘cumulatively holding’ Balloon A.  Therefore, a sentence like ‘Mary holds po two 

balloons’ characterizes events of Mary ‘cumulatively holding’ balloons, and which 

respect the following conditions: these events do not themselves involve a single pair of 

balloons but they are constructed out of events that do. And, taking this one more step, a 

sentence like ‘Po three girls holds po two balloons’ accordingly characterizes events 

constructed in that way of girls ‘cumulatively holding’ balloons, and which moreover 

respect the following conditions: these events do not themselves involve a single triplet 

of girls and a single pair of balloons but are built out of events that do. In simpler terms, 

the sentence characterizes events of girls ‘cumulatively holding’ balloons that are 

constructed out of events involving three girls and two balloons. Following our 

assumptions so far, we would arrive at this interpretation on the basis of an LF in which 

the two phrases with po raise.  This is shown in (30b) and (31). 

 

(30) a. Po tri      devojčice    drže              po dva balona. 

           po three  girl-NOM.PL hold-3.PL.PS  po two balloon-PAUC 

       b. LF: [α po tri devojčice [β 1 [γ po dva balona [δ 2 t1 drže t2 ] ] ] ]  
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(31) Some steps of the calculation of [[(30b)]]g  

       a. [[δ]]g = λx. λe. [[hold]]g(x)(g(1))(e) 

       b. [[γ]]g = λe. e ∈ *ε2balloons & e ∉ ε2balloons 

                              & ∃x [[balloon]]g(x) = 1 & [[δ]]g(x)(e) = 1 

                   = λe. e ∈ *ε2balloons & e ∉ ε2balloons 

                             & ∃x [[balloon]]g(x) = 1 & [[hold]]g(x)(g(1))(e) = 1 

       c. [[β]]g = λy. λe. e ∈ *ε2balloons & e ∉ ε2balloons 

                                               ∃x [[balloon]]g(x) = 1 & [[hold]]g (x)(y)(e) = 1 

       d. [[α]]g = λe. e ∈ *ε3girls & e ∉ ε3girls 

                                 & ∃y [[girl]]g (y) = 1 & [[β]]g(y)(e) = 1 

                     = λe. e ∈ *ε3girls & e ∉ ε3girls 

                                 & ∃y [[girls]]g(y) = 1 & e ∈ *ε2balloons & e ∉ ε2balloons 

                                           & ∃x [[balloon]]g(x) = 1 & [[hold]]g(x)(y)(e) = 1 

                   = λe. e ∈ *ε3girls & e ∉ ε3girls 

                               & ∃y *girl(y) & e ∈ *ε2balloons & e ∉ ε2balloons 

                                         & ∃x *balloon(x) & *hold(e) & Theme-sum(e)(x) & 

                                                  Agent-sum(e)(y) 

                  = (more readably) 

                     λe. e ∈ *ε3girls & e ∉ ε3girls  & e ∈ *ε2balloons & e ∉ ε2balloons & *hold(e) 

                             & ∃x *balloon(x) & Theme-sum(e)(x) 

                             & ∃y *girl(y) & Agent-sum(e)(y) 

                     

This analysis thus predicts the sentence to be true in the scenario below. 
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(32) Event-distributive 

 

hold-event               Agent                              Theme___ 

e1                          Mary+Jane+Rose                            b1+b2  

e2                         Jo+Lisa+Alice                                 b3+b4 

 

*hold-event          Agent-sum                           Theme-sum  

e1+e2              Mary+Jane+Rose+Jo+Lisa+Alice       b1+b2+b3+b4 

 

It also correctly predicts that the so-called participant-distributive scenarios in (25) and 

(28) do not make the sentence (30) true because the former does not involve more than 

three girls and the latter does not involve more than two balloons.  

 

In summary, we have shown that the semantics proposed for po in (21) accounts for 

readings of po-sentences with two numerals. It correctly predicts that all po-sentences 

(those with one or two po) yield event-distributive readings. More precisely, it claims that 

the truth of a po-sentence in both scenarios (participant-distributive and event-

distributive) derives from one and the same interpretation involving a cumulation of 

events. 

In this way, we account for the meaning of sentences with po nNPs without positing an 

ambiguity. Essentially, po contributes to the meaning of a sentence by conveying that 

there is a plurality of events, which involve nNP.  

 

4.2.3. Limitations of the analysis 
 

In this section, I want to point out some caveats regarding the defended analysis, as well 

as to come back to some questions raised in chapter 2 and left unanswered. 

The non-exhaustive list of issues I tackle here concerns: individuating (or partitioning) of 

events and the non-overlapping requirement, plurality requirement and pluractionals. 

These issues are closely related to each another. 
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4.2.3.1. Individuating of events and non-overlapping requirement 

 

Under the analysis in 4.2., po contributes to the meaning of a sentence by conveying that 

there is a plurality of events, which involve nNP.  

We can say that the obtained plurality of events is constructed out of atomic events that 

must be separated, temporally, spatially or/and by participants. However, the analysis in 

4.2. does account for this ‘separation’ requirement. Therefore, the analysis needs to be 

ameliorated in this respect – it has to be supplemented with a component that effects the 

‘separation requirement.’ Notice that this separation requirement is a property of 

pluractionas (Lasersohn 1995, Matthewson 2000). When it comes to pluractionals, 

Lasersohn (1995) proposes that the (sub)events must not overlap in at least one of three 

criteria, as shown in (33). 

 

(33) Pluractional morphology in Lasersohn (1995) 

        a. V-PA (X) ⇔∀e, e’ ∈ X [V(e) & ¬τ (e) ° τ (e’)] & card(X) ≥ n  

        b. V-PA (X) ⇔∀e, e’ ∈ X [V(e) & ¬K (e) ° K (e’)] & card(X) ≥ n 

        c. V-PA (X) ⇔∀e, e’ ∈ X [V(e) & ¬θ (e) ° θ (e’)] & card(X) ≥ n 

 

(33) says that a pluractional verb (V-PA) holds of a group of events (X) if and only if it 

holds of each (sub)event e which is a member of X. The remainder states that the 

(sub)events must have non-overlapping running times (33a), running spaces (33b) or 

thematic roles (33c). The non-overlapping requirement is guaranteed by the meaning of a 

particular pluractional morpheme which is different in (33a), (33b) and (33c). 

As we have seen, we do not have different morphemes for different readings, namely the 

morphemes involving separate running times (33a), separate locations (33b) or separate 

thematic roles (33c). It is po that is responsible for any of those readings. Therefore, the 

semantics of po should be able to account for all these cases. The question still remains 

what do we take to be separate times and locations. Starting with time, do we need 

completely (temporally) non-overlapping events or non-simultaneous (but to some extent 

possibly overlapping) events? That is, is it sufficient that the events do not have the same 

starting time or/and ending time or do they need to be completely non-simultaneous? 
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This is neither empirically nor theoretically clear, although my intuition is that complete 

temporal non-overlapping may be forced only by n po n expressions. When it comes to 

separate locations, the question seems even harder. What do separate locations mean? 

More exactly, can we reduce participant-based distribution to spatial distribution? After 

all, under the participant-distributive readings, the events (must) take place at different 

locations, since the (atomic or non-atomic) participants cannot occupy the same locations 

simultaneously. Note also that no atomic partitioning of participants is required, but the 

groups of participants (e.g. girls) can also be divided into (non-atomic) groups. This non-

atomic partitioning was one of the arguments that po involves event distribution, contrary 

to the universal quantifiers, which require atomic partitioning of a group of participants. 

But this non-atomic partitioning can also be an argument that the participant-distributive 

reading is precisely a spatial-distributive reading (since distributive universal 

quantification over individuals is essentially atomic). That is to say, whenever the 

temporal distribution is not forced (obligatory), i.e. when the events may take place at the 

same time (e.g. with po nNPs, but not with n po n), spatial distribution may arise, where 

the separated events may involve either atomic or non-atomic groups of participants.  

For illustration, imagine a situation where the events of girls holding two balloons are not 

temporally separated. But they are not participant-separated either (involving atomic 

participants). The situation is as follows: Mary and Jane are standing very close next to 

each other and are each holding one balloon. At the same time, Rose and Alice are 

standing very close next to each other and are each holding one balloon. Then one could 

say: ‘Devojke drže po dva balona’ (‘The girls are holding po two balloons’), even though 

neither the girls are individually holding two balloons nor the girls are together 

(collectively) holding two balloons. Actually, in the described situation, each girl is 

holding one balloon. The fact that the sentence above (with po two balloons) is felicitous 

under this scenario suggests that spatial separation is sufficient and that participant 

separation is not necessary. The question of assimilating participant-distribution to 

spatial-distribution is discussed in Cusic (1981) and Filip & Carlson (2001), among 

others.  

Finally, in favour of this view, note that po is a canonical locative preposition with a 

spatial/temporal meaning (see Section 4.3.1).  
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The question of whether there is the non-overlapping requirement or just the non-

simultaneous requirement with po-sentences needs to be clarified both empirically and 

theoretically. The question of individuating (partitioning) events, and whether the 

individuation can be reduced to spatiotemporal (with participant-based distribution seen 

as spatial-distribution), deserves much more attention. Both questions are of a broader 

interest in the literature on distributivity and pluractionality (see Hofherr & Laca 2012). 

 

4.2.3.2. Plurality requirement and pluractionals 

 

The issue raised in Chapter 2 is whether and to what extent participants provided by po 

nNP must be different or the same across the events. That is, can the total of individuals 

denoted by NPs be exactly n in the group of events (separated spatially or temporally) or 

the total of individuals denoted by NP in the group of events needs to be greater than n? 

In other words, does, for instance, po tri psa (po three dogs) imply that the dogs involved 

in the events must be three different dogs per event, or three dogs can always be the 

same, e.g. Fido, Spot and Tim. In Chapter 2, I left this question opened, since the 

judgments provided at that point were not clear-cut. I have assumed that, in principle, the 

participants can be the same, but this interpretation is dispreferred. It is not clear what the 

source of this oddness is. One hypothesis is that this possible ‘plurality requirement’ (of 

the participants, i.e. that different participant are required per event), is an implicature or 

a presupposition (cf. Balusu 2006). Since po combines with an indefinite expression 

(Section 2.2.5), we take, for instance, po three girls (po three girls) to be an indefinite 

expression.  Referring to the very same three girls using po is then odd, even if we refer 

to more than one event where three girls participated. After all, po does not combine with 

definite expressions (Chapter 2), such as proper nouns, demonstratives or adjectival 

(strong) quantifiers, even when we want to express (temporal) distributive readings. This 

suggests that po not only pluralizes the verb, but also its verbal arguments (participants in 

the event). Note that the native speakers dislike interpreting only the subject as 

distributed (pluralized) but not the object, even when po attaches only to the subject (see 

Section 5.3). This result supports the hypothesis that po is primarily a verbal plurality 
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marker (attaching to either the verb or its internal argument) and in this sense shares 

properties of pluractional markers, which are in general affixes on verbs (Cusic 1982, 

Součková & Buba 2008, Hofherr & Laca 2012)37. Finally, the verbal prefix po- often 

requires plural participants in the event denoted by the verb, e.g. unaccusative popadati 

(po-fall) requires more than one person or object to fall (at a time, and not the same 

person/object falling again and again) or accusative pootvarati (po-open) requires more 

than one object to be opened (at a time, and not opening the same object again and 

again). These examples suggest that different events (differentiated by po in terms of 

different locations/times) also require different participants (at least, as it seems, for the 

internal argument of the verb). 

 

To summarize, the semantics of po that we proposed in Section 4.2., needs to be 

augmented in such a way to accurately derive spatiotemporal separation (individuation) 

of the plurality of events. For this, we first need to clarify whether this separation requires 

complete non-overlapping or partial non-overlapping and whether we can reduce 

participant-based distribution to spatial-distribution. It should also be clarified whether po 

(attaching to an nNP) imposes that different events have different participants (or at least 

those that are internal verbal arguments), or the same participants can be involved in the 

(temporally) separated events.    

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37	  Recall that Salish pelpala7 can appear as DP-internal or VP-internal, but only yields 
temporal-distributive reading and disallows participant-distributive readings, as they are 
defined in this thesis (cf. Matthewson 2000). 
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4.3. Further issues  
 

The broadest of the remaining questions is whether the analysis provided for distributive 

po (combining with numerals) can be extended to other instances of po. I have assumed 

throughout this thesis that the analysis for po n should be extendable to po Q, i.e. po 

combining with quantifiers, such as mnogo (many) or nekoliko (a few), by arguing that po 

forces distributive interpretations of sentences with quantifiers (Section 2.2).  

The goal of this section is to give the basic and simplified description of prepositional, 

verbal (aspectual), adverbial and adjectival po and to establish whether they are in any 

way comparable to distributive po (combining with numerals), that is – whether there is 

any reasonable motivation to seek to extend the analysis of distributive po to these cases. 

 

4.3.1. Prepositional po 
 

Here I will mention two types of prepositional po, which assigns locative case: with 

spatial/temporal meaning, which I will call spatiotemporal locative po, and without 

spatial/temporal meaning, which I will dub as quantitative locative po.  

In the traditional literature, po is most commonly referred to as a locative preposition 

with a spatiotemporal meaning. The meaning of spatiotemporal locative po is close to 

‘on, along, all along, over, around, during, after, throughout.’ It is considered that it is 

this po combining with verbs and adverbs that contribute (among others) to their 

spatiotemporal meaning. I do not examine here this broad range of properties of 

preposition po, which are well investigated in the literature (Matushansky 2002, Žaucer 

2005, Gehrke 2005, Svenonious 2005, Arsenijević 2006, 2007, among many others). On 

the most of that literature, the basic and the diachronically earliest po is a preposition 

with its spatiotemporal meaning. Moreover, prefixes and prepositions are argued to 

constitute a single category (Matushansky 2002). I refer the reader to the literature above, 

and only concentrate here on, roughly, the effect of a plurality of events arising with the 

prepositional po. 

 

Let me first look at the less frequent, quantitative po. 
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4.3.1.1. ‘Quantitative’ locative po 

 

Quantitative locative po combines exclusively with singular bare nouns without a 

spatiotemporal meaning. I start with the latter, by giving an example in (34). 

 

(34) Slovačka         godišnje  proizvodi            pet   automobila  po stanovniku. 

        Slovakia-NOM yearly      produce-3.SG.PS five  car-GEN.PL   po  inhabitant-LOC.SG 

       ‘Slovakia yearly produces five cars per inhabitant.’ 

 

Quantitative po often occurs in the quantificational expressions involving numerals or 

quantifiers, such as pet automobila po stanovniku (five cars per inhabitant) in (34)38. 

Intuitively, its meaning is similar to the meaning of the expression ponaosob, which 

requires atomic partitioning of the set denoted by the NP it combines with (see Section 

2.2.6). Hovewer, locative po does not have the same distribution as ponaosob (or 

distributive po). For comparison, recall the examples with ponaosob in (35a) and the 

infelicitous variant with locative po in (35b). 

 

(35) a. Devojke     kupaju           tri       psa          ponaosob. 

           girl-nom.pl bathe-3.pl.ps three  dog-pauc po-on/over-person 

           'The girls are separately bathing three dogs.' 

        

        b. ?? Devojke      kupaju          tri      psa          po   devojci. 

                  girl-nom.pl bathe-3.pl.ps three dog-pauc po  girl-loc.sg 

                  'The girls are bathing three dogs per girl.' 

 

In both (34) and (35a), the atomic partitioning of the set denoted by an NP, stanovnik 

(inhabitant) in (34) and devojke (girls) in (35a) is forced. Both expressions, therefore, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
38	  The frequent use of quantitative po comes in somewhat fixed expressions, such as, for 
example, po glavi (po head-loc.sg, meaning per person), po grlu (stoke) (po throat-loc.sg 
(cattle-gen.sg), meaning per animal), po metru kvadratnom (po meter-loc.sg square-
loc.sg, meaning per square meter).  
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combine with semantically plural nouns enforcing atomic partitioning. Quantitative 

locative po, unlike ponaosob, is not restricted to human-denoting nouns. Locative po 

occurs as part of an expression which serves as some kind of proportion. That is, in (34), 

it is not the case that all Slovakian inhabitants have five cars. Rather, the sentence states 

that the quantity of yearly production of cars is five cars per inhabitant. The sentence in 

(35b) seems therefore to be infelicitous because, contrary to  'to produce five cars per 

inhabitant', which gives the proportion between the produced cars and inhabitants (while 

no inhabitants at all need to possess five cars), it is strange to talk about the proportions 

between the dogs being bathed and the girls, in this way. Rather, the relevant meaning is 

obtained either with distributive po, or with the universal quantifier svaki (every).  

Finally, since quantitative po assigns locative case, po NP-loc, unlike non-locative 

(distributive) poNPs, cannot itself be an argument of the verb, as we see in (34), where it 

appears as a modifier. Since clearly, however, these expressions, contating the 

distributive po and quantitative po, have much in common, a uniformed analysis of po 

should be possible, though not provided in this thesis.  

 

4.3.1.2. Spatial-denoting locative PPs  

 

In the traditional literature, po is most commonly referred to as a locative preposition 

with a spatiotemporal meaning. It is considered that it is this po combining with verbs 

and adverbs that contribute to their spatiotemporal meaning. I do not examine here all the 

relevant properties of prepositional po, which are treated in the literature, but the reader 

should keep in mind that, on the most of that literature, the basic and the diachronically 

earliest po is a preposition with its spatiotemporal meaning. 

    

Spatial po-PPs are licensed in two environments, with stative predicates such as biti (be) 

or ležati (lie down) and with directional predicates, such as šetati se (walk) or trčati (run). 

The examples are provided in (36) and (37).   
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(36) a.  Igračke       su           (svuda)            po podu. 

            toy-NOM.PL aux-3.PL  (everywhere)  po floor-LOC.SG 

            ‘The toys are all over the floor.’    

 

         b. ? Igračka         je           (svuda)           po podu. 

                toy-NOM.SG  aux-3.SG (everywhere) po floor-LOC.SG 

Possibly: ‘The parts of the toy are all over the floor.’ 

 

           c. Mleko       je            (svuda)             po podu. 

               milk-NOM aux-3.SG (everywhere)    po floor-LOC.SG 

               ‘The milk is (all) over the floor.’ 

 

In (36), with a stative predicate, a plural or a mass noun is required. Intuitively, this is the 

case because spatial po distributes members of a set or portions of a quantity over space. 

We can thus distribute a plural count noun (toys) as in (36a), a mass noun (milk), as in 

(36c), but not a singular count noun (toy) as in (36b), unless we course the toy to mean 

the parts of the toy. 

 

Let us look at (37). 

 

(37) a. Srećemo                se     po keju. 

           meet-1.PL.PS.IMPF  REFL   po bank-LOC.SG 

           ‘We are meeting at the bank repeatedly.’ 

                

        b. Sretnimo             se      na/??po keju. 

            meet-1.PL.IMP.PF  REFL  on     po  bank-LOC.SG 

           ‘Let’s meet at the bank.’ 

 

Sentence (37) illustrates that po in its spatial meaning can be used only when the verb 

refers to a plurality of events. Note that the verb in (37a) is inflected for imperfective 

morphological aspect, which allows for quantification over events, where the events of 
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meeting can be spatially and temporally separated. The sentence cannot refer to a single 

meeting event, but has iterative meaning. The use of po-PP is felicitous here. By contrast, 

(37b), where the verb is inflected for perfective aspect, is infelicitous with po-PP. The 

imperative with perfective meet forces a reference to only one event of meeting. Po is not 

appropriate and instead some other spatial preposition must be used, e.g. na keju (at 

bank).  

 

  

4.3.1.3.Temporal-denoting locative PPs 

 

Po in temporal PPs conveys that there is a plurality of events. What is important, po-PP 

can only be used when the reference to plural events is enforced, such as, for instance, 

with imperfective verb in (38a). Po-PP, contrary to, for instance usred-PP or a temporal 

adverb danas (today), cannot be used when the sentence refers to a single event, which is 

enforced in (38b) by the perfective verb. In other words, the event described by the verb 

has to be distributed or repeated at least once so that a temporal po-PP can felicitously be 

used.  

         

(38) a. Ivan         spava                      po danu. 

            Ivan.NOM sleep-3.SG.PS.IMPF  po  day-LOC.SG  

          ‘Ivan sleeps throughout/during the day.’ 

 

       b. Ivan        je             zaspao           ??po danu           /usred             dana           /danas. 

           Ivan.NOM aux-3.SG  sleep-3.SG.PF     po day-LOC.SG /in the middle day-GEN.SG/today 

         ‘Ivan fell asleep in the middle of the day/today.’ 

 

Descriptively, the meaning that prepositional spatiotemporal po introduces is the 

distribution of entities (individuals or events) over locations or time intervals. This is why 

prepositional po has a restricted distribution – the morphological aspect on the verb 

(perfective vs. imperfective), such as in (37) and (38), as well as the morphological 
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number on the noun (singular vs. plural), such as in (36), must be compatible with the 

(spatiotemporal) distributive force of po.  

	  
Dickey (2003) argues that the meaning of distributivity in these constructions is narrowly 

connected to that of motion. He puts forth two generalizations regarding the meaning of 

prepositional po: in spatial-denoting PPs, such as in (37) and (38), po introduces the 

meaning component along the surface of; in temporal-denoting PPs, such as in (39), it 

introduces the meaning component throughout the period of. This notion of motion can 

be seen as a diagnostic for the distributive meaning of prepositional po, that is, 

distributing over space or time can be cognitively understood as motion, since it is 

incompatible with a single space or time unit.  

 

4.3.2. Verbal (prefix) po 
 

Po appears as a prefix combining with an imperfective verb to form its perfective 

alternate (and more rarely with perfective verbs, giving a new perfective verb) 39. This is 

why it can be referred to as aspectual prefix. It also contributes to the meaning of the 

derived verb, often spatiotemporal or quantitative40. This is why it can be considered to 

be a lexical prefix. 

Both what we have called participant-distribution (or spatial-distribution), as well as 

temporal-distribution, are available. Notice however that many other meanings can be 

and are often are associated with prefix po (including the examples below), which I leave 

completely aside here.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
39	  We abstract away here from many characteristics, including semantic complexities, of 
verbal prefixation in Serbian and Slavic in general.	  The literature on the Slavic prefixes is 
rich; see for example Arsenijević (2004, 2006, 2007), Filip (1999) or Svenonious (2005), 
among many others. 
40	   For illustration, po- appears as prefix on some verbs that have the root with 
numeral/quantitative meaning and do not have po-less alternates, such as podvojiti se (po-
two-inf-refl. to double oneself up)/*dvojiti se, poduplati (po-double-inf. to double) 
/*duplati, or which have nominal root where po- clearly contributes with its 
spatiotemporal (prepositional) meaning, such as perfective popločati (po-tilenoun-inf. to 
pave, to overlie with tiles)/*pločati. 
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4.3.2.1. Transitive verbs 

 

(39) a. Otvarale               su            prozore. 

           open-3.PL.F.IMPF   aux-3.PL  window-ACC.PL. 

           ‘They were opening the windows.’                     (imperfective)  

 

        b.  Otvorile         su          prozore. 

             open-3.PL.PF  aux-3.PL windows-ACC.PL 

             ‘They opened the windows.’                                 (perfective) 

 

         c. Pootvarale                su          prozore. 

            po-open-3.PL.F.IMPF  aux-3.PL window-ACC.PL 

           ‘They opened the windows one by one.’ 

           ‘They opened the windows one at a time.’            (perfective) 

 

In (39a), we see the imperfective otvarati (open), which describes an ongoing event at the 

reference time. In (39b) without po-, the sentence refers to a single (temporal) event. 

Note the difference between perfective po-less otvoriti (open) in (39b) and po-otvarati 

(po-open) in (39c). In (39c), adding po- yields a perfective distributive construal, where 

either the agents individually opened different windows (spatial/participant separation) or 

the agents (potentially together) opened the windows one at a time (temporal separation). 

Recall also that the verb pootvarati does not take a singular argument – pootvarati 

*prozor/prozore (po-open *a window/windows), which suggests that it clearly requires 

participant-based separation of events, that is - plurality of participants/events. 
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4.3.2.2. Intransitive verbs 

 

The interpretation of distributive intransitive verbs again involves distribution over space 

or time. Notice again the difference between the perfective verbs with and without po-. 

 

(40) a. Krov             je           pucao. 

           roof-NOM.SG aux-3.SG break-3.SG.IMPF 

          ‘The roof was breaking.’                                                (imperfective) 

 

       b. Krov              je              pukao. 

           roof-NOM.SG  aux-3.SG    break-3.SG.PF 

          ‘The roof broke.’                                                            (perfective) 

 

       c. Krov               je            popucao.  

           roof-NOM.SG   aux-3.SG po-break-3.SG.IMPF 

          ‘The roof broke here and there.’                                     (perfective) 

 

In (40a), we see the imperfective verb pucati (break). The perfective po-less verb pući 

(break) in (40b) refers to a single instance of breaking. Adding po- in (40c) yields a 

perfective distributive meaning, where the additional meaning is spatial distribution or 

plurality of sites – the roof broke on different places.  

 

Let us look at the example below with po with temporal meaning. 

 

(41) a. Ljudi           su           umirali. 

           people-NOM aux-3.PL die-3.PL.IMPF 

           ‘People were dying.’                                                         (imperfective) 

 

       b. Ljudi             su            umrli. 

           people-NOM   aux-3.PL  die-3.PL.PF   

           ‘People died.’                                                                     (perfective) 
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       c. Ljudi            su            poumirali.    

           people-NOM  aux-3.PL  po-die-3.PL.IMPF  

      ‘People died one after the other/at different times.’                (perfective) 

 

Again, in (41b), with the po-less perfective umreti (die), no obligatory temporal 

distribution is involved and the sentence roughly can refer to a specific spatiotemporally 

located event. 

Adding po in (41c) to imperfective umirati (die) in (41a) yields a pluralized perfective 

form poumirati (po-die), where the additional meaning component is distribution over 

time, i.e. people died one after the other or people died at different times (not necessarily 

one by one, but not all at the same time).    

   Note also the similarity in the meaning of sentences with prepositional po and verbal 

prefix po. Both involve distribution over space or time, and roughly, invoke a plurality of 

events (locations or/and times of events) as opposed to a single event.  

 

  Recall here that distributive marker po, in po n/Q, forces distributive readings, while po-

less numerals and quantifiers can in principle yield distributive but also collective 

readings. This is reminiscent of the po-verbs and po-less verbs above. Evidently, 

referring to plurality of events is available with po-less verbs and any verb (unless if it is 

non-available due to the lexical meaning of the verb). Importantly, adding the prefix po- 

enforces verbal plurality and the reference to a single spatiotemporally located event is 

excluded. 

   Notice that, what can be seen as (spatiotemporal) distributive interpretation of these po-

verbs is precisely the effect of verbal plurality. It is not rare in the literature to describe 

distributive interpretations of predicates in the terms of pluralization of the predicate 

(Landman 1989, 2000, Lasersohn 1995). Moreover, in many authors, the notion of 

spatiotemporal distribution is argued to be relevant for verbal plurality (cf. Hofherr 2010, 

Hofherr & Laca 2012). What is important here is that this effect of distribution or/and 

pluralization, is obtained by adding po, presumably due to its spatiotemporal meaning. 
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In Arsenijević (2006, 2007), the perfective prefix po- has been analyzed alongside some 

other prefixes as quantificational (more precisely, distributive but not exhaustive), having 

the (quantitative) meaning of the corresponding preposition po and used to generate telic 

eventualities, seen as concatenation of (two) atelic subevents. This concatenation of 

subevents can be seen parallel to the role of distributive po in po nNP constructions, 

where po contributes the plural interpretation of the event involving nNP, i.e. requires at 

least two such events. 

 

   Notice that Slavic verb prefix po- , alongside with some other prefixes, is analyzed as 

pluractional marker in Filip & Carlson (2001) for Czech, Pawlak (2009) for Polish and 

Begović (2014), for Serbo-Croatian. The authours attribute to these prefixes the 

following main characteristics of pluractionals: iterativity, distributivity, plurality of 

action (cf. Newman 1980, 1990, Lasersohn 1995). The authors commonly refer to two 

prefixes, po- and na-, as the most transparent means to express plurality of action in 

Slavic verbs. Pawlak (2009), comparing Hausa and Polish pluractionals, points out that 

Polish pluractional morphemes do not arise as a transparent system due to the fact that 

they systematically 'express plurality of action in connection with some other notions: 

totality, series of events linked together, limit of time and for action, intensity' (Pawlak 

2009: 226). 

   Note that, on the standard analyses of pluractionals, such as Lasersohn (1995), 

pluractionals are morphologically verbal markers (affixes or verbal reduplication). In the 

broader sense, pluractionals encompass any expression, which serves to refer to a 

multiplicity of events (called event plurality vs. verbal plurality in Hofherr & Laca 2012) 

and which have the meanings of, among many others - iterativity, repetitivity and 

distributivity. Po therefore can be referred to as an event plurality marker, since it does 

not exclusively appears as a verbal prefix, but, importantly, shares the main semantic 

properties with pluractionals.  

 

  Our cursory survey, as well as previous work on some core properties of prepositional 

and aspectual po (Arsenijević 2006, 2007), and the analysis of prefix po- as a pluractional 

marker in Slavic (Filip & Carlson 2001, Pawlak 2009, Begović 2014) strongly suggests 
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that they could be uniformly analyzed along with distributive po combining with 

numerals and quantifiers, as involving verbal, that is - event plurality.  

 

4.3.3. Adverbial po 
 

Here is a glimpse at (i) complex adverbs derived by adding po to an adverb, such as 

ponekad (po-once, sometimes, once in a while) and (ii) the expressions involving 

adverbial reduplication, such as malo po malo (little by little) and pokatkad (po-when-

when, occasionally, rarely). 

 

4.3.3.1. po-adverbs 

 

Only a restricted subset of adverbs with quantity or spatiotemporal meanings can 

combine with po, such as in (42) and (43). These adverbs are nonspecific expressions 

(recall that distributive po also combines only with nonspecific expression in the nominal 

domain, Chapter 2, Section 2.2.5): nekad (once), negde (somewhere) but not, for 

example, juče (yesterday), sada (now), here (ovde) or there (there).  

 

(42) Quantity po-adv 

             a.  pomalo  (po-little, here and there, a little bit) 

                  podosta   (po-enough, quite a quantity, quite enough) 

                  poviše      (po-more, quite a lot) 

 

             b. Pomalo pevam.  

                 po-little aux-1.SG sing-1.SG.PS 

                ‘I sing a little bit (sporadically).’  

 

The sentence in (42b) is roughly referring to somewhat scattered, temporally disjointed, 

periodical or iterative singing activity. 
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 (43) Spatiotemporal po-adv 
  
        a.  ponegde (po-somewhere, at several places) 

            ponekad (po-once, sometimes, once in a while)     

            ponovo       (po-new, again)  

             polako        (po-easy, slowly) 

            postepeno    (po-grade-oadv, gradually) 

            povremeno  (po-time-oadv, periodically, from time to time) 

 
       b.  Ponegde           ima                hlada. 

   po-somewhere  have-3.SG.PS  shadow-GEN.SG 

  ‘There is shadow here and there.’  

 

c. Ponekad  igram. 

      po-once   dance-1.SG.PS  

      ‘I dance sometimes.’ 

 
Again, (43b) refers to scattered, dispersed shadow. (43c) refers roughly to periodical, 

repetitive or occasional dancing activity. 

 
 
4.3.3.2. Adverbial reduplication  

 
 

Adverbial reduplication with po displaces similarities with numeral reduplication 

(Section 2.2.6). As shown in (44a), malo po malo can appear in sentences with perfective 

verbs, which normally enforce collective interpretation, as well as in (44b) with an 

imperfective verb. We can see that the added meaning component is the temporal 

distribution and gradual increasing in quantity. 
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(44) a.  Ljudi           su            stigli              na žurku           malo po malo. 

            people-NOM aux-3.PL  arrive-3.PL.PF at party-ACC.SG little po  little  

            'The people arrived at the party little by little (by moving little by little).' 

 

        b. Ljudi            su           stizali                 na žurku           malo po malo. 

            people-NOM aux-3.PL  arrive-3.PL.IMPF at party-ACC.SG little po  little  

            'The people were arriving at the party little by little (or in small groups).' 

 

Another adverbial expression involving reduplication is pokatkad (po-when-when, 

occasionally, rarely) and involves temporal distribution.  

 

(45) Pokatkad         idem         na  plažu. 

       po-when-when go-1.SG.PS at  beach-ACC.SG   

       ‘I occasionally go to the beach.’ 

 

Given the very restricted set of advebrs with which po combines (nonspecific adverbs 

with quantity and spatiotemporal meanings), as well as the (spatiotemporal)  meaning 

that it adds, involving distribution, repetitiveness of action, iterativity, plurality of sites of 

action, we conclude that adverbial po contributes in marking event plurality, similarly to 

other instances of po, and to pluractional markers more generally (Newman 1980, 1990, 

Lasersohn 1995, Matthewson 2000, Filip & Carslon 2001, Hofherr & Laca 2012). 

 

4.3.4. Adjectival po 
 

Po also attaches to adjectives. More precisely, it only combines with positive adjectives 

denoting height, size, width and lenght, such as visok (tall), velik (big), širok (wide) and 

dugačak (long), but not with their negative antonyms, such as nizak (low, short), mali 

(small), uzak (narrow) and kratak (short). Once again, it seems that po- only combines 

with a restricted set of adjectives – positive adjectives which licence numerical degree 

modifiers, i.e. measure phrases, like dva metra visok (two meters tall), vs. #dva metra 

nizak (#two meters short) (cf. Sassoon 2008). A simple derivation is given in  (46) and 
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(47). Note that a po-adjective povisok (po-tall), unlike visok (tall), cannot be modified by 

an intensifying adverb or a numerical degree modifier. It seems that po itself serves as a 

measure phrase here and, as such, is in complementary distribution with other measure 

phrases. 

 

(46) a. Ivan         je             (veoma/prilično/dva metra)   visok.       

           Ivan-NOM aux-3.SG   very    pretty  /two meters     tall-NOM.SG.M     

          ‘Ivan is (very/pretty/two meters) tall.’ 

 

       b. Ivan           je             (#veoma/#prilično/#dva metra) povisok.                  

           Ivan-NOM  aux-3.SG       very     pretty      two meters po-tall-NOM.SG.M  

          ‘Ivan is rather tall/tallish.’ 

 

  (47) a. Ivan         je            veoma/prilično/#dva metra nizak. 

             Ivan-NOM aux-3.SG  very   /pretty  / two meters short-NOM.SG.M 

             ‘Ivan is very/pretty/#two meters short.’ 

 

        b. Ivan          je            veoma/prilično/dva metra  *ponizak. 

            Ivan-NOM aux-3.SG  very   /pretty  / two meters  po-short-NOM.SG.M 

              

The difference between (46) and (47) is interesting, because it shows that, although a po-

adjective cannot itself be modified by a measure phrase, it only selects the adjectives that 

licence numerical degree (measure phrase) modifiers. This is further illustrated in (48), 

where po cannot combine with pametan (clever). 

 

(48)  a. Ivan          je           veoma/ prilično/ pametan. 

            Ivan-NOM aux-3.SG  very   /pretty  / clever-NOM.SG.M 

            ‘Ivan is very/pretty clever.’ 

 

          b. Ivan          je           veoma/ prilično/  *popametan. 

              Ivan-NOM aux-3.SG  very   /pretty  / po-clever-NOM.SG.M 
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An idea that comes to mind is that po contributes an intensifying meaning (which is 

characteristic of pluractionals modifying adjectives (see Cusic 1981, Součková & Buba 

2008, Pawlak 2009), which is why it is incompatible with the meaning of the adverb or 

the exact cardinal meaning (as it would yield the meaning #quite two meters tall). The 

question that still remains is why po cannot combine with adjectives, which do not 

licence measure phrases (e.g. clever or short).  

As for non-combining with short, I expect that the solution for this puzzle should 

ultimately lay in the resulting meaning that po yields. Notice that povisok (po-tall) could 

be translated as ‘more tall than short’, ‘less tall than tall’, ‘not yet tall’ or ‘not completely 

tall’, and therefore would refer to a degree on the scale of height that is lower than the 

maximal degree of visok (tall), but higher than the degree nizak (short). In other words, 

po-adjectives refer to properties ‘weaker’ than described by their po-less comparative 

adjectives. We can describe this reading as an extent or quantity reading: extent to which 

the entities satisfy an adjective corresponds to a quantity that they posses of the property 

denoted by the nominalization of adjective, e.g. tallness (Moltmann 2006). Quantitative 

extent readings are additive - Sassoon (2008) argues that functions associated with 

positive adjectives are associated with additive, measuring systems, while functions of 

their negative antonyms are not. The ‘additiveness’ of tall vs. ‘non-additiveness’ of short 

could be informally described as follows: we can add the degrees to become tall (or to 

achieve the maximal degree of tallness) but we cannot add degrees to become short (or to 

achieve the maximal degree of shortness).  

  Finally, note that po- can also yield inchoative degree meanings, which is another 

characteristic property of pluractionals (Cusic 1981:74, Součková & Buba 2008, Pawlak 

2009), by prefixing the verbs derived from positive (gradable) adjectives or 

nominalization of adjective, such as: povisiti (po-vis-i-ti, po-height-affix-inf, to heighten), 

povećati (po-već-a-ti, po-larger-affix-inf, to enlarge) pojačati (po-jač-a-ti, po-stronger-

affix-inf, to strenghten), pocrneti (po-crn-e-ti, po-black-affix-inf, become black), pobeleti 

(po-bel-e-ti, po-white-affix-inf, become white), požuteti (po-žut-e-ti, po-yellow-affix-inf, 

become yellow), pocrveneti (po-crven-e-ti, po-red-affix-inf, become red) etc. Those verbs 

seem to have ‘additive’ or inchoative meanings, in that they involve increasing or 

intensifying the property denoted by the adjectival stem, e.g. to increase in height, size, 
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strength, or in intensity of certain colour. Součková & Buba (2008), for instance, argue 

that the meanings of Hausa’s pluractional verbs, besides the basic event plurality, involve 

also degree semantics, which they call ‘intensive plurality.’ That is – ‘pluractionality can 

convey higher degree of a property when applied to gradable verbs’ (Součková & Buba 

2008:138). 

 For anecdotal purposes, notice that the term pluractional - plural action verb, introduced 

first by Newman (1980, 1990), replaced an older term used previously – intensive verbs, 

in Frajzyngier (1965), Pawlak (1975) (see Součková & Buba, 2008:1). 

 

Further investigations are necessary to clarify these hypotheses. If our observations are 

correct, adjectival po shares some core properties with pluractionals, in that it involves 

the meanings of inchoativity, degree and ‘intensifying’ meanings (see Součková & Buba 

2008). Moreover, adjectival po also shares some properties with other instances of po: its 

attaching only to the (positive) adjectives which combine with numerical degree 

modifiers is reminiscent of distributive po which combines only with nouns modified by 

numerals and quantifiers, but not with bare plural nouns or mass nouns, which are not of 

an explicit quantity.    

 

    Let me add a final remark to this section, by coming back to the question of ‘(non)-

exhaustivity’ (Sections 4.1.4. and 4.2.3). As we have pointed out, one of the main 

remaining issues is how to test whether po involves exhaustivity over events. We have 

concluded at this point that we do not have a way to test ‘exhaustivity’ related to events 

(contrary to exhaustivity related to individuals). A possible track is to try to test this ‘non-

exhaustivity’ hypothesis with other instances of po, say – prepositional, adverbial or 

adjectival. The intuition behind this is that the meaning of, for instance, po-adverbs or po-

adjectives exclude ‘exhaustivity’ or ‘maximality’ effect. For concreteness, the meaning of 

po-adverbs ponekad (sometimes) or ponegde (somewhere) is contrasted with ‘exhaustive’ 

(temporal and spatial) component of the meaning of adverbs uvek (always) and svuda 

(everywhere), but also with nikad (never) and nigde (nowhere). For example, it seems 

that ponekad falls halfway between those antonym adverbs - nikad (never) and uvek 

(always), and would be associated with ‘non-exhaustive’ that is, a ‘non-maximal’ group 
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of events. Similarly, po-adjectives, such as povisok (po-tall), as discussed in 4.3.4., do not 

refer to a maximal degree of tallness, but rather to a degree that is lower than ‘maximal’ 

tallness, since it can be paraphrased roughly as ‘not completely tall’. Finally, the 

preposition po could have the similar effect. I leave these issues for further research.      

 

In this section, we have provided some basic insight into the many faces of po. Even 

incomplete, the survey provided evidence that further investigations on po should take 

into account its properties of a pluractional marker, or better - an event plurality marker 

(since it does not appear only in verbal but also in nominal domain). All instances of po, 

prepositional po, as well as verb prefix po-, and po combining with adverbs and 

adjectives, share some core properties with the distributive po (combining with numerals 

and quantifiers), which, we argued, quantifies over events. It therefore seems legitimate 

and challenging to seek to account for Serbian (and possibly Slavic) po under a unified 

analysis.  
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4.4. Summary  
 

  In this chapter, we have put forth the generalizations to support the claim that po (in 

sentences with po nNPs) forces distribution over events, temporally separated, spatially 

separated or/and participant separated:  

 

G1. all po-sentences yield event distributive-readings, where the distribution is over times 

(reduplicated numeral n po n), over participants/spaces (ponaosob), or over both times 

and participants/spaces (po n); 

G2. no atomic partitioning of the sets is required (unlike with universal quantifiers); 

G3. there is no exhaustivity requirement on the set that is distributed over (unlike 

universal quantifiers).  

 

  We have also provided a semantic analysis for po, which accounts for the distributive 

interpretations of sentences with numerals, without assuming an ambiguity between 

participant-based and event-based distributivity. The wide range of distributive readings 

comes about via spatiotemporal distribution, that is, distribution over locations and times. 

   The intuition behind the analysis is that distributive po shares properties with 

pluractional markers, whose main meanings are associated with iterativity, distributivity, 

and repetitiveness (Newman 1980, 1990, 2000, Lasersohn, Filip & Carlson 2001, Hofherr 

& Laca 2012). We have also discusses the properties of preposition po, verbal prefix po, 

and po combining with adverbs and adjectives. The core insight is that the common 

meaning of po is indeed pluractional, involving distributivity, iterativity, repetitiveness, 

plurality of sites of action, inchoativity, intensity (Cusic 1981:74; Součková & Buba 

2008).  

   Given the many faces of Serbian po, it provides an important challenge for theories 

dealing with event plurality. Understanding how these ‘many’ po can be accounted for 

uniformly can offer an insight into some current puzzles in the literature on distributivity 

and pluractionality (cf. Hofherr & Laca 2012). 
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5. Experimental investigations 
 
 
This chapter presents the experimental data on adult and children’s comprehension of 

bare numerals, distributive po and the universal quantifier svaki (every). 

Our objective in investigating adult comprehension herein is two-fold. The first is to 

provide the experimental data to test and assess to what extent the descriptive data and 

the theoretical claims (Chapters 2 and 4) are supported by speakers’ judgments. The 

second goal is to provide the baseline for investigating acquisition. In total, eighty-nine 

adults participated. Our investigation seeks to take the developmental perspective by 

addressing the questions of (i) when do children become adult-like in understanding 

numerals, distributive po and the quantifier svaki (every), and (ii) what can we conclude 

from the presumed intermediate stages of acquisition. In total, two hundred and forty 

seven children were tested, ranging in age from 4 to 10 years old. 

 

Section 5.1. presents the experiment on bare numerals and the universal quantifier svaki 

(every). From Section 5.2. to Section 5.4., we discuss three experiments dealing with 

distributive po: bare numerals vs. distributive numerals (Section 5.2), po in different 

syntactic positions (Section 5.3.) and po with the universal quantifier svaki (every) 

(Section 5.4). The main findings are summarized in Section 5.5. 
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5.1. Experiment I: Bare numerals and svaki (every)  
 

This experiment is strongly based on Musolino’s (2009) work on the comprehension of 

English sentences with either two numerals or a numeral (in subject position) and the 

quantifier each (in object position).   

The main goals of the study are: (i) to test the interpretations of bare numerals and the 

quantifier svaki (every) in Serbian, and (ii) to compare Serbian to English data. The main 

research questions are whether bare numerals (po-less numerals) yield distributive 

interpretations and whether svaki behaves like each. 

Our study, which replicates Musolino’s (2009) design, tests the comprehension of 

sentences containing:  

 

(i) A bare numeral in subject position and a bare numeral in object position, as in 

(1), to which we refer as to numeral-object sentences, and 

(ii) A bare numeral in subject position and the quantifier svaki (every) in object 

position, as in (2), to which we refer henceforth as svaki-object sentences.  

 

Test sentences: 

 

(1) numeral-object sentences 

Tri    klovna         drže          dva cveta. 

three clown-PAUC hold-3.PS. two flower-PAUC 

‘Three clowns are holding two flowers.’ 

 

(2) svaki-object sentences 

Tri    klovna         drže         svaki              cvet. 

three clown-PAUC hold-3.PS every-ACC.SG  flower-ACC.SG 

‘Three clowns are holding every flower.’ 

 

Sentences (1) and (2) are presented with the four experimental conditions in (3) below. 
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(3) Experimental conditions 

 

                  
 

     a. Subject-distributive (SD)                                    b. Object-distributive (OD) 

 

                                    
 

     c. Collective (COLL)                                              d. Cumulative (CU) 

 

For comparison, I give Musolino’s test sentences below. 

 

(4) Three clowns are holding two flowers. 

(5) Three clowns are holding each flower. 

 

In the literature, it is claimed that numerals give rise to distributive (scope-dependent) 

and collective/cumulative (scope-independent) readings (Barwise 1979, Beghelli et al 

1997, Gil 1982, Hintika 1974, Sher 1990).  

 

The fact that sentences with two numerals, such as (1) and (4), to give rise to two kinds of 

distributive readings, subject-distributive (SD) in (3a) and object-distributive (OD) in 
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(3b), comes from the fact that numerals are scope-baring expressions. This means that (in 

principle) any n(umeral)NP in (1) and (4) can take either wide or narrow scope relative to 

the other nNP. In the first case - subject-distributive (SD), the scope relation between the 

two nNPs is that of the subject taking wide scope over the object. This means that the 

cardinality of/(quantity denoted by) the object nNP (two flowers) depends on (is a 

function of) the cardinality of/(quantity denoted by) the subject nNP (three clowns). In 

the case of object-distributive (OD) reading, the scope relation is reversed, the object 

taking wide scope over the subject. Consequently, it is the cardinality of the subject NP 

(three clowns) that depends on the cardinality of the object NP (two flowers).  

Besides distributive (scope-dependent readings), the sentences in (1) and (4) give rise to 

scope-independent readings, collective (COLL) and cumulative (CU). These are the 

situations in (3c) and (3d), where the quantity denoted by nNP does not vary (that is, the 

numeral has an ‘exact’ meaning in Musolino’s terms (see also Carston 1998, Horn 1972). 

These situations, collective and cumulative, were extensively discussed in Chapter 2 

(Section 2.2.1). What is relevant for Musolino (2009), is precisely the fatc that, on these 

two readings, scope becomes irrelevant, given that the subject and the object nNPs are 

interpreted independently of each other. His claim is that scope-independent readings will 

be easier to acquire than scope-dependent readings. 

There is an implicit premise on Musolino’s design that scope-dependent readings ((3a) 

and (3b)) are distributive, but that scope-independent ((3c) and (3d)) readings are not. 

This claim is problematic for us, since we have shown that po allows non-atomic 

distribution (see (3d)), which we discussed extensively in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2). What 

is important for our purposes here is not that cumulative reading is non-scopal or ‘non-

distributive’, but the following: collective and cumulative scenarios in (3c) and (3d) 

respectively, have in common that both depict situations of clowns holding flowers 

involving exactly three clowns and exactly two flowers. They however differ in the 

pairing between the clowns and the flowers. This is why I dub the situation where the 

pairing is symmetrical - in the sense that each clown is matched with all the flowers, as 

‘collective’ (COLL), and the situation where the pairing is asymmetrical - in the sense 

that different groups of clowns are matched with different flowers, as ‘cumulative’ (CU), 

respectively (see Section 2.2.1).   
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The preferences reported in the literature for the interpretations of numerals are:  

 

(6) a. The subject-distributive reading is cross-linguistically preferred over the object-

distributive reading (Beghelli at al 1997, Liu 1990, 1992, Musolino 2009).  

b. The collective reading is preferred over cumulative  (Gil 1982). 

 

Recall however that Serbian distinguishes bare (po-less) numerals from distributive (po) 

numerals (Chapter 2). The main question is therefore to what extent Serbian bare 

numerals will pattern like English numerals. 

More precisely, the question is whether the distributive marker po is obligatory for 

allowing distributive readings of numerals (see Section 2.1.1). Recall that we assume that 

in principle, bare numerals allow participant-distributive readings (but not event-

distributive readings). Notice that Musolino’s (2009) experimental conditions indeed 

involve only participant-distributive readings. Therefore, SD and OD should be 

acceptable with a numeral-object test sentence in (1), with possible preference for SD, 

following the literature in (6a).  

 

Let us turn now to sentences involving a numeral and the universal quantifier, such as (2) 

and (5). 

Musolino’s (2009) expectation for (5) is that each, as a strong quantifier, should always 

take scope over a numeral. This implies that the sentence should be accepted under the 

scenarios where each flower is being held by three clowns. This is the case in OD in (3b), 

where the object takes wide scope – each flower is being held by three clowns. However, 

he also expected (5) to be easily accepted in COLL in (3c), as opposed to CU, since the 

situation can also be described as: each flower is being held by three clowns.  

The latter expectation carried over the Serbian sentence in (2) with svaki.  
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5.1.1. Participants 
 

Adults 

20 (f=10) monolingual Serbian speakers were tested in Novi Sad and Belgrade, Serbia. 

The mean age was 24.5 (SD=12.9). 

 

Children 

Fifty six children in total were tested, divided in three age groups: 5-year olds (N=13, 

MA=5;0, SD=1.0, 9 girls); 7-year olds (N=25, MA=7;2, SD=0.4, 15 girls); and 9-year 

olds (N=18, MA=9;2, SD=0.4, 8 girls). 5-year olds were recruited in French Institute in 

Novi Sad, Serbia. 7-year olds and 9-year olds were pupils of the elementary school ‘Đura 

Daničić’ in Novi Sad.  

 

5.1.2. Design and materials   
 

The static version of Truth Value Judgment Task (Crain and Thornton 1998), herein 

TVJT, was used. The images were made using Google images and Paint. The test 

sentences were compiled with the images in a written form. The program in Python 

screened an image first, and a few seconds later a sentence would appear on the bottom 

of the image, followed by the yes/no button.  

The experimental situations are illustrated above as subject-distributive (SD), object-

distributive (OD), collective (COLL) and cumulative (CU). These situations were 

matched with two test sentence types, as in (1) and (2). The 4 (experimental situations) × 

2 (test sentence types) design was supplied by 4 contexts (different verb-object 

combinations). This resulted in 32 test items. The total of 24 control items were also 

included. These controls were to ensure that children knew the meaning of numerals used 

in the experiment. 12 of them were transitive sentences with only one numeral, 

alternately in subject and in object position. Half of them were false (the sentences did 

not describe the images they referred to) and half of them were true (the sentences 

described the given images). 4 of control items were sentences with a numeral in subject 

and in object position simultaneously – these items were always false (the number of 
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subject or objects did not correspond to the picture). Next 4 control items were sentences 

with a numeral in subject and a demonstrative in object position, and were always false 

under the scenarios. Finally, 4 items were sentences with demonstrative subject and 

object and were either false or true under a proposed scenario. The total number of items 

was henceforth 56 (32 test + 24 control). (See Appendix A for the complete list). 

 

5.1.3. Procedure 
 

Children 

After every picture, a sentence was read to the child who was asked to say whether she 

agreed with the description of the situation illustrated by the picture, by giving a yes/no 

response. The answers were entered by the experimenter and children were prompted to 

give explanations for ‘no’ responses.  

Every child sat individually with the experimenter at a child-sized table. Before the 

experiment began, the experimenter gave clear instructions about the task. 

 

Adults 

The participants received the software and instructions by e-mail. They were invited to 

complete the experiment (run by Python) and to return the response file by e-mail. 

The instructions were to click on the yes/no button depending on whether the speaker 

agreed with the descriptions of the screened pictures that were provided. The participants 

were also encouraged to provide comments on their overall choices, once the experiment 

was finished. The comments were communicated to the experimenter either orally or via 

e-mail. 

The response time was recorded. This allowed controlling that the experiment was 

completed in standard conditions. The session lasted 15 to 20 minutes. No participant 

was excluded due to significantly longer response times.   
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5.1.4. Hypothesis and predictions 
 

The following hypotheses were tested. 

 

H1: numerals allow distributive, collective and cumulative readings. 

 

H2: svaki takes wide scope over a numeral. 

 

H1 and H2 predict the response patterns below. 

 

Table 2 Predicted response pattern 
 SD OD COLL CU 

numeral-

object 

YES YES YES YES 

svaki-

object 

NO YES YES NO 

 

    

Test sentences: (1) Tri klovna drže dva cveta / (2) Tri klovna drže svaki cvet. 
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5.1.5. Adults: results and discussion  
 

I first present and discuss adult results. 

 

5.1.5.1. Results 

 

The table below shows the proportions of ‘yes’ responses across conditions. 

 
Table 3 Percentages of 'yes’ responses	  

Sentence type SD OD COLL CU 

numeral-object 15 7.5 92.5 82.5 

svaki-object 18 18 72 12 

 

Consider first the numeral-object sentence. Only collective and cumulative readings are 

accepted at high rates (92.5% and 82.5% respectively). Distributive readings (SD and 

OD) are very marginally accepted (15% and 7.5%). 

Turning to svaki-object sentence: only collective reading is accepted at high rates (72%). 

SD and OD are accepted at around 18%, while CU at 12%.  

 

The raw results are clear-cut. Overall, H1 and H2 are falsified. 

On H1, numeral-sentences should be accepted under all conditions. The predictions are 

halfway born out. The results show high acceptance rates only for collective and 

cumulative, but not for distributive readings. 

On H2, svaki-sentences should be accepted under OD reading. 

Recall that on Musolino’s reasoning, as mentioned previously, we also expected this 

sentence type to be true under COLL readings, on the assumption that COLL and OD are 

both true for the same situation (each flower is being held by three clowns). Nevertheless, 

speakers do not treat COLL and OD readings alike. The expectations are confirmed for 

COLL, but not for OD.  

The speakers provided volunteered comments justifying their choices. The latter will be 

discussed in the following section.  
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5.1.5.2. Discussion 

 

Here I discuss the main findings of the study. This experiment being a replication of 

Musolino (2009), I also compare Serbian and English data. 

The main findings are given in (7). 

 

(7) a. Bare numerals are not ambiguous between distributive and collective readings 

for adults, giving rise only to collective and cumulative readings. 

b. The universal quantifier svaki (every) in object position does not take wide 

scope over the numeral in subject position 

 

The finding in (7a) is significantly different from what was found for English, where 

speakers allow distributive (SD), collective and cumulative readings of numerals.  

For Serbian, adults’ comments show that there is a strong preference for the 

pragmatically more appropriate way of describing distributive situations: using 

distributive po. We conclude therefore that numerals have indeed weak distributive force 

in Serbian (see Section 2.1). That is, bare numerals yield collective, cumulative and, in 

principle, participant-distributive readings (such as in (3a) and (3b)). However, given that 

numerals can combine with distributive po to force distributive and block 

collective/cumulative readings, bare numerals are very marginally accepted, if not 

rejected, even under the participant-distributive scenarios. In English, on the other hand, 

there are no distributive numerals, that is, distributive markers combining first with 

numerals, and then with an NP, as it is case with Serbian po (Chapter 4). Therefore, 

English speakers accept sentences with two numerals (as in (4)) both under distributive 

(SD)41 and collective/cumulative readings (Musolino 2009).  

 

The finding in (7b), concerning universal quantifier sentences, differs from findings for 

English as well. English speakers accepted COLL and OD readings with each, while 

Serbian speakers accepted only collective (COLL) readings with svaki (every).  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
41	  Object-distributive readings were marginally accepted in English. See Musolino (2009) 
for details and discussion.  
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The scope-dependent hypothesis (H2) was made on the assumption that svaki, like each, 

is a strong quantifier, scoping over weak quantifiers (numerals). Thus, in (2), the 

expectation was that the object svaki cvet (every flower) scopes above the subject tri 

klovna (three clowns), and as such to be acceptable under in the context OD in (3b), 

where each of the two flowers is held by three clowns. This is however not born out.  

The speakers’ comments are revealing here and can be divided up into three patterns. The 

test sentence (2) is repeated in (8), with the object-distributive scenario (3b) repeated 

below in (9) and the volunteered production in (10). 

 

Test sentence (2) repeated in (8): 

 

(8) Tri    klovna         drže         svaki              cvet.       

three clown-PAUC hold-3.PS every-ACC.SG flower-ACC.SG 

‘Three clowns are holding every flower.’ 

 

 

 

 

(9)  

 
           Object-distributive (OD) 

 

(10) Volunteered production: 

 

a. Po tri      klovna         drže         svaki               cvet. 

            po three clown-PAUC  hold-3.PS every-ACC.SG  flower-ACC.SG 

     ‘Every flower is held by (different) three clowns.’ 
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b. Po tri     klovna          drže         po cvet. 

      po three clown-PAUC  hold-3.PS po flower-ACC.SG 

                 ‘The clowns in threes are holding a (different) flower.’  

 

c.  Po   tri     klovna         drže         svaki             od  cvetova.    

       po three clown-PAUC  hold-3.PS every-ACC.SG  of  flower-GEN.PL 

                  ‘Three clowns are holding each of the flowers.’   

 

To describe OD in (9), adults volunteer in (10): 

(i) po tri klovna instead of tri klovna, where po combines with the subject three 

clowns, such as in (10a) 

(ii) po tri klovna instead of tri klovna and po cvet instead of svaki cvet, where po 

combines with both subject and object, such as in (10b) 

(iii) po tri klovna instead of tri klovna and svaki od cvetova instead of svaki cvet, 

where po combines with the subject three clowns and the object is a partitive 

construction, such as in (10c) 

 

We see that participants’ volunteered responses always involve distributive po, which 

suggests that svaki does not have distributive force to enforce object-distributive readings 

(Section 2.1). Recall that we have distinguished between strong and weak distributivity of 

quantifiers (Chapter 2). We have argued that all po-less quantifiers are pseudo-

distributive (or weak distributive), including the universal quantifier svaki (every). This 

means that they are acceptable under collective scenarios unless combined with po, 

which forces strong (obligatory) distributivity. The low acceptance rates of svaki-

sentences under distributive readings supports this claim that, svaki, just like bare 

numerals, is pseudo-distributive. 

Furthermore, the acceptance rates for svaki-sentences, as in (2) contrasts strikingly the 

acceptance rates for each-sentences, as in (5), under OD in (3b). The English sentences 

with each were accepted under object-distributive readings at 100% (see Musolino 2009), 

and Serbian sentences with svaki at 18%. This suggests that svaki needs not take wide 
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scope over a numeral, and moreover, it does not in (2). The surface scope may play an 

important factor impacting the results in Serbian, since the wide scope reading of svaki 

here (in sentence (2)) would involve inversing the surface scope of the quantifiers. We 

would thus need to know if the speakers would perform better with (11), where wide 

scope correspond to surface scope. I expect that this indeed would be the case and that po 

would be optional for this reason in (11), which would be acceptable under OD. 

    

(11) Svaki              cvet                 drže             (po)  tri       klovna. 

       every-ACC.SG  flower-ACC.SG  hold-3.PL.PS  po   three   clown-PAUC 

      ‘Every flower is held by three clowns.’ 

 

Summarizing the adult data, bare numerals in Serbian give rise to collective and 

cumulative readings. Distributive po is required to describe distributive situations, unlike 

in English, where numerals give rise to both distributive and collective/cumulative 

readings. The universal quantifier svaki behaves as a pseudo-distributive quantifier, since 

it does not enforce distributive readings, at least in object position42. This again, is 

different from English each, which takes wide scope over a numeral, even in object 

position, and yields a distributive reading. 

We conclude that bare numerals and svaki are pseudo-distributive. We could plausibly 

conclude at this point that po is indeed required to enforce distributive readings, be it with 

numerals or with svaki (at least in object position). 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42	  Recall from Chapter 2 that svaki (every) is in singular form, while its plural form svi 
corresponds to English all. I take that both are compatible with distributive and collective 
readings. The preference for collective interpretation is much stronger with svi than with 
svaki (see Section 2.1.3.2). Note that the form used in the test sentences here is singular 
svaki (every) and not plural svi (all).  
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5.1.6. Children: results and discussion 
  
 

I first present the raw data for each age group and then turn to results across groups, 

including adults. The percentages represent the mean proportions of ‘yes’ responses. I 

then discuss the main findings. 

 

Note here that control items across the experiments (I, II, III and IV) did not exclude any 

participant. 

 

5.1.6.1. Results 

 

For this type of study, the usual confidence level for statistic tests (such as Chi-Square) is 

95%, and the result is considered as significant if p < 0.05. However, given that we have 

performed multiple comparisons, we applied Bonferroni correction. To do so, we divide 

the risk level (0.05) by the number of possible comparisons across treatments (or 

conditions) and age groups. In our experiments, this is equivalent to taking a risk level of 

0.001. Therefore, results are considered significant when p < 0.001. 

 

Table 4 Percentages of ‘yes’ responses in 5-year olds 

 SD OD COLL CU 

numeral-object 81 23 46 31 

svaki-object 73 58 50 46 

 

With numeral-object sentences, only the subject-distributive reading (SD) is accepted 

above chance level (81%). The difference between OD (23%) and COLL (46%) 

acceptance rates was not significant, χ2(1) = 2.212, p = 0.14, nor the difference between 

COLL (46%) and CU (31%), χ2(1) = 0.73, p = 0.4. 

As for svaki-sentences, the subject-distributive reading (SD) is accepted at 73%, while 

OD, COLL and CU only at 58%, 50% and 46% respectively. The difference between the 

score on OD and CU was not significant, χ2(1) = 0.3, p = 0.6. 
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Table 5 Percentages of ‘yes’ responses in 7-year olds 
 SD OD COLL CU 

numeral-object 98 38 92 48 

svaki-object 94 70 74 58 

 
With numeral-object sentences, both SD (98%) and COLL (92%) are accepted at high 

rates, while OD and CU below chance, at 38% and 48% respectively.  The difference 

between the scores on OD (38%) vs. CU (48%) was not significant, χ2(1) = 0.65, p = 0.4. 

For svaki-sentences, children prefer subject-distributive (94%) to all other readings. 

However, high rates are found on all conditions, OD (70%), COLL (74%) and CU (58%). 

No significant difference is found between the rates on COLL (74%) vs. CU (58%), 

χ2(1) = 2.18, p = 0.1. 

 
Table 6 Percentages of 'yes' responses in 9-year olds 

 SD OD COLL CU 

numeral-object 86 42 97 42 

svaki-object 69 75 78 25 

 
For numeral-sentences, SD and COLL are accepted at high rates, 86% and 97% 

respectively. The rates for OD, 42%, and CU, 42%, remain below chance. The difference 

between the scores on SU (86%) vs. COLL (97%) was not found significant, χ2(1) = 1.6, 

p = 0.2.  

As for svaki-sentences, children accept SD at 69%, OD at 75% and COLL at 78%, while 

CU at 25%. No significant difference is found between the scores of SU (69%) vs. OD 

(75%), χ2(1) = 0.07, p = 0.8. 

 

The graphs below represent the results across groups, including adults. 
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Figure 1. %  of ‘yes’ for numeral-sentences across groups 

 
 

Subject-Distributive (SD). Unlike adults, all children accepted SD at high rates. 

Object-Distributive (OD). The difference between the scores of 5-year olds vs. 7-year 

olds was not significant  (χ2(1) = 1.11, p = 0.3). The difference between 5-year olds vs. 

adults’ acceptance rates was not found significant, χ2(1) = 2.06, p = 0.2. The difference 

between 9-year olds’ and adults’ scores was significant  (χ2(1) = 10.42, p < 0.001). 

Collective (COLL). 5-year olds scored significantly lower than other groups. We run the 

Chi-Square test to compare 5-year olds and 7-year olds’ scores, between which the 

difference was significant, (χ2(1) = 17.43, p < 0.001).   

Cumulative (CU). Unlike adults, who accept CU at high rates, children score below 

chance. The difference between 5- and 7-year olds was not found significant, 

(χ2(1) = 1.44, p = 0.2). The difference between 9-year olds and adults was significant 

(χ2(1) = 11.9, p < 0.001).  

5-year olds. Unlike adults, children highly accepted subject-distributive (SD) readings, 

and disliked collective/cumulative readings, as well as object-distributive (OD). 

7- and 9-year olds showed adult-like acceptance of the collective reading, but non-adult 

like performance on all other conditions. Unlike adults, they highly accepted the SD 

reading. Compared to adults, they showed stronger acceptance of OD and lower 

acceptance of CU.  
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Overall, all groups of children accepted SD at high rates, unlike adults. 9-year olds 

accepted OD more than adults at significant rates. 5-year olds accepted COLL only at 

chance level, unlike adults and older child groups. Children, unlike adults, disliked CU.  

 

Figure 2. % of ‘yes’ for svaki-sentences across groups 

 
 

 
Subject-Distributive (SD). Children, unlike adults, accept SD at high rates. The 

difference in scores between 5-year olds and 7-year olds was not found significant 

(χ2(1) = 4.85, p = 0.03); the difference between 7- and 9-year olds was not found 

significant either (χ2(1) = 7.55, p = 0.006). 

Object-Distributive (OD). Children, unlike adults, accept OD at relatively high rates. 

The difference in scores between 5- and 7-year olds was not significant (χ2(1) = 0.67, 

p	  = 0.4); the difference between 7- and 9-year olds was not significant either 

(χ2(1) = 0.07, p = 0.8). 

Collective (COLL). 5-year olds, unlike other groups, score at chance level. No 

significant difference is found however between 5- and 7-year olds, χ2(1) = 3.4, p = 0.07.  

Cumulative (CU). Unlike 9-year olds and adults, 5- and 7-year olds show relatively high 

scores. The difference between 5- and 7-year olds was not significant  (χ2(1) = 0.5, 

p = 0.5). The difference between the scores of 9-year olds and of adults was not 

significant either (χ2(1) = 1.23, p = 0.3). 
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5-year olds performed at chance level for COLL and CU. They accepted SD and OD at 

above chance rates.  

7-and 9-year olds showed adult-like acceptance of COLL. Unlike adults, they highly 

accepted the two distributive readings (SD and OD).  

Overall, like adults, 7 and 9-year olds accept the COLL reading, while 5-year olds scores 

are at chance level. Unlike adults, children accept svaki-sentences under distributive (SD 

and OD) readings. 5-and 7-year olds show significantly higher scores under CU readings 

than 9-year olds and adults.  

 

5.1.6.2. Discussion 

 

I will first discuss the results for the numeral-sentences and then turn to svaki-sentences. 

 

5.1.6.2.1. Numerals 

 

The main observation is that children, unlike adults, accept distributive readings of bare 

numerals. More particularly, 

(i) unlike adults, all groups of children accept distributive readings, SD at high 

rates, and OD significantly higher than adults 

(ii) all groups of children accept cumulative readings below chance 

(iii) 5-year olds accept collective readings at chance 

 

Adults’ non-predicted answers 

As discussed in Section 5.1.5, adults rejected distributive (be it SD and OD) readings of 

numerals. This invalidates the hypothesis H1 carried over Musolino (2009), formulated in 

Section 5.1.4. On our theoretical assumption (that we laid out in Section 2.1), bare 

numerals are pseudo-distributive – they do not obligatory yield distributive readings but 

should allow participant-distributive readings (and not event-distributive readings). The 

adult results show however that even participant-distributive readings of numerals are 

strongly disliked or very marginal accepted. Adults’ comments provide the insight that 
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distributive po is necessary for describing the distributive scenarios, such as SD and OD 

(Section 5.1.5.2). 

 

Development 

The most interesting result is that 5-year olds, unlike adults, dislike collective and 

cumulative readings, while they accept the subject-distributive (SD) reading. The fact 

that they accept SD is not surprising, and is indeed predicted, under the assumption that 

bare numerals can in principle yield participant-distributive readings. This finding 

moreover suggests that 5-year olds do not need distributive po to accept the subject-

distributive reading, unlike adults. What is surprising is that they reject the collective, as 

well as the cumulative reading. Not only is this not predicted, but it is also cross-

linguistically marked, that is, children have been reported to accept collective readings of 

numerals (cf. Musolino 2009, É. Kiss et al. 2012, 2013). Note that this is also surprising 

in light of derivational complexity accounts of acquisition (e.g. Hanlon 1988, Philip 

2011), according to which children prefer less complex derivations (involving fewer 

operations). Moreover, at least on Musolino’s (2009) assumption, distributive readings 

involve QR. Also, more generally, distributive readings involve the conceptual 

knowledge of addition or/and multiplication, since the cardinality of the set denoted by a 

numeral-NP in a test sentence does not correspond to the cardinality of the relevant set in 

the experimental conditions/contexts provided for the sentence. For instance, sentence (1) 

contains nNP two flowers, while the subject-distributive condition is a situation with a 

total of six flowers. Collective readings, on the contrary, can be derived without assuming 

syntactic operations such as QR, nor the arithmetic manipulations like addition or 

multiplication, since the cardinality denoted by the numeral spelled out in the sentence, 

e.g. two flowers in sentence (1), is also the ‘exact’ cardinality of the set of flowers in the 

experimental situation, i.e. COLL and CU. These results go against the claim that 

collective readings are ‘easier’ and therefore acquired earlier. Serbian 5-year olds appear 

to start off with the distributive reading, which they prefer to collective readings. This is 

even more striking since the language has the distributive marker which attaches to 

numerals, unlike English, and which appears to be mandatory in adult grammar. Note that 
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English 5-year olds accept both subject-distributive and collective readings at high rates, 

while they score low on OD and CU (cf. Musolino 2009)43.  

To conclude, there are three major findings that hold across all age groups. 

First, unlike adults, children dislike cumulative readings. 

Second, unlike adults, children accept distributive readings, with collective readings 

arising later. Not only they strongly accept subject-distributive (SD) readings, but they 

also accept object-distributive readings (OD) at significantly higher rates than adults, and 

this tendency increases with the age. 

This suggests the following generalizations. First, children start with distributive readings 

of numerals, with collective readings arising later. Moreover, unlike adults, children do 

not need distributive po for distributive readings of numerals. 

 

5.1.6.2.2. The universal quantifier svaki (every) 

 

Overall, the main findings for the universal quantifier sentences confirm the two mains 

generalizations for numeral-sentences, namely, that children, unlike adults, accept 

distributive readings and that 5-year olds dislike the collective reading. 

 

More particularly: 

 

(i) unlike adults, children accept distributive readings, the non-target (narrow 

scope) SD and the target (wide scope) OD; 

(ii) unlike adults, all three groups of children show significantly higher scores 

than adults on CU readings;  

(iii) 5-year olds respond at chance under the collective readings. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
43	  Musolino argues that it cannot be concluded that OD/CU are not available readings for 

children, but that results rather show the overwhelming preference for SD/COLL. 
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5.1.7. Intermediate conclusions 
 

The default reading for children seems to be distributive, since all children accept the 

distributive readings at significantly higher rates than adults, even on the object-

distributive condition. Moreover, the youngest children have difficulties with the 

collective readings, which is accepted above chance only at the age of 7.  This suggests 

that the default reading for Serbian children is distributive. A correlated finding is that 

children, unlike adults, do not need distributive po for distributive readings. 

 

5.2. Experiment II: Bare numerals vs. distributive numerals 
 

The goal of this experiment is to explore the interpretations of sentences containing 

distributive numerals, i.e. numerals combining with po, as opposed to bare (po-less) 

numerals. In particular, we want to test the hypotheses that:  

 

(i) po yields both participant-distributive and event-distributive readings;  

(ii) the syntactic position of po determines which distributive reading is available; 

(iii) bare numerals do not yield event-distributive readings (see Section 2.1.1). 

 

To this effect, three sentence types were tested, as illustrated in (1), (2) and (3) 

respectively: po-less sentence, po in object position and po in subject position.  

 

Test sentences: 

 

(1) po-less sentence 

                                    Dve devojke       peru              brod.  

                              two  girl-NOM.PL wash-3.PL.PS boat-ACC.SG 

                       ‘Two girls are washing a boat.’ 
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                             (2) po-object sentence 

                                   Dve devojke       peru              po brod. 

                                   two girl-NOM.PL  wash-3.PL.PS po boat-ACC.SG 

                                   ‘Two girls are separately washing a boat.’ 

 

                            (3) po-subject sentence 

                                 Po  dve devojke       peru                brod. 

                                  po  two girl-NOM.PL wash-3.PL.PS   boat-ACC.SG   

                                 ‘Two girls are washing a boat at separate/different locations.’ 

 

The NP type does not vary according to its position: the subject is always a numeral-NP 

while the object is constantly a bare singular noun. Rather, we only alternate the position 

of po, attaching it to the subject or to the object. Recall that I analyse a singular bare noun 

combining with po as containing a silent numeral one. I thus assume that po in po brod, 

(sentence (2)), spells out po jedan brod, and that po combines first with (here a silent 

version of) the numeral jedan (one), and not directly with the noun (see Section 2.2.5). 

These three sentence types were matched with their target readings, illustrated in the 

three experimental conditions, given below in (4): participant/subject-distributive (SD), 

event-distributive (ED) and collective (COLL), with the test sentences repeated for 

convenience. 

 

(4) Experimental conditions 

                                  
                                               a. (Participant) Subject-distributive (SD)               
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                                                          b. Event-distributive (ED)      

 

   

                             
                                                  c. Collective (COLL) 

 

          Test sentences 

(1) Dve devojke       peru              brod.  

                              two  girl-NOM.PL wash-3.PL.PS boat-ACC.SG 

                       ‘Two girls are washing a boat.’ 

 

                             (2) Dve devojke       peru              po brod. 

                                   two girl-NOM.PL  wash-3.PL.PS po boat-ACC.SG 

                                  ‘Two girls are separately washing a boat.’ 

 

                            (3) Po  dve devojke       peru                brod. 

                                  po  two girl-NOM.PL wash-3.PL.PS   boat-ACC.SG   

                                 ‘Two girls are washing a boat at separate/different locations.’ 
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5.2.1. Participants 
 

Adults 

The group consisted of 21 native speakers (f=14, MA=18.7, SD=11.7). Most of them 

(N=16) were from the northern region of Serbia, within or around the city of Novi Sad. 

There were also four participants from Niš, a southern city of Serbia. One participant was 

from Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina.  

 

Children 

We tested three age groups of monolingual Serbian-speaking children: between the ages 

4;1 and 5;7 (N=24, MA= 4.6, SD=0.7, 9 girls); between the ages 7;3 and 8;2 (N=25, 

MA= 7.2 , SD=0.4, 12 girls); and between the ages 9;4 and 10;6 years (N=25, MA= 9.1 , 

SD=0.3, 12 girls). I will refer further on to the groups taking roughly their mean age as 

relevant. The youngest children (5-years olds) were recruited in the kindergarten 

‘Maslačak’ in Niš, Serbia. Other two groups of children (7 and 9-year olds) were from 

the primary school ‘Đura Daničić’ in Novi Sad, Serbia.  

 

5.2.2. Design and materials  
 

The girls played short scenes that were filmed and then compiled with the recorded 

female voice describing the scenes as they were going on. A program in Python was 

created to screen the scenes in a random order and register the answers.  

Three types of sentences, illustrated in (1), (2) and (3), were matched with three 

experimental conditions – subject-distributive (SD), event-distributive (ED) and 

collective (COLL), illustrated in (4). This 3×3 design was supplied by 6 different 

predicates (different verb-object combinations). The total number of test items was 54. 

The experiment also included distracter and control items. 12 distracter sentences were of 

the type ‘NP-pl V-intransitive’, such as ‘Devojke plešu’ (‘The girls are dancing’). 6 of 

them were matching with the situation and 6 of them were not. 12 control items of the 

type ‘Dve/tri devojke plešu’ (‘Two/three girls are dancing’) were to ensure that children 

knew the meaning of a numeral. Again, 6 of them (those with numeral three) did not 
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properly describe the situations, since all control movies involved two girls. Other 6 were 

‘true’ – described the given situations and involved two girls. This brought the total 

number of items to 78 (see Appendix B for the complete list). 

The full experiment consisted of three blocks, each of which included only one sentence 

type, po-less sentence (sentence (1) type), po-object sentence (sentence (2) type) or po-

subject sentence (sentence (3) type), and all three experimental conditions, subject-

distributive (SD), event-distributive (ED) and collective (COLL). Consequently, control 

and distracter items were divided into three groups, to be mixed with one block of the test 

sentences. Therefore, the total of 78 items was divided in three blocks of 26 items.  

                            

5.2.3. Procedure 
 

The truth-value judgment task (TVJT) was used. The participants were individually 

presented with the short scenes compiled with the oral descriptions of each scene as it 

was screening. The children were instructed to say whether they agreed or not with a 

given description of a scene. The experimenter entered 5-years-olds’ answers. 7 and 9-

year olds were doing the experiment autonomously by clicking on the yes/no button 

alone. The experimenter stayed nxt to them but did not intervene. The children were also 

asked to justify their responses. These justifications were recorded. 

Each child was tested on one experiment block per day, one day after the other. The order 

in which the blocks were presented was balanced across subjects. Each block lasted 

around 10-15 minutes. The short warm-up eliminatory pretests were run with the 5-years 

olds to ensure that they understood the task.  

 

Adult participants did all three blocks of the experiment in the same day, one after the 

other. The order in which three blocks were presented was balanced across adult subjects 

as well. The experimenter was present but did not intervene and was not able to see the 

movies and adults’ answers during the sessions. The participants were encouraged to give 

comments on their responses at the end of the three sessions. The experimenter collected 

these comments manually.  
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5.2.4. Hypotheses and predictions 
 

Three hypotheses were tested. H1 follows from the previous experimental adult data 

(Experiment I, Section 5.2.). H2 is based on the theoretical assumptions on distributive 

po (Chapters 2 and 4).  

 

H1: Bare numerals yield collective readings and do not yield distributive readings. 

 

H2: Distributive (po) numerals yield distributive readings and do not yield collective 

readings. 

 

The hypotheses make the following predictions. 

Let us start with the collective condition. We expect po-object and po-subject sentences, 

in (2) and (3) respectively, to be rejected under COLL, since the hypothesis is that po 

blocks collective readings. 

Turning to the ED condition, we can describe this context as depicting two separate 

washing events, involving respectively two girls and a boat, distributed over locations. 

Recall that all po-sentences (po-object, po-subject and double-po) yield event-distributive 

readings (Section 2.2.3), while bare numerals do not. We thus expect sentences (2) and 

(3), but not (1), to be accepted under ED.  

Finally, turning to participant/subject-distributive reading (SD), we can describe the 

relevant situation as distribution of a boat over event participants, i.e. two girls (NP in 

subject position)). Recall that this subject participant-distributive reading is possible, by 

hypothesis, only when po attaches to the object, since, what po attaches to must 

obligatory be distributed (see Section 4.2). Therefore, the po-object sentence in (2) is 

expected to be accepted under this condition (SD). In contrast, po-subject sentence should 

not be accepted in this context, since, when po attaches to two girls, two girls must be 
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distributed. This is not the case in SD.44 The predictions are summarized in the table 

below. 

 

Table 7 Predicted response patterns 
 SD ED COLL 

po-less NO NO YES 

po-

object 

YES YES NO 

po-

subject 

NO YES NO 

 

   
 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
44	  Notice that the sentence in (3) does not yield a participant/object-distributive reading, 
since the object is a singular NP, and we cannot distribute two girls over one boat at the 
same time, without obtaining the collective reading.	  
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5.2.5. Adults: results and discussion 
 

Let me first look at adults. 

 

5.2.5.1. Results 

 

The percentage of ‘yes’ answers for each condition (sentence × scenario) is given in the 

table below. 

 

Table 8 Percentages of ‘yes’ responses in adults 
 SD ED COLL 

po-less 37.3 27.0 99.2 

po-object 93.7 26.2 2.4 

po-subject 0.8 60.3 3.2 

 

The results almost at ceiling are found with po-less sentences under the collective 

scenario (99.2%). SD and ED are not completely rejected with po-less sentences (37.3% 

and 27% respectively). The difference between the rates on COLL vs. SD/ED is however 

significant (χ2(2) = 155.05, p < 0.001). 

Po-sentences are not accepted under the collective scenario, regardless of the position of 

po (2.4% and 3.2%). 
Subject-distributive reading is accepted at high rates with po-object sentence (93.7%). 

The test revealed that the percentage of ‘yes’ responses for SD differs significantly 

according to the sentence type, po-less vs. po-object, χ2(2) = 223.91, p < 0.001. 

The event-distributive situation is accepted with po-subject sentences, but only at 60.3%. 

The reading is not rejected with two other sentence types, po-less (27%) and po-object 

(26.2%). Nevertheless, the acceptance rates with po-less/po-object sentences vs. po-

subject sentences under ED were significantly lower, χ2(2) = 40.65, p < 0.001. 

 

The following graphs illustrate that, overall, the predicted general pattern of responses 

was found across the three sentence types. 
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Figure 3. % of ‘yes’ responses with po-less sentences (bare numeral) 

 
 

The above results are partially in line with H1 – bare numerals are strongly preferred in 

collective scenarios, compared to distributive scenarios. However, we also see that 

distributive readings, although significantly disliked compared to COLL, are not 

completely rejected.  

 

Figure 4. % of ‘yes’ responses with po-object sentences (distributive numeral) 
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The rejection of COLL with distributive (po) numerals is in line with H2. We notice that 

po-object sentences are accepted under SD, as predicted. We also expected that po-object 

sentence is accepted under ED. However, the above graph shows that, although the ED is 

not rejected (27% of acceptance), the acceptance rates on SD are significantly higher than 

on ED, χ2(2) = 233.95, p < 0.001. There is thus a strong preference for SD reading over 

ED reading with po-object sentences. 

 

Figure 5. % of ‘yes’ responses with po-subject sentences (distributive numeral) 

 
 

As expected, the po-subject sentence is only accepted on ED reading. However, the score 

rates for the po-subject sentence on the ED (60.3%) are significantly lower than the 

scores for po-object sentence on the SD (93.7%), χ2 (1) = 37.65, p < 0.001 
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5.2.5.2. Discussion 

 

We can recapitulate the main findings as follows: 

 

(i) Bare numerals yield collective readings and are disliked in distributive 

scenarios. 

(ii) Distributive numerals give rise to different kinds of distributive readings 

depending on the position of distributive po. Po-subject sentences are rejected 

on subject-distributive (predicted) and accepted on event-distributive readings 

(predicted); po-object sentences are accepted on subject-distributive readings 

(predicted) but disliked on event-distributive (not predicted). 

  

As discussed in Chapter 2 (Section 2.1.1.) and confirmed by the data in Experiment I 

(Section 5.1) and this experiment, adults only marginally accept bare numerals in 

distributive scenarios. However, the results on SD with bare numerals are higher in 

Experiment II than in Experiment I (37.3% vs. 15%). Note that the material was slightly 

different - in Experiment I, we used static pictures, while in Experiment II, we used 

videos. Also, in Experiment I, all test sentences were only with bare numerals, and 

without distributive numerals. From these two experiments, I conclude therefore that bare 

numerals do allow participant-distributive readings, but these readings are strongly 

disprefered, since there is an alternative option in the grammar - to use the distributive 

po, enforcing the distributive and excluding the collective readings of numerals.  

 

As for distributive (po) numerals, they do not yield collective readings.  

All po-sentences are predicted to be true under the event-distributive scenarios. However, 

the scores for event-distributive readings with po-sentences are not as high as expected. 

With po-object sentences, ED was disprefered, and with po-subject sentences it was 

lower than expected. Henceforth, the following questions can be formulated:  

(i) Why are po-object sentences strongly disprefered on the event-distributive reading? 

(ii) Why are the results for ED lower than expected even with po-subject sentences?  
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Let us first discuss the first question. 

Po-object sentences are accepted on both distributive readings, but are significantly 

preferred under SD over ED readings. One can argue that these scores with po-object 

sentences plausibly reflect the preference for SD over ED, and not the rejection of ED. 

Since the sentence is acceptable under two readings, the speakers prefer one of the 

readings. 

Turning to the second question - why po-subject sentences are not accepted under ED as 

high as expected. There are two possible answers to explore. One is that the sentences 

where po attaches to the subject are more problematic for speakers than the sentences 

where po attaches to the object. We will come back to this issue in the discussion on 

experiment III (Section 5.3.5.2).  

The other issue to discuss is that singular bare nouns (sentence (3)) are interpreted as 

specific. Note that the issue of the semantics of singular bare nouns is beyond the scope 

of this thesis. However, based on the adults’ comments collected after the experiment, we 

briefly discuss this hypothesis. Some speakers prefer to interpret a singular noun brod 

(boat) as referring to a specific boat, while the scenario under ED (in (4b)) involves two 

boats in total. This explanation gives rise to the hypothesis to test: po-subject sentence in 

(3) should be accepted at high rates on the event-distributive reading, which would 

involve only one boat. Given this condition, where the distribution cannot be over 

plurality of boats (and consequently, over locations), such as in (4b), this event-

distributive reading would have to involve temporal distribution. The following context 

could be proposed: on different days, two girls wash a boat. The boat is always the same, 

and we see two girls coming at different moments (which are subtitled as different days), 

and washing the boat. The sentence in (3), where the distribution is done over time 

intervals, and clearly not over different boats, would be accepted under this context, on 

the hypothesis at hand. We leave this issue for further research.  

 

I now turn to children. 
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5.2.6. Children: results and discussion 
 

5.2.6.1. Results 

 
The raw results are given in the tables below. 

 

Table 9 Percentages of ‘yes’ responses in 5-year olds 
 SD ED COLL 

po-less 95.8 73.6 93.8 

po-object 97.8 75.4 86.2 

po-subject 94 72.7 88 

 

The 5-year-olds showed high acceptance rates on all conditions, regardless of sentence 

types.  

With po-less sentences, the difference in acceptance rates was significant between ED 

and COLL, (and therefore SD), χ2(1) = 19.93, p < 0.001.  

With po-object sentences, no significant difference is found between ED and COLL (and 

therefore SD), χ2(1) = 4.58, p = 0.03. A significant difference was found between SD and 

COLL (and therefore ED), χ2(1) = 11.11, p < 0.001.  

With po-subject sentences, the rates for ED and COLL (and therefore SD) were 

significantly different, χ2(1) = 10.21, p < 0.001. The difference between SD and COLL 

was not significant, χ2(1) = 2.6, p = 0.11. 

 

Let us now turn to data for 7-years olds. 

 

Table 10 Percentages of ‘yes’ responses in 7-year olds 
 SD ED COLL 

po-less 64.7 40 98.7 

po-object 73.3 48.7 48.6 

po-subject 42.7 68.7 64.7 
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Although 7-year olds also show relatively high acceptance for all conditions, an adult-

like pattern emerges.  

First, po-less sentences are preferred under COLL over distributive readings, especially 

over ED. The difference was significant between SD (64.7%) and COLL (98.7%), 

χ2(1) = 55, p < 0.001, and also between ED (40%) and COLL (98.7%), χ2(1) = 118.66, 

p < 0.001. The difference was also significant between SD (64.7%) and ED (40%), 

χ2(1) = 17.3, p < 0.001. 

Further, with po-object sentences, SD (73.3%) is significantly preferred to ED (48.7%) 

and COLL (48.6%), χ2(2) = 24.81, p < 0.001.  

Finally, with po-subject sentences, children were not sensitive to the distinction between 

ED and COLL, χ2(1) = 0.37, p = 0.54. The rates for SD (42.7%) were significantly lower 

than for ED (68.7%) (and COLL (64.7%)), χ2(2) = 24.25, p < 0.001.   

 

Finally, let us look at 9-year olds.  

 
 

Table 11 Percentages of ‘yes’ responses in 9-year olds 
 SD ED COLL 

po-less 33.3 34 95.3 

po-object 58.7 64 44.7 

po-subject 21.3 71.3 66.7 

 

With po-less sentences, the COLL (95.3%) reading is significantly preferred to SD 

(33.3%) and ED (34%), χ2(2) = 153.22, p < 0.001.  

With po-object sentences, no significant difference is found between SD (58.7%) and ED 

(64%), χ2(1) = 0.69, p = 0.4. The difference between the COLL reading (44.7%) and SD 

reading (58.7%) was not found significant, (χ2(1) = 5.33, p = 0.02). The difference was 

significant between COLL (44.7%) and ED (64%), χ2(1) = 10.53, p < 0.001.  

With po-subject sentences, no significant difference is found between ED (71.3%) and 

COLL (66.7%), (χ2(1) = 0.56, p = 0.4). SD (21.3%) is significantly disliked to two other 

readings, (χ2(2) = 91.89, p < 0.001).  
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Let us now look at the differences between the age groups, including adults. The graphs 

below show the acceptance rates per condition (SD, ED and COLL) according to the 

sentence types (po-less, po-object and po-subject). 

 

Figure 6. % of ‘yes’ under subject-distributive (SD) condition across groups 

 

 

Po-less sentences. 9-year olds and adults pattern alike: they marginally accept SD with 

this sentence type. Unlike adults and 9-year olds, 5- and 7-year olds accept SD above 

chance. The difference between the acceptance rates in 7- vs. 9 years olds on SD was 

significant (χ2(3) = 147.20, p < 0.001). 

Po-object sentences. 5-year olds and adults pattern alike. The difference between 5- and 

7-year olds was found significant, (χ2(1) = 32.05, p < 0.001). No significant difference 

was found between 7-and 9-year olds, (χ2(1) = 6.55, p = 0.01). The difference was 

significant between 9-year olds and adults, (χ2(1) = 42.45, p < 0.001). 

Po-subject sentences. 5-year olds score high, unlike all other groups, which score below 

chance, (χ2(3) = 281.9, p < 0.001).  The difference between 7- and 9-year old was found 

significant, (χ2(1) = 14.72, p < 0.001). The difference between 9-year olds and adults was 

found significant as well, (χ2(1) = 25.53, p < 0.001). 
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Figure 7. % of ‘yes’ under event-distributive condition (ED) across groups 

 
 

Po-less sentences. Only 5-year olds scores are above chance, the difference between the 

groups being significant, χ2 (3) = 73.1, p < 0.001. No significant difference was found 

between 7- and 9-year olds, (χ2(1) = 0.9, p = 0.34), nor between 9-year olds and adults 

(χ2(1) = 1.3, p = 0.26). The difference between 7-year olds and adults was not found 

significant either, χ2(1) = 4.6, p = 0.03. 

Po-object sentences. A U-curved shape is observed with po-object sentence. 7-years olds 

answered at chance (near 50%), while 5- and 9-years olds accepted at around 75% and 

64% respectively. The difference was significant between 5-and 7-year olds, (χ2(1) = 

20.51, p < 0.001. The difference between 5- and 9-year olds was not found significant, 

(χ2(1) = 3.85, p = 0.05). The acceptance rates differ significantly between 9-year olds and 

adults (χ2(1) = 37.82, p < 0.001). The difference between 7-year olds and adults was 

found significant, (χ2(1) = 13.69, p < 0.001). 

Po-subject sentences. All groups accepted the ED reading, but not higher than 73%. The 

difference between the groups was significant, χ2(3) = 5.68, p < 0.001. The difference 

between 5 and 7-year olds was not significant (χ2(1) = 0.4, p = 0.5), nor between 7-year 

olds and adults, (χ2(1) = 0.14, p = 0.7).  
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Figure 8. % of ‘yes’ under collective condition (COLL) across groups 

 
 

Po-less sentences. All groups’ scores are almost at ceiling. No significant difference is 

found between the groups, χ2(3) = 9.01, p = 0.02.  

Po-object sentences. This sentence type is rejected by adults, but massively accepted by 

5-years olds. Older age groups responded around the chance level, and the scores are 

significantly lower than from the youngest children, χ2(3) = 186.66, p < 0.001. No 

significant difference was found between 7- and 9-year olds, χ2(1) = 0.3, p = 0.6. 

Po-subject sentences. This sentence type is rejected by adults and accepted by children 

at the level that was above chance.  The significant difference was found between 5- and 

7-year olds, χ2(3) = 217.98, p < 0.001. No significant difference was found between 7- 

and 9-year olds, χ2(1) = 0.06, p = 0.8. 

 

5.2.6.2. Discussion 

 

I take the results to provide evidence for two development stages. 
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5.2.6.2.1. Stage 1: 5-year olds do not have po 

 

Overall, 5-years olds do not display any sensitivity to either the distributive force of po or 

to its syntactic position. That is, they accept collective and distributive readings 

regardless of the presence or the absence of distributive po, showing however slight 

dispreference for event-distributive readings. A slight adult-like tendency appears with 

po-object sentences, in that a preference for SD over both ED and COLL is found to be 

significant. I assume that 5-year olds simply do not know the meaning of po. They ignore 

po and take numerals to yield both collective and distributive readings. In this sense, they 

pattern like English children, as reported in Musolino (2009). 

Recall also that collective readings were accepted only at chance by 5-year olds in 

Experiment I (Section 5.1), while they are accepted at adult-like rates in this experiment. 

I do not have an explanation for this difference in behavior at this point.   

 

5.2.6.2.2. Stage 2: po behaves like svaki (every) in 7- and 9-year olds  

 

Overall, at the age of 7, children start to prefer po-less sentences in collective scenarios 

compared to distributive scenarios. They also start to prefer the subject-distributive (SD) 

scenario with its target po-object sentences. With po-subject sentences, however, they do 

not show the adult-pattern, since they accept COLL and SD (albeit at chance level).  

However, like adults, they also accept the ED readings. We can say that an intermediate 

stage is found at this age, where children acquire the distributive meaning of po, show an 

adult-like sensitivity to the syntactic position of po (ED reading preferred with po-subject 

sentences, SD preferred with po-object sentences), but nonetheless po is still not 

mandatory to enforce the distributive readings and it is not incompatible with collective 

construals. Presumably, these non-adult patterns are correlated. The fact that in child 

grammar po is not mandatory to express distributivity is plausibly correlated with the 

possibility of po to yield collective readings in children. Moreover, this is the property of 

pseudo-distributive quantifiers, such as svaki (every): they yield both distributive and 

collective readings, but their syntactic position is rather free and does not affect the 

resulting distributive reading. We can say that, given these parallels between svaki and 
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children’s interpretation of po, children take po and svaki to be alike. Now, note that 

some interpretations of po and svaki overlap – namely, the participant-distributive 

interpretations. That is, under our experimental participant-distributive readings (where 

the participants are exhausted, cf. Sections 2.2.5 and 4.1.4) po appears as if it was 

quantifying over individuals, just like svaki. Given these overlapping readings, which in 

the case of po only surface as quantification over individuals, children may take po and 

svaki to be alike. Importantly however, children overwhelmingly accept event-

distributive readings as of the age of 5. It seems therefore that, even though children do 

not yet know the syntactic behavior of po, they do now that its meaning involves event 

quantification.  

 

5.2.7. Intermediate conclusions 
 

Recapitulating the results: 

 

(i) unlike adults, children allow distributive readings with bare numerals 

(ii) unlike adults, children allow collective readings with distributive numerals 

 

These two patterns are found even with the oldest group of 9-year olds. We have 

identified two developmental stages in the acquisition of the distributive numerals. In the 

first stage, children do not know the meaning of po (age 5). In the second stage, children 

(age 7 and 9), acquire the meaning of po, are sensitive to its syntactic position, but po is 

not obligatory for forcing distributive readings and consequently, allows collective 

readings. In this respect, po in children appears to pattern like svaki (every) in adults, 

since svaki is not mandatory distributive and is acceptable under collective situations. We 

take that this is the case since some participant-distributive readings of po and svaki 

overlap. Note that É. Kiss et al. (2012) report that Hungarian 6-year olds also allow both 

distributive and collective readings with numeral-containing sentences with the 

distributive particle is, which blocks collective readings in adult grammar. Cross-

linguistic data suggest thus that distributive interpretations are early but not mandatory in 

child language. 
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5.3. Experiment III: Distributive numerals in different syntactic positions 
 

This experiment aims to investigate the interpretations of sentence with two numerals and 

distributive po in either subject position, object position or occurring in both 

simultaneously. The main hypotheses are that (i) all po-sentences yield event-distributive 

readings and (ii) the locus of po determines the kind of participant-distributive reading at 

stake. 

We created nine experimental conditions – 3 sentence types (po-object, po-subject and 

double-po) × 3 contexts (Subject-distributive, Object-distributive and Event-distributive), 

illustrated below. 

 

Test sentences 

 

(1) po-object sentences 

     Tri     devojčice       drže                po dva balona. 

      three girl-NOM.PL   hold-3.PL.PS     po  two balloon-PAUC 

      ‘Three girls are (each) / separately holding two balloons.’ 

 

(2) po-subject sentences 

      Po tri     devojčice      drže              dva balona. 

      po  three girl-NOM.PL  hold-3.PL.PS  two balloon-PAUC 

      ‘Three girls are holding each of two balloons.’45 

  

(3) double-po sentences 

      Po  tri     devojčice     drže              po  dva balona. 

      po  three girl-NOM.PL  hold-3.PL.PS  po  two balloon-PAUC 

      ‘Three girls are holding two balloons at separate locations.’ 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
45	  Notice that, to translate sentence (2) in English, we use each, since it is the most 
straightforward of translating the sentence in English. Keep in mind however that we 
have argued that po is different from each. 
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(4) Experimental conditions 

                         
                                                         a.  Subject-distributive (SD) 

 

                            
                                                        b. Object-distributive (OD) 

                            
                                                             c. Event-distributive (ED) 

 

Recall that under the assumption defended in Chapter 4, all three conditions in (4) qualify 

as event-distributive. For expository reasons, I will however continue to refer to the 

situations where distribution seems to be over atomic event participants, girls in (4a) for 

SD and balloons in (4b) for OD, as well as over locations, as participant-distributive 
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readings. I refer to the situation where the distribution is over locations, but not over 

atomic event participants, in (4c), as to event-distributive (ED). 

 

5.3.1. Participants46 
 

Adults 

Participants were native Serbian speakers, (N=17, f=12, MA= 35.5, sd=8.83). They were 

mostly tested in Vojvodina region (N=13). The rest of participants were residing in 

France, one of them for 9 years, and the three others less than 5 years. They are originally 

from Belgrade (N=1), Novi Sad (N=2) and from the southern region of Serbia, near the 

city of Leskovac (N=1). 

 

Children 

We tested 19 monolingual children between ages 6;8 and 7;6 (MA= 6.5, SD = 0.5,  10 

girls). All children were recruited from the same class in the primary school ‘Vuk 

Karadžić’ in Crvenka, Serbia. This age group is chosen because younger children did not 

show any sensitivity to the correlation between distributivity and po (Experiment II, 

Section 5.2).  

 

5.3.2. Design and materials  
 

Test items consisted of pictures (hand drawings) that were scanned and matched with test 

sentences. Each sentence type, (1), (2) and (3), i.e. po-object, po-subject and double-po 

sentence, was paired with each context, SD, OD and ED in (4), resulting in 9 conditions. 

For every condition, there were 6 different verb-object combinations.Thus, there was a 

total of 54 test items (3×3×6).  

The distracters consisted of descriptions of short videos. They did not contain any bare or 

distributive numerals, but bare plural nouns and intransitive verbs, e.g. ‘Devojke pevaju’ 

(‘The girls are singing’). Half of the distracters consisted of sentences matching the 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46	  I own many thanks to Ana Bosnić for the data collection for this experiment.	  
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videos, and half of them not matching the videos. The 18 distracters were mixed with the 

54 test items, resulting in a total of 72 items. The items were divided into three blocks of 

24 items. Each block contained only one test sentence type (po-object, po-subject or 

double-po) and all three conditions, SD, OD and ED. (see Appendix C for the complete 

list of items).  

 

5.3.3. Procedure 
 

Again, we used TVJT. Each child was sat individually with the experimenter away from 

class, in a quiet room.  The children were presented pictures (corresponding to the test 

items) and videos (for distracters) on a computer screen. The sentences describing the 

pictures were written on the screen under the relevant pictures, and read to the children 

by the experimenter. For distracter items, the descriptions were given by a pre-recorded 

female voice. The children were asked if they agreed or not with the description given for 

each picture/video. The experimenter clicked on the yes/no button after each response. A 

program in Python was created to run picture and video items in a randomized order and 

registered the answers automatically at the computer. Children watched one block of 

items per day. The order in which the three blocks were presented was balanced across 

the subjects.  

Adults did the experiment autonomously. They did the three blocks on the same day, one 

after the other, with short breaks between them. 

 

5.3.4. Hypotheses and predictions 
 

H1: All po-sentences allow event-distributive readings. 

 

H2: The position of po determines the type of a participant-distributive reading of a 

sentence. 

 

H1 and H2 make the following predictions. 
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Table 12 Predicted response patterns 
 SD OD ED 

po-object YES NO YES  

po-subject NO YES YES  

double-po NO NO YES 

 

   
 

 

When po attaches to the object, i.e. po dva balona (‘po two balloons’) in (1), groups of 

two balloons must be distributed (meaning that we need at least two events involving 

groups of two balloons), which is the case in SD and ED, but not in OD. We therefore 

expect po-object sentences to be accepted in SD and ED, but not in OD.  

When po attaches to the subject, i.e. po tri devojke (‘po three girls’) in (2), groups of 

three girls must be distributed (meaning that we need at least two events involving groups 

of three girls), which is the case in OD and ED, but not in SD. We therefore expect po-

subject sentences to be accepted under OD and ED readings, but not under SD reading. 

Finally, when po attaches to both subject and object, groups of three girls and groups of 

two balloons must be distributed, i.e. we need at least two events involving three girls and 

two balloons each. This is the case in ED but not in SD (where there are no two groups of 

three girls) nor in OD (where there are no two groups of two balloons). Henceforth, we 

expected double-po sentences to be rejected under SD and OD readings and accepted 

only under the ED reading.  
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5.3.5. Adults: results and discussion 
 

5.3.5.1. Results 

Let us first look at the adult responses given below. The values correspond to the 

percentages of ‘yes’ responses across the 9 experimental conditions (3 sentence types × 3 

contexts). 

 

 

Table	  13	  Percentages	  of	  ‘yes’	  responses	  in	  adults	  
 SD OD ED 

po-object 99 3.9 34.3 
po-subject 6.9 47.1 68.6 
double-po 13.7 4.9 87.3 

 

Po-object sentences are accepted under SD (99%) and under ED (34.3%). The difference 

between the scores is found significant (χ2(2) = 193.9, p < 0.001). 

Po-subject sentences are accepted under OD (47.1%) and under ED (68.6%). The 

difference between the two was not found significant (χ2(1) = 8.9, p = 0.003). 

Double-po sentences are accepted under ED reading (87.3%). A significant difference is 

found across conditions, (χ2(2) = 182.6, p < 0.001). No significant difference is found 

between SD (13.7%) and OD (4.9%), (χ2(1) = 3.7, p = 0.05). 

 

The raw results show the predicted pattern of responses for participant-distributive 

readings: SD × po-object sentences (99%) and OD × po-subject (47.1%). For ED 

readings, the strongest score is with double-po sentences, although the difference 

between double-po (87.3%) vs. po-subject (68.6%) sentences was not found significant, 

(χ2(1) = 9.2, p = 0.002). However, the difference between double-po sentences (87.3%) 

vs. po-object sentences (34.3%) was found significant (χ2(2) = 63.4, p < 0.001). 

 

Notice however that the OD reading is accepted with its target po-subject sentence only 

at chance (47.1%), while the SD is accepted with its target po-object sentences at ceiling 

(99%). The asymmetry between predicted rates for SD and OD is significant, 
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(χ2(1) = 67.3, p < 0.001). How do we account for this asymmetry between po-subject and 

po-object sentences? On the basis of this finding, one might wonder to what extent po-

subject sentences are truly acceptable.  

However, notice that po-subject sentences were accepted at 68.6% in the ED scenario, 

and thus slightly preferred in this scenario over OD (47.1%), although not at the 

significant level (χ2(1) = 8.9, p = 0.003). This suggests that it is the context (OD) for the 

target po-subject sentence and not the target po-subject sentence itself that is disliked.  

Finally, notice that the asymmetry between the acceptance of ED with po-object and po-

subject sentences (34.3% vs. 68.6%) was significant (χ2(1) = 22.7, p < 0.001). 

 

5.3.5.2. Discussion 

 

Recall that, under H1, all po-sentences yield event-distributive readings. Under H2, the 

syntactic locus of po determines the participant-distributive reading (subject or object) of 

its sentence. 

 

The main findings for adults are summarized below: 

 

(i) Event-distributive readings (ED) are accepted significantly less with po-object 

than with po-subject sentences;  

(ii) The syntactic position of po determines the participant-distributive reading of 

its sentence;  

(iii) Object-distributive readings (OD) were accepted significantly less with their 

target sentences (po-subject) than was the subject-distributive reading (SD) 

with its target po-object sentence or the event-distributive reading (ED) with 

either po-subject or double-po sentences. 

 

We can conclude that adults take poNP as the expression that must be distributed, given 

the high rates of acceptance for the conditions po-object sentence × SD (99%), po-

subject-sentence × OD (47.1%) and double-po sentence × ED (68.6%).  
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The unpredicted findings are in (i) and (iii). Why do speakers prefer po-subject over po-

object sentences under the ED scenario? Why is the acceptance rate for the OD reading 

with the target po-subject sentence significantly lower than for two other readings with 

their respective target sentences? Are these unpredicted findings correlated, i.e. does the 

same source underlie (i) and (iii)?  

 

We sketch the solution in the following sub-section. 

 

5.3.5.2.1. Explaining unpredicted adult responses: the information structure hypothesis 

 

The proposal I sketch below is based on three simple assumptions:  

 

(5) a. Left-most peripheral positions are suitable topics (Godjevac 2003)   

      b. Nonspecific NPs are not suitable candidates for topics 

      c.  po-phrases are nonspecific (Choe 1987) 

 

With these simple assumptions in place, let us look at our test sentences (1), (2) and (3), 

repeated in (6), (7) and (8) respectively. 

 

On this proposal, the po-object sentence in (1), repeated below in (6), is well formed. The 

bare numeral NP is a suitable topic since it can be specific and occupies a sentence-initial 

(left-most) position. The underlying structure for (6a) is given in (6b). 

 

(6) a. Tri       devojčice     drže               po   dva  balona. 

          three   girl-NOM.PL   hold-3.PL.PS  po   two  balloon-PAUC 

      b. [TopP [tri devojčice]1 [IP  t1 drže po dva balona] ] 

 

Let now turn to the problematic test sentence in (2), repeated in (7). 

 

(7) Po tri     devojčice     drže             dva  balona. 

     po  three girl-NOM.PL  hold-3.PL.PS two  balloon-PAUC 
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Recall that we need a specific NP at the left-most position to qualify as a suitable topic. 

The initial poNP occupying this position is however non-specific (see (5c)). How do 

rescue the sentence? There are potentially two ways to salvage the sentence. The first one 

is to front the object, since bare numeral NPs can be specific. This proposal predicts that 

a sentence such as (8), where the bare numeral NP has been scrambled to the sentence-

initial position, should be as acceptable in the OD context as is po-object sentences in the 

SD context. 

 

(8) [TopP [dva balona]1 [IP po tri devojčice drže t1] ] 

 

In (8), we have a specific NP occupying the left-most position and as such the topicality 

constraints assumed in (5) above are fulfilled. To my native ear, this is indeed the case. I 

leave for future research experimental validation of this hypothesis. 

 

Let us now turn to the second problematic result, given under (i) in Section 5.3.5.2. That 

is, event-distributive readings (ED) are accepted significantly less with po-object than 

with po-subject sentences. The hypothesis presented herein for the problem in (iii) in 

Section 5.3.5.2., has the consequences for the problem in (i). Recall that all po-sentences 

yield ED, while double-po sentence yields only ED reading. Po-object sentences are 

acceptable in both ED and SD (but not on OD on the theoretical account developed in 

Chapter 4). The asymmetry simple reflects the preference for SD (given that ED can be 

described by double-po sentences). By contrast, po-subject sentences are acceptable 

under ED, but not under SD or OD, although for different reasons. The incompatibility 

with SD scenario is due to the semantic properties of po (see Section 4.2). The 

incompatibility with the OD scenarios is accounted for by the information structure 

hypothesis sketched in this section. This is why speakers prefer it under ED context 

(although manage not to reject it under OD). Notice that proposal would make the 

prediction that the sentence in (8) should be accepted less under ED and more under OD 

condition, than it was case with the sentence (2), repeated in (7), since the OD reading 

would become more available. 
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If this generalization is correct, then it is not po-subject but po-initial conditions that are 

disliked on the proposed participant-distributive reading.  

 

5.3.6. Children: results and discussion 
 

5.3.6.1. Results 

Table	  14	  Percentages of ‘yes’ responses in children 
 SD OD ED 

po-object 93.9 10.5 91.2 
po-subject 93.9 20.2 94.7 
double-po 92.1 18.4 92.1 

 

With po-object sentences, the scores are significantly different across conditions, 

χ2(2) = 225.5, p < 0.001. 

With po-subject sentences, the scores again vary significantly depending on the 

condition, χ2(2) = 197.3, p < 0.001. 

With double-po sentences, the difference was found significant across conditions as well, 

χ2(2) = 188.2, p < 0.001.  

Children show high acceptance rates of SD and ED readings regardless of a sentence 

type. They reject the OD reading, regardless of sentence type as well, χ2(2) = 4.4, p = 

0.11.  

 

Let us now compare children and adult results on the OD condition. 

 

Figure 9. % of ‘yes’ under OD in children and adults 
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Po-object sentences. The difference between the scores in children (10.5%) vs. adults 

(3.9%) was not found significant, χ2(1) = 2.5, p = 0.1.  

Po-subject sentences. The difference between children’s scores (20.2%) and adults’ 

scores  (47.1%) was found significant, χ2(1) = 16.4, p < 0.001.  

Double-po sentences. The difference between the scores in children (18.4%) and adults 

(4.9%) was not found significant, χ2(1) = 8.1, p = 0.005.  

 

5.3.6.2. Discussion 

 

Given our findings for children, we can say that H1 is supported: all po-sentences give 

rise to event-distributive readings. However, H2 is falsified – children are not sensitive to 

the syntactic attachment site of po, that is, the locus of po does not determine the 

participant-distributive reading at stake. 

Summarizing the major findings concerning children’s response patterns:  

 

(i) Children accept SD and ED contexts for all types of po-sentences; 

(ii) Children reject OD contexts for all types of po-sentences. 

 

Notice that the event-distributive reading (ED) involves distributing both subjects and 

objects, the subject-distributive (SD) involves distributing only objects and the OD 

involves distributing only subjects. Given that children accept ED and SD, but not OD, 

we can conclude that children do not like distributing subjects alone (without objects). 

 

This pattern therefore allows the following generalizations: 

 

G1: Children accept both participant-distributive and event-distributive readings 

G2: Children are not sensitive to the locus of po 

G3: Children do not like distributing subjects alone (without objects) 
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We argue that 6-year olds do not know the meaning of po, or better, they ignore po, 

which is in line with the results in 5-year olds (Experiment II, Section 5.2). Therefore, 

they interpret sentences in (1), (2) and (3) as if they were without po, that is, as if they 

contained bare numerals. The question then is what is the source of G3. I now suggest 

three possible explanations for this response pattern: the scope hypothesis, proposed for 

English children (Musolino 2009), the information structure hypothesis, put forth to 

account for Serbian adult data (Section 5.3.5.2.1), and the thematic ranking hypothesis, 

proposed for Hungarian children in É. Kiss et al. (2012), taken from Lee (2003) for 

Chinese children.  

 

5.3.6.2.1. The scope hypothesis 

 

We know from Musolino (2009) that in English, the language without distributive 

numerals, children, but also adults, dislike distributing subject. This is accounted for on 

the hypothesis that distributive readings of sentences with two numerals involve scope 

relations between two nNPs, and, given two distributive readings, the inverse scope 

construal (object-distributive) is disprefered (in both children and adults)47. That is, 

English sentences with two numerals yield subject-wide scope (distribution is over the 

atomic members of the subject NP), which corresponds to our SD context, and object-

wide scope readings (distribution is over the atomic members of the object NP), which 

corresponds to our OD context. Children accept the subject-distributive readings, where 

the group denoted by the object NP is distributed over atomic members of the subject NP 

(subject-distributive or subject-wide scope). They do not accept the object-distributive (or 

object-wide scope) readings, where the distribution of the group denoted by the subject 

NP is over the atomic participants of the object NP. This asymmetry can be seen as 

rejection of the ‘inverse scope participant reading’ (where the object takes wide scope 

over the subject). Since Serbian children ignore po, and we concluded that they interpret 

distributive numerals as bare numerals, the hypothesis of inverse scope can then plausibly 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
47	   Note that, importantly, Musolino (2009) takes the asymmetry between subject-
distributive and object-distributive readings in English children (and adults) to be the 
matter of dispreference and not unavailability of the object-distributive reading with 
numerals.	  
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be extended to Serbian children - children prefer surface scope interpretation of sentences 

with two numerals.  

However, note the possible problems with this account. 

First, our analysis of distributivity in Serbian does not take that the scope of two nNPs is 

relevant for the resulting distributive reading. Even if we take that children, unlike adults, 

are sensitive to surface scope (behaving like English speakers), this does not explain why 

they accept event-distributive readings at the same rates as subject-distributive readings. 

That is, under the scope hypothesis, the NP that has wide scope functions as a restriction 

of a silent each, which is a distributive operator. Thus, when the subject maps to the 

restriction of each, subject-wide scope reading arises, since distribution is over the atomic 

members of the subject NP. When the object maps to the restriction of each, object-wide 

scope reading arises, since distribution is over the atomic members of the object NP. On 

this view, the event-distributive reading would presumably involve the covert 

spatiotemporal argument as a restriction for the operator each. The reading would involve 

the distribution (of the subject NP and the object NP) over the spatiotemporal locations. 

The question is then why would children have difficulties with an inverse scope reading, 

where the surface position of numerals does not correspond to their scope relations, but 

not with the event-distributive reading, where the argument over which the distribution 

takes place is a covert (invisible) spatiotemporal argument. Notice that English children 

were not tested on event-distributive readings. This piece of data would hopefully help us 

to clarify this issue. 

 

5.3.6.2.2. The information structure hypothesis 

 

The rejection of the OD reading is in line with the adult dispreference, although 

children’s results are significantly lower than these of the adults. We have accounted for 

adults’ dispreference for OD readings in terms of the information structure hypothesis. 

This could be extended to children. Note that children clearly do not know the meaning 

of po, hence do not distinguish between bare numerals and distributive numerals, and 

presumably do not know that poNPs are nonspecific. However, they may know that the 

left-most NPs are to be taken as topics. What the three test sentences have in common is 
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that the subject is always in the topic position. We may think therefore that children, 

since they do not pay attention to po, interpret subject as specific in all three sentences, 

since it always occupies the left most position. As such, children reject distributing 

topics. This again would predict that, if the left most position in test sentences were 

occupied by the object NP (po-object or po-less object), children would not like to 

distribute objects alone. Note however that Hollebrandse (2004), who investigates 

whether topicality helps children in limiting quantifier-spreading with Dutch universal 

quantifier alle (all), founds no effect of topicality on the interpretation of object 

quantifiers, contrary to subject quantifiers.  

Notice also that this account would again have to explain why children nevertheless 

accept event-distributive readings, where the topic would be a covert spatiotemporal 

argument. That is, on this account, children would take the left argument most 

systematically as the argument over which distribution takes place, which would presume 

that event-distributive readings is not accepted. This is however not the case. 

 

5.3.6.2.3.The thematic ranking hypothesis  

 

Hungarian, unlike English, has a distributive marker is and furthermore, marks scope by 

the surface syntactic structure, i.e. the linear order of the numerals corresponds to their 

scope relations. However, Hungarian children are not as sensitive to the scope relations 

as adults (É. Kiss et al, 2012).  

É. Kiss et al. (2012) suggest that non-linguistic factors, such as visual prominence, but 

also the thematic prominence of arguments, may be more important to children that scope 

relations. The thematic prominence hypothesis is also proposed for Chinese L1 

interpretation of the quantifier every (Lee 2003). This is illustrated in (9). 

 

(9) Hierarchy of thematic roles in children (Lee 2003; cf. É. Kiss et al. (2012)) 

 

        ACTOR > LOCATION > PATIENT  
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The hierarchy of thematic roles in (9) determines what children preferably take to be the 

group over which the distribution takes place. That is, children like to distribute over the 

actors first, then over the locations, and the least over the patients. This is the pattern that 

we indeed find in Serbian children. 
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5.4. Experiment IV: svaki (every) and distributive po 
 

In this experiment, we test the comprehension of sentences with the quantifier svaki 

(every) in subject position and poNP in object position, which we will call svakiNP-poNP 

sentences. Our test hypothesis is that this sentence type yields only an atomic 

(exhaustive) participant-distributive (here: subject-distributive) reading, assuming that (i) 

svaki enforces atomic partitioning and exhaustivity (Section 2.1) and (ii) po forces 

distributivity (be it atomic or non-atomic). Thus, take sentence (1). Svaki will enforce 

atomic partitioning of the group of girls and exhaustive participation of all group 

members, i.e. each girl in the relevant context must paint one box48, while po will enforce 

distributive readings. Therefore, we expect that svakiNP-poNP sentences only yield an 

atomic participant-distributive reading – in this case, subject-distributive, where each girl 

paints one box. We created 6 experimental conditions to test the hypothesis, illustrated in 

(2). Three of them, the atomic-distributive (AD), the non-atomic-distributive (NAD) and 

the collective (COLL) tested whether the atomic partitioning of the group of girls is 

required. The other three tested the exhaustive requirement with svaki. They were 

identical to the first three conditions, except that they involved an extra subject (e.g. girl), 

hence we call them AD+, NAD+ and COLL+. 

 

 

(1) Test sentence 

            Svaka             devojka       farba             po kutiju. 

every-NOM.SG girl-NOM.SG paint-3.SG.PS po box-ACC.SG 

            ‘Each girl is painting a box.’ 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 Recall that svaki is not incompatible with collective scenarios (see Section 2.1.3.2), but 
collective readings are blocked here (with the test sentence) due to the presence of po.  
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(2) Experimental conditions 

   
                       AD                                       NAD                                    COLL 
 

  
                      AD+                                          NAD+                                  COLL+ 

 

5.4.1. Participants 
 

Adults 

The monolingual Serbian speakers were recruited in Novi Sad, Serbia (N=31, f=21, 

MA=27.3, sd=8.6).  

 

Children 

A total of 98 children were tested, separated in 3 age groups. The first group consisted of 

children between the ages 4;3 (including one child aged 3;0) and 6;9 (N=23, MA=5.0, 

SD=0.8, 9 girls). These children were recruited in the kindergarten ‘Povratak prirodi’ in 

Belgrade (Zemun), Serbia. The second group were children between the ages 6;11 and 

8;1 (N=38, MA=7.2, SD=0.5, 24 girls), from the primary school ‘Đura Daničić’ in Novi 

Sad, Serbia. The third group consisted of children between the ages 8;7 and 11;0 (N=37, 

MA=9.4, SD=0.7, 19 girls), from the primary school ‘Petar Kočić’ in Temerin, Serbia. I 
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will refer to the three groups by using approximate mean age per group, as to 5-year olds, 

7-year olds and 9-year olds.  

 

5.4.2. Design and materials 
 

Each experimental condition, in (2), AD, NAD, COLL, AD+, NAD+ and COLL+, was 

matched with the test sentence svakiNP-poNP in (1). These 6 configurations were 

presented with four different predicates (verb-object combination), yielding a total of 24 

test trials. The experiment also included 12 distracter items of type ‘N-PL V-

INTRANSITIVE’, such as  ‘Devojke kijaju’ (‘The girls are sneezing’). Half of distracter 

items were ‘true’ (describing the given situation) and half of them were ‘false’ (not 

describing the given situation) The 36 items (24 test + 12 distracters) were compilations 

of short scenes and audio descriptions pronounced by a pre-recorded female voice. (See 

Appendix D for the complete list of items). 

 

5.4.3. Procedure 
 

The TVJT was used. A program in Python was created to screen the items in a random 

order and collect the answers automatically. 

Each child was presented short videos on the computer screen, in a quiet room away from 

the class. The children were instructed to answer if they agreed or not with the 

description that the voice provided for a video. The youngest children (5-year olds) were 

asked to answer and the experimenter entered the responses for them. Older children (7- 

and 9-year olds) clicked alone on the yes/no button that appeared after each video. The 

comments that children provided were recorded. 

The adult participants did the experiment in the same way, in the presence of the 

experimenter who did not intervene. 
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5.4.4. Hypothesis and predictions 
 

The hypothesis that we tested is given below. 

 

H1: svakiNP-poNP sentences yield only atomic exhaustive distributive readings (AD) 

 

Non-atomic distributive and collective readings should be excluded, since svaki enforces 

atomic partitioning of the group denoted by the NP it combines with, while po enforces 

distributive readings. Moreover, AD+ reading (with an extra subject) should also be 

rejected, since svaki enforces exhaustivity. 

5.4.5. Results and discussion 
 

Let us first look at the data across groups. In the remainder of the section, I discuss the 

main findings. 

 

5.4.5.1. Results 

 

Figure 10. % of ‘yes’ responses across groups 
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Adults. The data show that the predicted interpretation AD is accepted almost at ceiling 

(98.4%). For the three conditions AD, NAD and COLL, the scores were significantly 

different (χ2(2) = 223.53, p < 0.001). We refined the analysis by comparing NAD 

(20.2%) vs. COLL (13.7%). The Chi-Square test did not reveal a significant difference 

(χ2(1) = 1.4, p = 0.2). 

The acceptance rates of AD+ (around 25%) are significantly higher than those for 

NAD+/COLL+ (around 7% and 5% respectively), (χ2(2) = 27.73, p < 0.001). 

5-year olds. Children accept all conditions above chance. No significant difference is 

found between the scores on AD (81.5%) vs. NAD (73.9%), (χ2 (1) = 1.13, p = 0.28) nor 

between AD (81.5%) vs. COLL (59.8%), (χ2(1) = 9.46, p = 0.002), or between NAD 

(73.9%) and COLL (59.8%), (χ2(1) = 3.53, p = 0.06). No difference is found between 

AD+ (63%) and COLL+ (54%), (χ2(2) = 1.47, p = 0.48). The difference between 5-year 

olds and adults on the target AD condition was found significant (81.5% vs. 98.4% 

respectively) (χ2(1) = 16.7, p < 0.001). 

7-year olds in general pattern like 5-year olds. No significant difference in percentages is 

found between the two groups for AD (χ2(1) = 3.01, p = 0.08), NAD (χ2(1) = 0.39, 

p =0.5) or COLL (χ2(1) = 1.04, p = 0.3). On AD+, the percentages are almost identical: 

63% (5-year olds) and 61% (7-year old). No significant difference is found between the 

two groups for NAD+ (60% for 5-year olds vs. 49% for 7-year olds) (χ2(1) = 1.1, 

p = 0.2), or for COLL+ (54% vs. 47%), (χ2(1) = 1.05, p = 0.3).  

9-year olds differ importantly from 7-year olds on all conditions except on the target 

condition AD (χ2(1) = 0.1, p = 0.7), and are, overall closer to adults. No significant 

difference is found between 9-year olds and adults on the target condition AD 

(χ2(1) = 4.57, p = 0.03). The difference between adults and 9-year olds is found 

significant for NAD (χ2(1) = 16.14, p < 0.001), but not for COLL (χ2(1) = 8.37, 

p = 0.004) or COLL+  (χ2 (1) = 4.9, p = 0.03). 
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5.4.5.2. Discussion 

 

5.4.5.2.1. Adults 

 

We can say that overall adults’ results are in line with H1, although non-atomic (20.2% 

and 13.7%) and non-exhaustive interpretations (25%) are not completely excluded, 

contrary to the predictions. I suggest that this marginal acceptance of the non-atomic 

(NAD) and the non-exhaustive (AD+) readings is due to the presence of po, given that 

the latter is compatible with non-atomic partitioning and non-exhaustive distribution (see 

section 4.1.4). I also take that the collective readings are not excluded with svaki, thus the 

result on COLL. However, given that the atomic exhaustive reading (AD) is strongly 

preferred, we conclude that svakiNP-poNP enforces atomic exhaustive participant-

distributive readings, as expected.  

 

5.4.5.2.2. Children vs. adults 

 

Unlike adults, children overall:  

 

(i) Allow non-atomic distributive and collective readings with svakiNP-poNP 

sentences;  

(ii) Allow non-exhaustive readings with svakiNP-poNP sentences. 

 

The slight preference for the target reading is attested, but this preference becomes 

significant only at the age of 9. 

Overall, 5-year olds and 7-year olds pattern alike. Children show non-adult like patterns 

on all conditions, with a significantly lower acceptance of the target condition and 

significantly higher scores on all other conditions.  

We also conclude that children at the age of 7 are not sensitive to the strong distributive 

force of po, given that collective readings are not excluded. This finding is consistent 

with the results on distributive po in experiments II and III (Sections 5.2. and 5.3), as well 
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as with the data in Russian 5-6 year olds (Sekerina & Sauermann 2011, see section 

5.4.5.2.3). 

The response pattern of 9-year olds falls halfway between 7-year olds and adults. We can 

see from the 9-year olds’ pattern that children start to dislike non-exhaustive readings, 

compared to the exhaustive readings. This tendency suggests that children start to be 

sensitive to exhaustivity prior to distributivity. However, given the overall high scores, 

this tendency may simply be due to the preference for a one-to-one pairing between the 

subjects and objects (in AD). 

These results suggest two important conclusions. The first one is that svaki is indeed a 

pseudo-distributive quantifier. On its own, quantifier svaki forces exhaustivity, but not 

strong (obligatory) distributivity (see Section 2.1). The second one is that it is indeed po 

that forces distributive readings in svakiNP-poNP sentences. Evidence comes from the 9-

year olds’ response pattern summarized above. Since for them po is not obligatory for 

enforcing distributivity, it is also compatible with collective readings. These results are in 

line with the results in experiments II, where we argued that children at the age 9 

interpret po like svaki.  

We take these results to suggest that it is only when children acquire the meaning of po, 

that distributivity is obligatory, i.e. that collective readings with po-numerals and po-

quantifiers become unavailable. 

 

To summarize, the developmental path discussed at hand shows that children acquire the 

meaning of svaki prior to the meaning of po, since they go through a stage where they are 

sensitive to exhaustivity, but not to distributivity. The data furthermore validate our claim 

that only po forces strong distributivity. Depending on the constructions in which it 

appears (e.g. sentences with numerals vs. quantifier svaki), it will contribute the meaning 

of distribution over, respectively locations/time intervals or individuals. On its own, 

quantifier svaki forces exhaustivity, but not strong (obligatory) distributivity. 
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5.4.5.2.3. Cross-linguistic perspective: Sekerina & Sauermann (2011) 

 

A lot of work has been done on the acquisition of quantifiers such as every, each or all, 

across languages (Philip 1995, Brooks & Braine 1996, Brooks & Sekerina 2006, Crain et 

al, 1996, Drozd 2001, Guerts 2003, Gualmini, Meroni & Crain 2003, Hollebrandse 2004, 

Kuznetsova et al 2007, among many others). However, as far as we are aware of, only 

one acquisition study, Sekerina & Sauermann (2011), deals with Slavic distributive po in 

sentences with a universal quantifier49. The experiment is an eye-trucking study, which 

focuses on quantifier spreading in Russian children. This term refers to different kinds of 

non-adult response patterns on the comprehension of the sentences with universal 

quantifiers. The nature and sources of these errors are disputed and I leave this issue 

aside, since it is not relevant for us here (see, for example, Roeper & De Villiers 1993, 

Philip 1995, Rakhlin 2007). Sekerina & Sauermann’s study focuses on quantifier 

spreading, but also takes into account the distributive force of po in Russian, and 

hypothesize that po will help children to spread less, since only a ‘strict distributive’ 

reading is available with sentences with the quantifier kazhdyj (every) and distributive po, 

henceforth kazhdyjNP-poNP sentences. The task was sentence-picture verification. The 

sentences in (2) and (3) were matched with the two experimental conditions, (a) 

containing extra alligators and (b) containing extra bathtubs (as well as with distracter 

conditions). 

 

(2) Kazhdyi alligator  lezhit v vane. 

every      alligator  lies    in bathtub 

‘Every alligator lies in the bathtub.’ 

 

(3) V kazhdoj vane      lezhit po alligatoru. 

in every     bathtub lies    po alligator 

‘In every bathtub lies an alligator.’  

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
49	  Dotlačil (2015) investigates the processing of the universal quantifier každý and the 
distributive po in Czech.	  
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Crucially, the contexts such as (a) anove, which they devised to instantiate the ‘strict 

distributivity’, boils down to what we referred to as the atomic participant-distributive 

context (AD). Notice however that there are important differences between the two 

studies. First, Sekerina and Sauermann address different research questions from ours, 

because they focus on kazhdyj (every) and quantifier spreading, while our primary focus 

is on distributive po. Second, the design and materials differ from ours in important 

respects. Their test sentences are unaccusative and come in two types: (i) sentences 

without po and with kazhdyj (every) in subject position, such as in (2) and (ii) sentences 

with poNP in subject position and kazhdyj (every) in a locative PP, such as in (3). Third, 

po in Russian always assigns case to its complement noun (behaving therefore as a 

preposition even in its distributive use) (see Harves 2003), while Serbian distributive po 

does not assign case, contrary to prepositional po (see section 4.3). Finally, kazhdyj is an 

adjectival quantifier, just like svaki (in the sense of triggering agreement with its noun), 

but contrary to Serbian, where svaki (every) and svi (all) have the same morphological 

root, but different inflectional morphemes (singular vs. plural), in Russian kazhdyj(every) 

and vse (all) do not share the same base form. Despite these language-specific differences 

(which may not be important for the respective studies), both studies investigate 

children’s understanding of sentences with the universal quantifier kazhdyj /svaki (every) 

in combination with distributive po. Most importantly, Sekerina & Sauermann converge 

on some important conclusions that we share. Namely, children are not sensitive to the 

distributive semantics of po. Further, they accept non-exhaustive contexts, with extra 

subjects or objects. The relevant conclusion for us is that Russian 6-year olds do not 

know the meaning of po. This is why, contrary to the predictions, children make 

quantifier spreading errors regardless of the presence or absence of po. The results from 

Russian and Serbian suggest that distributive po is mastered rather late in both languages. 

 

5.5. Summary of the main findings 
 

The experimental adult data that we have collected suggest that our generalizations and 

theoretical account of distributivity in Serbian are on the right track. In particular, while 

svaki (every) and bare numerals are pseudo-distributive (just like their English 
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equivalents), po is strongly distributive. These findings also empirically support the claim 

that po yields both participant-distributive and event-distributive interpretations and that 

its syntactic locus determines the type of participant-distributive reading. Finally, the 

combination of svaki and po forces an atomic exhaustive participant-distributive reading, 

where po forces distributivity, while svaki forces exhaustivity (over individuals). 

 

Turning to children – they start with distributive readings of numerals, while the 

collective readings arise later. Further, children allow distributive readings of bare 

numerals even at the age of 9. Conversely, children at the age of 9 do not exclude 

collective interpretations of distributive numerals. They however show sensitivity to 

the syntactic locus of po by the age of 7.  

Finally, by the age of 9 children start to be sensitive to exhaustive force of the quantifier 

svaki (every). Our findings suggest that children acquire the exhaustivity requirement on 

svaki prior to distributivity requirement of po. This further suggests that the determiner-

like quantifiers, such as svaki, seem to be acquired prior to the non determiner-like po.  
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6.  Conclusion 
	  
	  
This thesis provided an analysis of the sparsely investigated distributive marker po 

combining with numerals, as well as the novel child and adult data on the comprehension 

of po and numerals in Serbian. 

 

We first provided empirical evidence that po does not universally quantify over 

individuals, unlike universal quantifiers each and svaki (every) – since it does not require 

exhaustive and atomic distribution over participants. The main generalizations are 

repeated below (Chapter 4, Section 4.1.4). 

 

G1: Event-distributive interpretations 

All po-sentences yield distributive readings where the distribution is either over times (n 

po n), participants (ponaosob) or either times or spaces/participants (po n).  

 

G2: No atomic partitioning requirement 

Participants in the described events do not have to be atomically partitioned (they can 

also be partitioned into groups or not partitioned at all).  

 

G3: No exhaustivity requirement 

The group of participants in the event need not be exhausted (‘exhaustively distributed 

over’). This holds even in the case where the distribution is over atomic participants. 

 

We then argued that po systematically involves the meaning of multiple (plural) events. 

We defended an analysis under which the truth of po-sentences derives from one and the 

same interpretation involving a cumulation of events. This means that po systematically 

contributes to the meaning of a sentence by conveying that there is a plurality of events. 

The remaining issue is to ameliorate the analysis in such a way to accurately derive 

spatiotemporal separation (individuation) of the events. One of the most important issues 

related to the individuation of events is the question of reducing the participant-based to 
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spatial-based distribution/separation. Narrowly related question is whether, to what extent 

and when the participants can be the same across individual events in a group of events.  

   Although our analysis only provides an analysis for po combined with numerals, we 

have put forth the hypothesis that, given the strong empirical evidence that po across the 

board involves the meaning of multiple (plural) events, po shares some core properties 

with pluractional markers. First, some of its main meanings are the basic pluractional 

meanings: multiplicity of events, distributivity, iterativity and repetitiveness (Newman 

1980, 1990, 2000, Cusic 1981, Lasersohn 1995, Matthewson 2000, Filip and Carlson 

2001, Pawlak 2009, Hofherr & Laca 2012, Begović 2014). Additionally, it contributes to 

the meanings of spatial scattering, inchoativity, intensity (Cusic 1981, Součková & Buba 

2008). Second, its distribution corresponds to that of pluractional markers across 

languages: affixation (verbs, adverbs, adjectives), preceding the expression with which it 

combines (numerals, quantifiers), reduplication (numerals, adverbs) and lexicalization 

(ponaosob) (Newman 1980, Lasersohn 1995, Matthewson, Pawlak 2009). Importantly, 

the basic and primary use of po is prepositional, with (locative) spatiotemporal meaning. 

Spatiotemporal distribution or event quantification therefore seems to originate in the 

lexical meaning of the preposition po.  

Given the evidence that po, on the one hand, does not universally quantify over 

individuals and, on the other hand, contributes to the event plurality meanings, we 

contend that the unified analysis of po in Slavic should be sought by taking into account 

its pluractional characteristics. 

 

The second contribution of this thesis is in providing the acquisition and adult 

comprehension data of po with numerals and the universal quantifier svaki (every). The 

adult data gave support that distributive po invokes event-distributive interpretation, 

including participant-based distribution. 

 As for children, our main conclusions are repeated below (Chapter 5). 
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C1: Children accept both participant-distributive and event-distributive readings, but also 

collective readings with po 

C2: Children are not sensitive to the locus of po 

C3: Children do not like distributing subjects alone (without objects) 

 

Children are adult-like in that they accept event-distributive readings, including 

participant-based reading. However, other characteristics of po – that it disallows the 

collective readings and that its syntactic position determines the resulting participant-

distributive readings are not in place even at the age 9. We concluded that children go 

through the stage where they interpret po as the universal quantifier svaki (every), which 

quantifies over individuals, has rather free syntactic position and is pseudo-distributive 

(Chapter 2, Sections 2.1. and 2.2.4). Importantly however, children overwhelmingly 

allow both participant-based and event-based readings, which show that event 

quantification with po and numerals is present in child language at the age of 5. 

Finally, notice that our experiments did not investigate temporal-based distribution, 

available with po. Po can furthermore restrict the event-distributive interpretation to 

temporal distribution only, when it is part of the reduplicated numeral expressions (n po 

n). In these expressions, spatial-distribution, which can coincide with the readings of the 

universal quantifiers, if we take that participant-based distribution is a case of spatial 

distribution - is insufficient. Therefore, n po n expressions eliminate any overlapping 

interpretation between universal quantifiers, such as svaki (every), and po. Child 

understanding of these expressions, which allow only temporal, but not spatial/participant 

(event) distribution, is an important piece of the puzzle on the understanding of po 

expressions. We leave this issue for further research.  
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Résumé en français 
 
 
Cette thèse étudie l'interprétation du marqueur distributif po en serbe, ainsi que la 

compréhension enfantine et adulte des numéraux combinés avec po. Les marqueurs 

distributifs déterminant, comme chaque, ont fait l'objet de nombreuses recherches 

théoriques (voir, entre autres, Jackendoff 1968, Barwise, 1979, Carlson 1980, Barwise & 

Cooper 1981, Scha 1984, Link 1987, Safir & Stowell 1988, Beghelli & Stowell 1997, 

Szabolcsi 1997, Brisson 1998), et de travaux conséquents dans le domaine de 

l'acquisition (voir, par exemple, Inhelder & Piaget 1964, Philip 1995, Brooks & Braine 

1996, Brooks & Sekerina 2006, Crain et al, 1996, Drozd 2001, Guerts 2003, Gualmini, 

Meroni & Crain 2003, Musolino & Lidz 2006, Kuznetsova et al 2007). Il n'existe 

cependant pas, ou très peu, d'études dédiées à l'interprétation du po distributif, commun 

aux langues slaves (voir Przepiórkowski 2013). Dans cette thèse, nous affirmons que le 

marqueur distributif po est significativement différent des quantificateurs universels tels 

que chaque. En effet, ce dernier implique systématiquement la quantification 

événementielle et non la quantification universelle sur les individus. Les travaux 

expérimentaux réalisés dans cette thèse soutiennent cette affirmation que la quantification 

de po porte sur les événements. 

	  
1.	  Exemples	  introductifs,	  définitions	  et	  présentation	  de	  l'objet	  d'étude	  
 
La thèse a pour objet d'étude les phrases contenant des numéraux, comme dans les 
exemples (1) et (2).  
 

1. a. Devojke       kupaju         tri      psa. 
    fille-NOM.PL     lave-3.PL.PS     trois    chien-PAUC 

b. ‘Les filles lavent trois chiens.’ 

 

2. a. Devojke       kupaju         po tri   psa. 
    fille-NOM.PL     lave-3.PL.PS     po trois chien-PAUC 

b. ‘Les filles lavent trois chiens chacune.’  

c. ‘Les filles lavent trois chiens à différents endroits/moments.’ 
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La phrase (1) peut, en principe, avoir une lecture distributive, collective ou cumulative. 

Voici la façon dont ces trois termes sont utilisés dans la thèse. Supposons que Marie, 

Jeanne, et Suzanne, lavent trois chiens. D'après la lecture distributive de (1), chacune de 

ces filles lave trois chiens. Cela signifie que trois filles lavent trois chiens 

individuellement (le groupe de filles est divisé en membres atomiques) et que le nombre 

de chiens dans la situation est, de fait, supérieur à trois (trois par fille). D'après la lecture 

collective de (1), les filles lavent ensemble trois chiens. Cela implique que le nombre de 

chiens et de trois au total. D'après la lecture cumulative de (1), les filles, réparties en 

groupes non atomiques (deux plus une) lavent trois chiens au total. Plus précisément, je 

parle de partition atomique de groupe pour qualifier les situations où chaque fille lave 

trois chiens. La partition non-atomique d'un groupe qualifie les situations où le groupe de 

trois filles peut être divisé en groupes qui ne sont pas des singletons, et où chaque groupe 

lave trois chiens. Ce qui est important est que dans les lectures collectives et cumulatives 

de (1), on se représente une situation où le nombre total de chiens étant lavés est de trois. 

La phrase (1a) en serbe a apparemment les même lectures, distributive, collective et 

cumulative, par effet de miroir avec la phrase française (1b). 

La phrase (2) diffère de la phrase (1) car elle contient le marqueur distributif po qui 

s'attache ici à l'objet numéral GN (donc, nGN). Reprenons l'exemple de Marie, Jeanne et 

Suzanne qui lavent trois chiens. Contrairement à (1), (2) ne permet pas de lecture 

collective ni cumulative, où les trois filles (ensemble ou en groupes non-atomiques) 

lavent un total de trois chiens. Ici, (2) permet deux types de lectures distributives, comme 

le montrent (2b) et (2c). Notons que (2b), où les filles lavent séparément trois chiens, peut 

être vue comme la lecture de (1b). Concernant (2c) qui est également vue comme 

distributive, trois chiens sont lavés par endroit ou période de temps. Le nombre de filles 

impliquées dans chaque scène/action de lavage (impliquant trois chiens) peut varier de un 

à trois. En d'autres termes, soit chaque fille lave trois chiens séparément, en (2b), (ce qui 

revient à la lecture distributive de (1b)), soit trois filles lavent trois chiens mais en étant 

divisées en groupes non-atomiques (2 filles + 1 fille) en (2c), soit, enfin, trois filles lavent 

trois chiens ensemble (à différents endroits, ou différent moments), également en (2c).  
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Ainsi, la phrase (2) implique une lecture distributive, illustrée en (2c), du fait de la 

présence du marqueur distributif po, qui est absent en (1). Les lectures de (2b) et (2c) sont 

toutes deux qualifiées de distributives. Nous allons cependant introduire de nouveaux 

éléments de vocabulaire pour distinguer ces deux lectures, en s'appuyant sur Cable 

(2014). La lecture distributive de (2b), dans laquelle la distribution de trois chiens se fait 

sur les membres individuels (atomiques) d'un groupe de filles, qui sont les participants de 

l’événement "lavage de chiens" sera appelée la lecture distribution sur les participants. 

La lecture (2c), où la distribution de trois chiens se fait sur l'espace ou sur le temps, c'est 

à dire sur un événement spatio-temporel, sera par conséquent appelée la lecture 

distribution sur les événements. Il est important de noter que le terme événement sera 

utilisé dans deux sens : soit comme un état du monde (par exemple, la situation où Marie, 

Jeanne et Suzanne lavent trois chiens), soit comme l'argument d'un verbe, dans le sens 

défini par Davidson (1967) et utilisé dans les approches développées ultérieurement. Je 

me réfère également à Link (1998) en considérant que l'espace et le temps font partie de 

la sémantique de l'argument événementiel. Ainsi, la notion de distribution sur les 

événements signifie systématiquement la distribution sur l'espace et le temps. Les notions 

de distribution "sur quelque chose" ou de distribution "de quelque chose" sont utilisées ici 

en relation avec l'approche de la distributivité relationnelle de (Choe, 1987). Il est donc 

important de noter que ces termes seront parfois utilisés dans le seul but de décrire les 

interprétations des phrases avec po (notés "po-phrases") sans pour autant adopter 

l'approche théorique associée. Par exemple, dans la lecture "distribution sur les 

participants" de (1) et (2b), on peut dire que chaque fille lave trois chiens et que (un 

groupe de) trois chiens est distribué sur (ou à) chaque fille. De façon similaire, on peut 

dire que, dans la lecture "distribution sur les événements" de (2c), les filles lavent trois 

chiens par endroit ou période de temps, ou qu’un groupe de trois chiens est distribué sur 

(ou à) différents endroits et/ou périodes de temps, pour reprendre les termes de Choe 

(1987). De façon alternative, on peut dire que la lecture "distribution sur les participants" 

de (1) et (2) implique qu'il y a une pluralité d’événements (i.e. de situations) dans 

lesquelles les chiens sont lavés (par les filles).  
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Sous cet angle, on peut décrire la lecture de (2c) comme une pluralité d’événements où 

trois chiens sont lavés (que ce soit par endroit, par intervalle de temps ou par fille). In 

fine, nous allons montrer que cette dernière description est la plus adéquate pour 

l'interprétation des po-phrases.  
 

Pour l'exposé, nous allons cependant utiliser les deux façons de décrire les lectures 

permises par po. Par exemple, considérons maintenant la phrase (3) qui contient le 

marqueur distributif chaque et regardons dans quelle mesure cette phrase diffère de la 

phrase (2) qui avec po. Concrètement, qu'est ce qui différencie l'utilisation de po de celle 

de chaque ?  
 

(2) a. Devojke    kupaju      po tri    psa. 
            fille-NOM.PL lave-3.PL.PS po trois  chien-PAUC 

       b. ‘Les filles lavent trois chiens chacune/séparément.’  

       c. ‘Les filles lavent trois chiens à différents endroits/moments.’ 

 

(3) Les filles lavent trois chiens chacune. 
 

Le premier constat est que (2) et (3) impliquent toutes deux une lecture avec "distribution 

sur les participants", où chacune des trois filles lave trois chiens. Il est à noter que (2) 

implique également une lecture "distribution sur les événements" dans (2c), où trois filles 

lavent trois chiens à différents endroits/moments (à des jours différents, par exemple). 

La phrase (3) ne permet pas de lecture "distribution sur les événements". On peut 

cependant se demander dans quelle mesure chaque et po diffèrent, au delà du fait que po 

offre une lecture distributive non permise par (3), où seule la distribution sur les 

événements est permise.  
 

Je propose de considérer que le quantificateur distributif de type déterminant chaque et le 

marqueur distributif po diffèrent en deux points. En voici les raisons.  
 

Considérons tout d'abord la lecture "distribution sur la participants" de (3), également 

permise par (2), dans le contexte (2a). Le quantificateur chaque, tout comme po, empêche 
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la lecture collective des phrases. Chaque impose que le groupe de filles est divisé en 

membres atomiques (i.e. des singletons de filles). Il impose également que la distribution 

des trois chiens sur les groupes de filles se fait de façon exhaustive. En effet, la phrase (3) 

serait fausse dans le cas où, par exemple, seules deux filles sur les trois laveraient trois 

chiens (dans un contexte où les filles en questions sont Marie, Jeanne et Suzanne). Voici 

une formulation des conditions requises par chaque dans (4). 
 

(4) La distributivité avec chaque, mais pas avec po, implique : 

 a. La partition atomique d'un groupe (défini par le GN avec lequel se combine chaque) 

 b. L'exhaustivité (pour le groupe défini par le GN avec lequel se combine chaque) 

 

Voici comment (4) s'applique à (3). La partition atomique du groupe de filles (4a) est 

requise par la présence de chaque (ce qui n'est pas le cas de (1)). Ainsi, la phrase est 

fausse dans le cas où les filles lavent trois chiens ensemble (collectivement) ou en 

groupes non-atomiques (cumulativement). La notion d'exhaustivité requiert que toutes les 

filles en question (sans exception) lavent trois chiens (pour reprendre les termes de Choe, 

1987, les trois chiens sont distribués de façon exhaustive sur les filles). L'exhaustivité 

n'implique pas nécessairement de partition atomique, puisque toutes les filles pourraient 

laver trois chiens, mais pas individuellement. Le quantificateur tous/toutes, peut être 

exhaustif mais n'implique pas de partition atomique du groupe.  

Il est important que ces deux conditions s'appliquent pour chaque.  
 

Revenons à la phrase (2). Une lecture possible de (2) est effectivement celle de (3), où 

chaque fille lave trois chiens. Cependant, les conditions de (4) ne sont pas vérifiées dans 

(2). En effet, le groupe de trois filles ne doit pas être partitionné en membres atomiques 

ou non-atomiques; les filles ne doivent pas non plus être exhaustivement impliquées. En 

fait, (2) est également vraie dans le scénario où deux filles lavent trois chiens et une fille 

lave un autre groupe de trois chiens au même moment. Une distinction cruciale doit être 

faite ici.  

La lecture distributive est différente de la lecture cumulative de (1) qui implique un total 

de trois filles et un total de trois chiens, qu'elle que soit l'association entre filles et chiens. 

Au contraire, sous la lecture de (2) en question, il y a besoin d'au moins deux groupes de 
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trois chiens, que ce soit par groupe de fille (groupe non-atomique) ou par fille seule 

(groupe atomique).  

Encore une autre lecture de (2) est celle où les filles en question (ici Maries, Jeanne et 

Suzanne) sont ensemble pour laver trois chiens à différentes périodes de temps (par 

exemple, différents jours). Cela signifie que les filles sont considérées collectivement, 

dans le sens où elles lavent trois chiens ensemble. Dans ce cas, cependant, la phrase (2) 

n'est vraie que si les filles lavent trois chiens à différents moments (au moins deux 

moments). D'un point de vue descriptif, on peut dire que, sous cette lecture, la 

distribution des "filles lavant des chiens" se fait au cours du temps. Il semble que les deux 

aspects sont liés : d'une part le fait que le partitionnement atomique du groupe de 

participants ne soit pas requis, d'autre part, la distribution sur l'espace et le temps. Quelle 

que soit l'approche utilisée pour la description, il semble clair que (4) ne s'applique pas à 

(2). 
 

Intéressons nous maintenant à (4b). La phrase (2) est également vraie dans le scénario où 

Marie et Jeanne lavent chacune trois chiens, tandis que Suzanne dont on pourrait 

s'attendre à ce qu'elle participe, se relaxe à leurs cotés. C'est ce que j'appelle une 

distribution non exhaustive, pour clarifier le contraste entre les conditions des vérité de 

(2) et de (3). Ainsi, il n'est pas nécessaire que toutes les filles en question soient 

impliquées (ou que la liste des filles disponibles soit épuisée) dans l'action (de laver les 

chiens), avec la po-phrase dans (2), contrairement à la phrase chaque (3). C'est la raison 

pour laquelle (4b) ne s'applique pas à (2). Cela suggère, une fois encore, que c'est 

précisément parce que les participants n'ont pas besoin d'être épuisés (impliqués de façon 

exhaustive) que la distribution dans le temps et l'espace est permise. 
 

On pourrait se demander si les endroits et moments possibles doivent également être 

impliqués de façon exhaustive. La question est légitime mais très difficile à traiter. Il est 

actuellement difficile de savoir comment s'appliquerait l’exhaustivité aux endroits ou 

moments. On peut imaginer que les endroits et moments pertinents sont déterminés par le 

contexte qu'il est possible de vérifier si l'ensemble d'endroits ou moments pertinents doit 

être épuisé (impliqué systématiquement). Cette question reste ouverte. 
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Compte tenu des différences entre po et chaque, et en particulier, du fait que po offre une 

lecture "distribution sur les événements", on peut se demander s'il est pertinent de 

considérer po comme un quantificateur de type adverbial par opposition à un 

quantificateur de type déterminant comme chaque (dans les termes de Partee 1987). On 

peut noter cependant que po apparaît dans une position de quantificateur (précédant un 

nom), comme cela est montré dans le Chapitre 2 de la thèse, mais qu'il peut également 

apparaître dans le domaine verbal, comme partie du groupe verbal, adverbial ou 

prépositionnel. Cette caractérisation semble donc inappropriée ou insuffisante pour 

rendre compte des différences entre po et chaque.  
 

2. Objectifs de la thèse  
 

Les exemples illustratifs étudiés jusqu'à présent mettent en évidence des différences entre 

les phrases avec des marqueurs distributifs tels que le po serbe dans (2) et le chaque 

français dans (3). Ces différences sont étudiées plus en profondeur dans le 

développement de la thèse. Ce type d'exemples, développés dans le cadre d'expériences 

sur la compréhension enfantine et adulte, sont le principal support de l'affirmation selon 

laquelle ces deux quantificateurs diffèrent suivant plusieurs aspects fondamentaux. En 

particulier, nous avons montré que po implique systématiquement la quantification sur les 

événements (c'est à dire sur les unités spatio-temporelles), même sous les lectures du type 

"distribution sur les participants". Nous avons également montré que po n'implique pas la 

quantification universelle sur les individus, contrairement à chaque. En effet, ni la 

partition atomique d'un groupe de participants à un événement, ni l’exhaustivité de ce 

groupe n’est requise. Nous supposons également que le po distributif, combiné avec des 

numéraux, comme dans (2), partage des propriétés importantes avec le po prépositionnel, 

mais également avec le po qui s'attache aux verbes, adverbes et adjectifs.  

Dans le cadre de ces usages, po contribue à la variété d'interprétations qui sont 

considérées comme celles des marqueurs pluractionnels dans différentes langues (Cusic 

1981, Lasersohn 1995, Matthewson 2000, Součková & Buba 2008, Hofherr & Laca 

2012).  
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La plupart du temps, le terme "pluractionnel" est utilisé pour désigner les marqueurs 

pluriels (morphologiques) des verbes ou la pluralité des événement en général. 

Cependant, les pluractionnels n'impliquent que rarement seule la pluralité événementielle 

dans leur interprétation (see Cusic 1981, Součková & Buba 2008). Certaines, parmi les 

nombreuses interprétations possibles associées aux pluractionnels, sont présentées dans 

Cusic (1981, p.74). L'auteur mentionne notamment : les aspects répétitifs, la répétition 

d'occasions ou d’événements, le caractère habituel, la distribution de qualités, 

l’inchoativité, l'accumulation de résultat, l'intensité, l'augmentation, la diminution, la 

pluralité de sites d'action, la durée, la distribution, les conséquences persistantes, la 

rapidité ou la continuité.  

L'objectif de cette thèse n'est pas d'appréhender la complexité des interprétations 

mentionnées ci-dessus ni même d'examiner de façon plus systématique lesquelles sont 

associées à po. La thèse montre que po partage en effet certaines propriétés 

fondamentales avec les marqueurs pluractionnels, mais son objectif principal se focalise 

plus humblement sur deux questions précises : 

(a) Quelle est la signification de po et  

(b) Comment les enfants acquièrent-ils les interprétations des phrases avec po ?  

 

Afin d'atteindre ces deux objectifs tout en prenant en compte la sémantique du po 

distributif et en fournissant des données sur l'acquisition, nous avons tout d'abord étudié 

les propriétés morphosyntaxiques et sémantiques de po, en le comparant au quantificateur 

chaque, mais également au quantificateur universel serbe svaki (chaque).  

Nous avons ensuite proposé une analyse de po, selon laquelle po quantifie sur les 

événements (espace/temps). Finalement, nous avons montré que les données adultes 

recueillies dans le cadre de cette thèse soutiennent la direction prise par cette analyse. Les 

données enfantines mettent en évidence des différences avec les données adultes jusqu’à 

l'âge de neuf ans. De façon plus importante encore, les données montrent que les enfants 

acceptent à la fois les lectures "distribution sur les participants" et les lectures 

"distribution sur les événements" des phrases avec le po distributif.  
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3. Principaux résultats de la thèse 

 

La thèse se compose de 5 chapitres. Le Chapitre 1 est un chapitre d'introduction. La 

problématique de la thèse et ses objectifs y sont présentés. Le Chapitre 2 propose une 

discussion de la distributivité et des quantificateurs en serbe. Nous y montrons que seul 

po implique une distributivité forte (obligatoire), alors que les autres quantificateurs 

impliquent une distributivité faible (on parle de pseudo-distributivité ou de distributivité 

non-obligatoire). Ce chapitre explore également la distribution morphosyntaxique du po 

distributif et sa contribution aux lectures des phrases. Nous montrons que po impose soit 

la distribution spatiale et/ou temporelle, soit la distribution sur les participants, suivant la 

construction dans laquelle il apparaît.  

Le Chapitre 3 présente une revue synthétique des principales théories sur les 

quantificateurs distributifs. On distingue deux principaux points de vue théoriques. Pour 

l'un, les quantificateurs distributifs impliquent, quelle que soit la langue, l’opérateur 

chaque qui est explicit ou implicite. Pour l'autre, certains quantificateur distributifs qui 

induisent une lecture "distribution sur les événements" (tels que po) ne sont pas associés à 

l'opérateur distributif chaque.  

La seconde approche s'avère en meilleur accord avec les observations empiriques 

concernant po. Dans le Chapitre 4, nous adaptons l'analyse proposée par Cable (2014) 

pour des numéraux distributifs en Tlingit, afin de rendre compte des propriétés du po 

distributif. Nous proposons également une revue succincte des usages de po : le po 

prépositionnel, mais également verbal, adverbial, et adjectival. Cela soutient l'affirmation 

selon laquelle po partage plusieurs propriétés importantes avec les marqueurs 

pluractionnels, ce terme étant considéré au sens large (Cusic 1981). Cette observation 

suggère que l'approche basée sur les événements est effectivement mieux adaptée pour 

expliquer le po distributif, par opposition à l'approche dans laquelle la distributivité 

implique la quantification universelle sur les individus.  

Le Chapitre 5 présente une série de quatre expériences sur la compréhension adulte et 

enfantine des phrases avec numéraux, po distributif et quantificateur svaki (chaque). 

Les résultats de ces expériences sont discutés à la lumière de notre analyse théorique. Il 

apparaît que notre analyse de po est corroborée par les données adultes. Les données 
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enfantines mettent en évidence un sentier de développement assez long. En effet, une 

interprétation des phrases avec po différente des adultes persiste jusqu'à l'âge de 9 ans. Ce 

qui est le plus important, les enfants acceptent à la fois les lecteurs "distribution sur les 

participants" et les lectures "distribution sur les événements" des phrases avec po.  
 

Dans le Chapitre 6, nous récapitulons les principaux résultats. Tout d'abord, po implique 

une quantification uniforme sur les événements. Ensuite, les enfants, comme les adultes, 

prennent en compte à la fois les lectures "distribution sur les participants" et "distribution 

sur les événements" de po. Cependant, enfants et adultes n'ont pas le même 

comportement. Les enfants passent par une étape dans laquelle ils traitent po comme un 

quantificateur de type déterminant, tel que svaki (chaque). Enfin, ce dernier chapitre 

évoque des pistes de recherches futures. L'une des pistes concerne l'hypothèse selon 

laquelle po est un marqueur pluractionnel. Une autre piste concerne l’acquisition de la 

distribution temporelle (distribution sur le temps) avec le marqueur distributif po.
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Appendix A (Experiment I) 
 
 
                     TEST SENTENCES                                                                                SCENARIOS 
 
            numeral NP -object  
1.Tri dečaka drže dva balona.                                                     SD, OD, COLL, CU 
  (Three boys hold two balloons)  
2. Tri devojčice drže dva zmaja.                                                 SD, OD, COLL, CU 
   (Three girls hold two kites) 
3. Tri žene šetaju dva psa.                                                           SD, OD, COLL, CU 
    (Three women walk two dogs) 
4. Tri klovna drže dva cveta.                                                       SD, OD, COLL, CU 
    (Three clowns hold two flowers) 
 
               svaki NP-object 
5. Tri dečaka drže svaki balon.                                                   SD, OD, COLL, CU 
    (Three boys hold every balloon) 
6. Tri devojčice drže dva zmaja.                                                 SD, OD, COLL, CU 
    (Three girls hold every kite) 
7. Tri žene šetaju dva psa.                                                           SD, OD, COLL, CU 
    (Three women walk every dog) 
8. Tri klovna drže dva cveta.                                                       SD, OD, COLL, CU 
   (Three clowns hold every flower) 
 
                  CONTROL SENTENCES 
      SUBJECT NUMERAL 
1. Tri zeca jedu šargarepe.                                                                       FALSE 
    (Three rabbits eat carrots)  
2. Dve krave pasu travu.                                                                          FALSE 
    (Two cows are grazing) 
3. Tri majmuna su na drvetu.                                                                   TRUE 
   (Three monkeys are on the tree) 
4. Dve mačke se igraju s mišem.                                                             TRUE 
    (Two cats play with mouse) 
 
     OBJECT NUMERAL 
5. Klovn drži tri cveta.                                                                            FALSE 
  (Clown holds three flowers)  
6. Čovek šeta dva psa.                                                                             FALSE 
    (Man walks two dogs). 
7. Dečak drži tri balona.                                                                          TRUE 
    (Boy holds two balloons) 
8. Devojčica drži dva zmaja.                                                                   TRUE 
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    (Girl holds two kites) 
 
     SUBJECT AND OBJECT NUMERAL 
9. Tri dečaka drže dva balona.                                                                FALSE  
    (Three boys hold two balloons) 
10. Tri devojčice drže dva zmaja.                                                           FALSE 

(Three girls hold two kites) 
11. Tri žene šetaju dva psa.                                                                     FALSE  

(Three women walk two dogs) 
12. Tri klovna drže dva cveta.                                                                 FALSE  
      (Three clowns hold two flowers) 
 
        SUBJECT SVAKI 
13. Svaki dečak drži balon.                                                                    FALSE 
    (Every boy holds balloon) 
14. Svaki dečak ima sladoled.                                                                TRUE 

(Every boy has ice-cream) 
 
       OBJECT SVAKI 
15. Dečak nosi svaku kesu.                                                                    FALSE 

(Boy carries every bag) 
16. Čovek šeta svakog psa.                                                                     TRUE 
      (Man walks every dog)                                                
 
      DEMONSTRATIVE SUBJECT OR OBJECT 
17. Ova deca imaju loptu.                                                                       FALSE 

(These children have ball) 
18. Dečak nosi ove kutije.                                                                       FALSE 

(Boy carries these boxes) 
19. Ove žirafe jedu lišće.                                                                          TRUE 
      (These giraffes eat leaves) 
20. Slon nosi ove dečake.                                                                         TRUE 
      (Elephant carries these boys) 
 
       NUMERAL SUBJECT AND DEMONSTRATIVE OBJECT   
21. Tri dečaka drže ove balone.                                                               FALSE  
      (Three boys carry these balloons) 
22. Tri devojčice drže ove zmajeve.                                                        FALSE  

(Three girls hold these kites) 
23. Tri žene šetaju ove pse.                                                                      FALSE 

(Three women walk these dogs) 
24. Tri klovna drže ove cvetove.                                                              FALSE  

(Three clowns hold these flowers) 
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Appendix B (Experiment II) 
 
           TEST SENTENCES                                                                                   SCENARIOS 
 
     PO-LESS SENTENCE TYPE 
1. Dve devojke guraju stolicu.                                                       SD, ED, COLL 
   (Two girls push a chair) 
2. Dve devojke peru brod.                                                              SD, ED, COLL 
    (Two girls wash a boat) 
3.  Dve devojke dižu kofer.                                                            SD, ED, COLL 
      (Two girls lift a suitcase) 
4. Dve devojke pakuju knjigu.                                                        SD, ED, COLL 
     (Two girls wrap a book) 
5. Dve devojke farbaju kutiju.                                                         SD, ED, COLL 
     (Two girls paint a box) 
6. Dve devojke vuku auto.                                                               SD, ED, COLL 
     (Two girls pull a car) 
 
      PO-OBJECT SENTENCE TYPE   
7. Dve devojke guraju po stolicu.                                                    SD, ED, COLL 
   (Two girls push DIST chair) 
8. Dve devojke peru po brod.                                                           SD, ED, COLL 
    (Two girls wash DIST boat) 
9.  Dve devojke dižu po kofer.                                                         SD, ED, COLL 
      (Two girls lift DIST suitcase) 
10. Dve devojke pakuju po knjigu.                                                   SD, ED, COLL 
     (Two girls wrap DIST book) 
11. Dve devojke farbaju po kutiju.                                                    SD, ED, COLL 
     (Two girls paint DIST box) 
12. Dve devojke vuku po auto.                                                          SD, ED, COLL 
     (Two girls pull DIST car) 
 
       PO-SUBJECT SENTENCE TYPE 
13. Po dve devojke guraju stolicu.                                                    SD, ED, COLL 
     (DIST two girls push a chair) 
14. Po dve devojke peru brod.                                                           SD, ED, COLL 
      (DIST two girls wash a boat) 
15. Po dve devojke dižu kofer.                                                           SD, ED, COLL 
      (DIST two girls lift a suitcase) 
16. Po dve devojke pakuju knjigu.                                                     SD, ED, COLL 
      (DIST two girls wrap a book) 
17. Po dve devojke farbaju kutiju.                                                      SD, ED, COLL 
     (DIST two girls paint a box) 
18. Po dve devojke vuku auto.                                                            SD, ED, COLL 
     (DIST two girls pull a car) 
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         CONTROL SENTENCES                                                                            SITUATIONS 
 
1. Dve devojke uzdišu.      TRUE 
    (Two girls are sighing) 
2. Dve devojke trepću.      TRUE 
    (Two girls are blinking) 
3. Dve devojke ležu.        TRUE 
    (Two girls are laying down) 
4. Dve devojke skaču.       TRUE 
    (Two girls are jumping) 
5. Dve devojke se grle.            TRUE 
    (Two girls are hugging) 
6. Dve devojke se protežu.         TRUE 
    (Two girls are scratching) 
7. Dve devojke se kriju.        FALSE 
    (Two girls are hiding)      (Three girls are hiding) 
8. Dve devojke spavaju.       FALSE 
    (Two girls are sleeping)      (Three girls are sleeping) 
9. Dve devojke vire.             FALSE 
    (Two girls are peeking)        (Three girls are peeking)   
10. Dve devojke hodaju.        FALSE 
     (Two girls are walking)       (Three girls are waling) 
11. Dve devojke se smeju.        FALSE 
      (Two girls are laughing)      (Three girls are laughing) 
12. Dve devojke se vrte.       FALSE 
(Two girls are turning around)      (Three girls are turning around) 
 
    DISTRACTER SENTENCES                         
 
1. Devojke plešu.            TRUE 
   (The girls are dansing) 
2. Devojke kijaju.               TRUE 
   (The girls are sneezing) 
3. Devojke zvižde.                                TRUE 
   (The girls are whistling) 
4. Devojke namiguju.                  TRUE 
    (The girls are winking) 
5. Devojke šmrcaju.                   TRUE 
   (The girls are sniffing) 
6. Devojke puze.                    TRUE 
    (The girls are crawling) 
7. Devojke se klizaju.             FALSE 
    (The girls are skating)          (The girls clapping) 
8. Devojke voze bicikl.        FALSE 
    (The girls are riding a bycicle)       (The girls are waving) 
9. Devojke stoje na rukama.         FALSE 
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     (The girls are doing a handstand)    (The girls are yawning) 
10. Devojke razgovaraju.         FALSE 
      (The girls are chatting)        (The girls are snoring) 
11. Devojke pevaju.             FALSE 
      (The girls are singing)         (The girls are crying) 
12. Devojke skijaju.          FALSE 
      (The girls are skiing)       (The girls are coughing) 
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Appendix C (Experiment III) 
 

                      TEST SENTENCES                                                                             SCENARIOS 
          PO-OBJECT SENTENCE TYPE 
1. Tri devojčice drže po dva balona.              SD, OD, ED 
    (Three girls hold DIST two balloons) 
2. Tri devojčice puštaju po dva zmaja.              SD, OD, ED 
    (Thee girls fly DIST two kites) 
3. Tri devojčice imaju po dva cveta.                     SD, OD, ED 
    (Three girls have DIST two flowers)	  
4. Tri devojčice vuku po dva kofera.                 SD, OD, ED 
    (Thee girls pull DIST two suitcases) 
5. Tri devojčice dižu po dve kutije.                       SD, OD, ED 
    (Three girls lift DIST two boxes) 
6. Tri devojčice guraju po dve stolice.                   SD, OD, ED 
    (Three girls push DIST two chairs) 
 
          PO-SUBJECT SENTENCE TYPE 
7. Po tri devojčice drže dva balona.                            SD, OD, ED 
    (DIST three girls hold two balloons) 
8. Po tri devojčice puštaju dva zmaja.              SD, OD, ED 
    (DIST thee girls fly two kites) 
9. Po tri devojčice imaju dva cveta.             SD, OD, ED 
 (DIST three girls have two flowers)	  
10. Po tri devojčice vuku dva kofera.               SD, OD, ED 
     (DIST thee girls pull two suitcases) 
11. Po tri devojčice dižu dve kutije.                     SD, OD, ED 
      (DIST three girls lift two boxes) 
12. Po tri devojčice guraju dve stolice.              SD, OD, ED 
      (DIST three girls push two chairs) 
 
            DOUBLE-PO SENTENCE TYPE 
13. Po tri devojčice drže po dva balona.                     SD, OD, ED 
      (DIST three girls hold DIST two balloons) 
14. Po tri devojčice puštaju po dva zmaja.                   SD, OD, ED 
      (DIST thee girls fly DIST two kites) 
15. Po tri devojčice imaju po dva cveta.                   SD, OD, ED 
      (DIST three girls have DIST two flowers)	  
16. Po tri devojčice vuku po dva kofera.                      SD, OD, ED 
      (DIST thee girls pull DIST two suitcases) 
17. Po tri devojčice dižu po dve kutije.                   SD, OD, ED 
      (DIST three girls lift DIST two boxes) 
18. Po tri devojčice guraju po dve stolice.                     SD, OD, ED 
      (DIST three girls push DIST two chairs) 
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DISTRACTERS INVOLVING TWO GIRLS       SITUATIONS 
1. Devojke namiguju.                       TRUE 
    (The girls are winking) 
2. Devojke šmrcaju.                        TRUE 
    (The girls are sniffing) 
3. Devojke puze.                                      TRUE 
    (The girls are crawling) 
4. Devojke se osmehuju.                           TRUE 
    (The girls are smiling) 
5. Devojke razgovaraju.                         FALSE  
    (The girls are talking)                     (The girls are snoring) 
6. Devojke pevaju.                                                                                           FALSE   
    (The girls are singing)                 (The girls are crying) 
7. Devojke skijaju.                          FALSE  
    (The girls are skiing)                     (The girls are coughing) 
8. Devojke se klizaju.                                                                                       FALSE  
    (The girls are skating)              (The girls are streching) 
9. Devojke hodaju.                                                                                            FALSE  
    (The girls are walking)              (The girls are bowing) 
 
       DISTRACTERS INVOLVING THREE GIRLS 
10. Devojke plešu.         TRUE 
     (The girls are dancing)                                                                                      
11. Devojke kijaju.                             TRUE 
     (The girls are sneezing) 
12. Devojke zvižde.                              TRUE 
     (The girls are whistling) 
13. Devojke sedaju.                                TRUE 
     (The girls are sitting down) 
14. Devojke se saginju.                            TRUE 
     (The girls are bowing) 
15. Devojke voze bicikl.                                     FALSE 
      (The girls are biking)               (The girls are waving) 
16. Devojke stoje na rukama.           FALSE  
      (The girls are doing handstands)       (The girls are yawning) 
17. Devojke spavaju.        FALSE  
      (The girls are sleeping)         (The girls are crouchung) 
18. Devojke se grle.                       FALSE  
      (The girls are hugging)                    (The girls are clapping) 
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Appendix D (Experiment IV) 
 
                 TEST SENTENCES                                                                      SCENARIOS 
 

1. Svaka devojka pere po brod.                   AD, NAD, COLL, AD+, NAD+, COLL+ 
   (Every girl is washing DIST boat) 
2. Svaka devojka farba po kutiju.               AD, NAD, COLL, AD+, NAD+, COLL+ 
    (Every girl is painting DIST box) 
3. Svaka devojka pakuje po knjigu.            AD, NAD, COLL, AD+, NAD+, COLL+ 
    (Every girls is wrapping DIST book) 
4. Svaka devojka vuče po auto.                 AD, NAD, COLL, AD+, NAD+, COLL+ 
    (Every girls is pulling DIST car) 
5. Svaka devojka gura po stolicu.          AD, NAD, COLL, AD+, NAD+, COLL+ 
    (Every girl is pushing DIST chair) 
6. Svaka devojka diže po kofer.               AD, NAD, COLL, AD+, NAD+, COLL+ 
    (Every girl is lifting DIST suitcase) 
 
             DISTRACTER SENTENCES                                                       SITUATIONS 
 
1. Devojke plešu.                                                           TRUE 
   (The girls are dancing) 
2. Devojke kijaju.                                                                            TRUE 
    (The girls are sneezing) 
3. Devojke zvižde.                                                                TRUE 
    (The girls are whistling) 
4. Devojke puze.                                                       TRUE 
    (The girls are crawling) 
5. Devojke sedaju.                                                        TRUE 
  (The girls are sitting down) 
6. Devojke se saginju.                                              TRUE 
  (The girls are bending) 
7. Devojke se grle.                                             FALSE 
  (The girls are hugging)                                              (The girls are clapping) 
8. Devojke voze bicikl.                                      FALSE 
(The girls are riding a bycicle)                                             (The girls are waving) 
9. Devojke stoje na rukama.                                  FALSE 
(The girls are doing a handstand)                                       (The girls are yawning) 
10. Devojke pevaju.                                          FALSE 
(The girls are sining)                                                              (The girls are crying) 
11. Devojke spavaju.                                             FALSE 
(The girls are sleeping)                                                     (The girls are crouching) 
12. Devojke hodaju.                                          FALSE 
(The girls are walking)                                                          (The girls are bowing) 
 





 
  

 
 

Numerals and Distributivity in Serbian : 
at the syntax-semantics-acquisition interface 

Résumé 
 
Cette thèse apporte une contribution à la fois à la typologie 

morphosyntaxique et sémantique des marqueurs distributifs, et à 

l'étude de l'acquisition des numéraux. Elle offre une analyse du 

marqueur distributif po en serbe et présente des données empiriques 

sur la compréhension des phrases avec les numéraux distributifs chez 

l'enfant et l'adulte.  

La thèse montre que po implique systématiquement une 

quantification événementielle et partage les principales 

caractéristiques des marqueurs pluractionnels (Newman 1980, 1990, 

Cusic 1981, Lasersohn 1995, Matthewson 2000, Filip & Carlson 

2001). La thèse cible les phrases avec numéraux en adaptant l'analyse 

de distributivité proposée par Cable (2014), pour expliquer le cas des 

numéraux combinés avec po. Cette analyse constitue l'une des rares 

contributions théoriques sur le marqueur distributif po dans les 

langues slaves.  

Les expériences réalisées offrent de nouvelles données empiriques sur 

la compréhension enfantine et adulte des phrases avec les numéraux 

ou avec le quantificateur universel svaki (chaque), dans lesquelles po 

distributif apparaît. Ces données offrent également une perspective 

développementale du phénomène, puisqu’elles ont été récoltées sur 

un total de 247 enfants, âgés de 4 à 10 ans. Deux expériences 

permettent une comparaison avec les études réalisées sur l'anglais 

(Musolino 2009), le russe (Sekerina & Sauermann 2011) et le 

hongrois (É. Kiss et al. 2012, 2013). Les deux autres expériences sont 

les premières à étudier l’acquisition de la distributivité avec les 

numéraux dans une langue slave. Leurs résultats appuient notre 

proposition théorique, selon laquelle le po distributif implique 

systématiquement la quantification événementielle. 

 
Mots clés : Numéraux, Distributivité, Quantification 
événementielle, Serbe, Acquisition, Sémantique. 

 

Abstract 
 
This thesis makes a contribution to the morphosyntactic and semantic 

typology of distributive markers, as well as to the acquisition of 

distributive numerals at the syntax-semantics interface. It aims to 

provide an analysis of Serbian distributive marker po and brings to 

light novel child and adult data on the understanding of sentences 

with numerals.  

Our main claim is that po always involves event quantification and 

furthermore, that is shares some core properties with pluractional 

markers (Newman 1980, 1990, Cusic 1981, Lasersohn 1995, 

Matthewson 2000, Filip & Carlson 2001). We focus on sentences 

with numerals and adapt Cable’s (2014) analysis of distributivity to 

account for numerals combined with po. This analysis is a 

contribution to rather scarce theoretical work on Slavic numeral 

distributive markers.  

Our experimental data provide child and adult data on the 

understanding of Serbian distributive po appearing in sentences with 

numerals and with the universal quantifier svaki (every). It 

furthermore explores a developmental perspective on the phenomena, 

since 247 children, with age ranging from 4 to 10 years, were tested 

in a total of four experiments. Two experiments contribute to the 

cross-linguistic comparison with the studies conducted on English 

(Musolino 2009), Russian (Sekerina & Sauermann 2011) and 

Hungarian (É.Kiss et al. 2012, 2013). The other two experiments are 

the first to address the specific research questions relative to 

distributivity in Slavic. They give support to our theoretical claim that 

distributive po uniformly involves quantification over events. 
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